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(54) Pointer detection apparatus and pointer detection method

(57) A pointer detection apparatus and a pointer de-
tection method of the cross point electrostatic coupling
type are disclosed, by which a pointer on a conductor
pattern can be detected at a higher speed. The pointer
detection apparatus includes a conductor pattern, a
spread code supplying circuit, a reception conductor se-
lection circuit, an amplification circuit, an analog to digital

conversion circuit, and a correlation value calculation cir-
cuit. The spread code supplying circuit supplies a plurality
of spread codes at the same time. The correlation value
calculation circuit determines correlation values between
signals output from the analog to digital conversion circuit
and the correlation calculation codes respectively corre-
sponding to the spread codes. A pointer is detected
based on the determined correlation values.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a pointer detection apparatus and a pointer detection method, and more particularly
to a pointer detection apparatus and a pointer detection method wherein a plurality of pointers can be detected at a high
speed.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, for the detection of the position of a pointer used with a touch panel or a like apparatus, various
sensor systems have been proposed, such as a resistive film system, an electrostatic coupling system and an electrostatic
capacitive system. In recent years, a pointer detection apparatus of the electrostatic coupling system type has been
vigorously developed.
[0003] Electrostatic coupling systems are divided into two types including a surface capacitive type and a projected
capacitive type. An electrostatic coupling system of the surface capacitive type is applied, for example, in an ATM
(Automated Teller Machine), and that of the projected capacitive type is applied, for example, in a mobile telephone set.
In both types, a variation of the electrostatic coupling state between a sensor electrode and a pointer such as a finger
or an electrostatic pen is detected in order to detect the position of the pointer.
[0004] A pointer detection apparatus of the projected capacitive electrostatic coupling system includes an electrode
formed in a predetermined pattern, for example, on a transparent substrate or a transparent film. The apparatus detects
a variation of the electrostatic coupling state between a pointer and the electrode when the pointer approaches the
electrode. For a pointer detection apparatus of this type, various techniques for optimizing the configuration have been
proposed and are disclosed, for example, in Japanese Patent Lazd-Qpen Nos. 2003-22158, Hei 9-222947, and Hei
10-161795 (referred to as Patent Document 1, 2 and 3, respectively, hereinafter). In particular, Patent Document 1
discloses a code division multiplexing system which uses an orthogonal spread code. Patent Document 2 discloses a
coordinate inputting apparatus which uses a pseudo-random signal. Patent Document 3 discloses a pen for use with
an electrostatic capacitive coordinate apparatus.
[0005] A pointer detection apparatus of the type called cross point electrostatic coupling system has been developed
from the projected capacitive type electrostatic coupling system. Here, operation of a pointer detection apparatus of the
cross point electrostatic coupling system is described briefly with reference to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 75A
shows a general configuration of a sensor section and associated elements of a pointer detection apparatus of the cross
point electrostatic coupling system, and FIG. 75B illustrates an output signal waveform of the pointer detection apparatus.
[0006] Referring to FIGS. 75A and 75B, a sensor section 900 includes a transmission conductor array 901 formed
from a plurality of transmission conductors 902, and a reception conductor array 903 formed from a plurality of reception
conductors 904. An insulating film is formed between the transmission conductor array 901 and the reception conductor
array 903. The transmission conductors 902 have a predetermined shape and extend in a predetermined direction, in
FIG. 75A, in the direction indicated by an arrow mark X and are disposed in parallel to, and spaced apart by a prede-
termined distance from, each other. The reception conductors 904 have a predetermined shape and extend in a direction
crossing the extension direction of the transmission conductors 902, that is, in the direction indicated by an arrow mark
Y in FIG. 75A. The reception conductors 904 are disposed in parallel to, and spaced apart by a predetermined distance
from, each other.
[0007] In a pointer detection apparatus which uses the sensor section 900 having the configuration described above,
for example, a predetermined signal is supplied to a predetermined one of the transmission conductors 902. A variation
of current flowing to a cross point between the predetermined transmission conductor 902, to which the predetermined
signal is supplied, and a reception conductor 904 is detected at each of all cross points of the predetermined transmission
conductor 902 and the reception conductors 904. Here, at a position of the sensor section 900 at which a pointer 910
such as a finger is placed, part of current flowing to the transmission conductor 902 is shunted through the pointer 910
and this changes the current flowing into the reception conductor 904. Therefore, the position of the pointer 910 can be
detected by detecting a cross point between the transmission conductor 902, to which the signal is supplied, and the
reception conductor 904, to which a varying amount of current flows into. Further, with a pointer detection apparatus of
the cross point electrostatic coupling system, simultaneous detection of a plurality of pointers is possible because the
current variation is detected for each of a plurality of cross points formed on the sensor section 900.
[0008] The principle of position detection of the cross point electrostatic coupling system is described more particularly.
A case is considered here where a predetermined signal is supplied to the transmission conductor Y6 and a pointing
position of the pointer 910 such as, for example, a finger on the transmission conductor Y6 is detected as seen in FIG.
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75A. First, in the state where a signal is supplied to the transmission conductor Y6, the difference between currents
flowing to the reception conductors X1 and X2 is detected by means of a differential amplifier 905. Then, after a prede-
termined interval of time, the reception conductors to be connected to the differential amplifier 905 are switched to the
reception conductors X2 and X3, and the difference between currents flowing through the reception conductors X2 and
X3 is detected. This operation is repeated up to the reception conductor XM.
[0009] Then, a level variation of an output signal of the differential amplifier 905 at the position of each of the cross
points between the transmission conductor Y6 and the reception conductors is determined. FIG. 75B illustrates a char-
acteristic of the level variation. Referring to FIG. 75B, the axis of abscissa of the illustrated characteristic represents
detection signals output from the reception conductors X1 to XM when they are temporally successively selected and
connected to the differential amplifier 905. It is to be noted that a characteristic indicated by a broken line curve in FIG.
75B represents a level variation of the signal actually output from the differential amplifier 905 and another characteristic
indicated by a solid line curve represents a variation of the integration value of the output signal of the differential amplifier
905.
[0010] Since the pointer or finger 910 is placed in proximity to the cross points between the transmission conductor
Y6 and the reception conductors X5 and XM-5, current flowing in the proximity of these cross points varies. Therefore,
as seen in FIG. 75B, the output signal of the differential amplifier 905 varies at positions corresponding to positions in
proximity to the cross points between the transmission conductor Y6 and the reception conductors X5 and XM-5, and the
integration value of the output signal varies. The position of the pointer 910 can be detected based on the variation of
the integration value. In the conventional pointer detection apparatus, such detection as described above is carried out
while successively switching the transmission conductor to be used for the detection one by one.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] A conventional pointer detection apparatus of the cross point electrostatic coupling system as described above
carries out supply and reception processes of a signal for each of the transmission conductors and the reception con-
ductors, which define the cross points, to carry out a position detection process of a pointer. Therefore, it has a problem
in that, if the position detection process is carried out for all cross points, then a long period of time is required for the
process. For example, if the sensor section includes 64 transmission conductors and 128 reception conductors and the
detection processing time at each of the cross points is, for example, 256 msec, then a period of time of approximately
two seconds is required for detection at all cross points, that is, at totaling 8,192 cross points. Therefore, such conventional
pointer detection apparatus is not suitable for practical use.
[0012] It is an object of the present invention to provide a pointer detection apparatus and a pointer detection method
of the cross point electrostatic coupling system using which a pointer can be detected at a higher speed.
[0013] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a pointer detection apparatus for detecting
a pointer positioned on a conductor pattern including a plurality of first conductors disposed in a first direction and a
plurality of second conductors disposed in a second direction which crosses the first direction. The pointer detection
apparatus further includes a code supplying circuit having a plurality of code strings of different codes from each other
for supplying predetermined ones of the code strings to the first conductors disposed in the first direction and forming
the conductor pattern. The pointer detection apparatus also includes a correlation value calculation code supplying
circuit for supplying correlation value calculation codes that respectively correspond to the code strings, and a correlation
calculation circuit for carrying out correlation calculation between signals produced in the second conductors disposed
in the second direction and the correlation value calculation codes. The pointer positioned on the conductor pattern is
detected based on results of the correlation calculation carried out by the correlation calculation circuit.
[0014] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a pointer detection method for detecting
a pointer positioned on a conductor pattern including a plurality of first conductors disposed in a first direction and a
plurality of second conductors disposed in a second direction which crosses the first direction. The method includes a
code supplying step for supplying predetermined ones of a plurality of code strings of different codes from each other
to the first conductors disposed in the first direction and forming the conductor pattern. The method further includes a
correlation value calculation code supplying step for supplying correlation value calculation codes that respectively
correspond to the code strings. The method also includes a correlation calculation processing step for carrying out
correlation calculation between signals produced in the second conductors disposed in the second direction and the
correlation value calculation codes. According to the method, the pointer positioned on the conductor pattern is detected
based on results of the correlation calculation carried out at the correlation calculation processing step.
[0015] In the pointer detection apparatus and the pointer detection method according to various exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention, by supplying a plurality of signals produced based on one or a plurality of code strings
different from each other to a plurality of transmission conductors at the same time, presence of a pointer on the conductor
pattern as well as the pointing position of the pointer can be detected. In other words, a detection process for a pointer
can be carried out at the same time with regard to a plurality of cross points. Therefore, with the pointer detection
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apparatus and the pointer detection method according to the present invention, presence of one or a plurality of pointers
and the pointing positions of the pointer(s) can be detected at a higher speed at the same time.
The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following
description and the appended claims, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a pointer detection apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic sectional view of a sensor section of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a general configuration of a spread code supplying circuit of the pointer detection
apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view showing a general configuration of a transmission conductor selection circuit of the
pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view illustrating spread code switching operation by a transmission section of the pointer
detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view showing a general configuration of a reception conductor selection circuit of the
pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view illustrating switching operation of reception conductors by the reception section of
the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a correlation value calculation circuit of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 9 is a similar view but showing another correlation value calculation circuit of the pointer detection apparatus
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a general configuration of an example of an internal configuration of a correlator
of the correlation value calculation circuit of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1;
FIGS. 11A to 11G are time charts illustrating operation of several components of the pointer detection apparatus
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 12A is a schematic view illustrating an operation principle of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1 where
no pointer exists on the sensor section, and FIG. 12B is a similar view but illustrating an operation principle of the
pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1 where a pointer exists on the sensor section shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 13A is a schematic view of the sensor section of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1 where no pointer
exists on the sensor section, and FIG. 13B is a graph illustrating a relationship between an output signal of the
correlator of FIG. 10, obtained where no pointer exists on the sensor section, and a code number;
FIG. 14A is a schematic view of the sensor section of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1 where a pointer
exists on the sensor section, and FIG. 14B is a graph illustrating a relationship between an output signal of the
correlator of FIG. 10, obtained where a pointer exists on the sensor section, and a code number;
FIG. 15 is a schematic view showing the sensor section of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 1 where a pointer
is placed along predetermined reception conductors;
FIG. 16A is a graph illustrating a relationship between an output signal of the reception conductors of the pointer
detection apparatus of FIG. 1 and a spread code where the spread code is supplied to transmission conductors
shown in FIG. 15 on which the pointer is placed, and FIG. 16B is a graph illustrating a relationship between an
output signal of the reception conductors and a spread code where the spread code is supplied to transmission
conductors shown in FIG. 15 on which no pointer is placed;
FIG. 17A is a view illustrating an example of an Hadamard matrix of 16 chips, FIG. 17B is a similar view but illustrating
an example of Hadamard codes of 15 chips, and FIGS. 17C and 17D are waveform diagrams illustrating correlation
values where the Hadamard codes illustrated in FIGS. 17A and 17B are used, respectively;
FIG. 18 is a flow chart illustrating a processing procedure for position detection by the pointer detection apparatus
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 19A is a waveform diagram of a spread code before PSK modulation by a pointer detection apparatus according
to a second embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 19B is a waveform diagram of the spread code of FIG.
19A after PSK modulation;
FIG. 20 is a schematic block diagram of the pointer detection apparatus according to the second embodiment;
FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a spread code supplying circuit shown in FIG. 20;
FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a correlation value calculation circuit shown in FIG. 20;
FIG. 23A is a waveform diagram of a spread code before FSK modulation by a pointer detection apparatus according
to a third embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 23B is a waveform diagram of the spread code of FIG.
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23A after FSK modulation;
FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a spread code supplying circuit according to the third embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 25 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a correlation value calculation circuit according to the third
embodiment;
FIG. 26 is a schematic view illustrating switching of transmission conductors by a transmission conductor selection
circuit according to a modification 1;
FIG. 27 is a diagrammatic block diagram showing a configuration of a transmission conductor selection circuit
according to a modification 2;
FIG. 28 is a diagrammatic view illustrating switching of transmission conductors by the transmission conductor
selection circuit of FIG. 27;
FIG. 29 is a diagrammatic view illustrating switching of transmission conductors by a transmission conductor selection
circuit according to a modification 3;
FIG. 30 is a schematic block diagram of a reception conductor selection circuit according to a modification 4;
FIG. 31 is a diagrammatic view illustrating switching of reception conductors by the reception conductor selection
circuit shown in FUG 30;
FIG. 32 is a cross sectional view of a sensor section according to a modification 5;
FIGS. 33A and 33B are a cross sectional view and a perspective view, respectively, of a sensor section according
to a modification 6;
FIG. 34A is a schematic view showing a general configuration of a sensor section according to a modification 7,
and FIG. 34B is an enlarged view of a land conductor portion shown in FIG. 34A;
FIG. 35 is a schematic view showing a general configuration of a sensor section according to a modification 8;
FIG. 36 is a schematic view showing a general configuration of a sensor section according to a modification 9;
FIG. 37A is a schematic view showing a shape of transmission conductors in the sensor section of FIG. 36, and
FIG. 37B is an enlarged a schematic view showing arrangement of a transparent electrode film of reception con-
ductors in the sensor section;
FIG. 38 is a schematic view showing a general configuration of a sensor section wherein reception conductors are
formed concentrically according to a modification 10;
FIG. 39 is a block diagram showing a general configuration of a reception section according to a modification 11;
FIG. 40 is a diagrammatic view of an amplification section wherein a differential amplifier is used according to a
modification 12;
FIG. 41 is a block diagram illustrating that the same spread code is supplied to two transmission conductors positioned
adjacent to each other according to a modification 13;
FIG. 42 is a diagrammatic view illustrating detection carried out using a 2-input 1-output amplifier where the same
spread code is applied to two transmission conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to a modification
14;
FIG. 43 is a diagrammatic view illustrating detection carried out using an amplifier where the same spread code is
supplied to two transmission conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to the modification 14;
FIGS. 44A and 44B are diagrammatic views illustrating switching of a spread code to be supplied to transmission
conductors according to the modification 14;
FIGS. 45A to 45C are diagrammatic views illustrating different switching of a spread code to be supplied to trans-
mission conductors according to the modification 14;
FIG. 46 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a relationship between supply of the same spread code to a plurality of
transmission conductors disposed at intervals and reception of signals at a plurality of reception conductors according
to a modification 15;
FIG. 47A is a diagrammatic view showing a general configuration of a modification 16, and FIG. 47B is a waveform
diagram illustrating a waveform of an output signal of a differential amplifier in the modification 16;
FIG. 48 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a transmission conductor selection circuit in the modification 16;
FIG. 49 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a reception section in the modification 16;
FIG. 50A is a diagrammatic view illustrating supply of a spread code and a reversed code to four transmission
conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to a modification 17, and FIG. 50B is a waveform diagram
illustrating a waveform of an output signal of a differential amplifier in the modification 17;
FIG. 51 is a diagrammatic view illustrating supply of a spread code and a reversed code to four transmission
conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to a modification 18;
FIG. 52 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a general configuration for supply of a spread code and a reversed code
to three transmission conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to a modification 19;
FIG. 53 is a schematic circuit diagram showing a general configuration of a transmission conductor selection circuit
where a spread code and a reversed code are supplied to three transmission conductors positioned adjacent to
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each other in the modification 19;
FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a reception section where a spread code and a reversed code
are supplied to three transmission conductors positioned adjacent to each other in the modification 19;
FIG. 55 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a general configuration for supply of a spread code and a reversed code
to three transmission conductors positioned adjacent to each other according to a modification 20;
FIGS. 56A, 56B and 57A, 57B are views illustrating a principle of discrimination of a hovering state according to a
modification 21;
FIG. 58 is a distribution diagram illustrating the principle of discrimination of a hovering state in the modification 21;
FIGS. 59 and 60 are diagrammatic views illustrating different adjustment methods of the aperture ratio of a detection
level distribution on a detection surface upon position detection according to a modification 22;
FIG. 61 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an adjustment method of the aperture ratio of a detection level distribution
on a detection surface upon position detection according to a modification 24;
FIG. 62 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an adjustment method of the aperture ratio of a detection level distribution
on a detection surface upon position detection according to a modification 25;
FIG. 63 is a block diagram showing a general configuration of a reception section according to a modification 26;
FIG. 64 is a block diagram showing a configuration of an absolute value detection circuit according to the modification
26;
FIG. 65A is a schematic view illustrating a manner wherein a spread code is supplied to an arbitrary transmission
conductor according to a modification 27, and FIG. 65B is a graph illustrating signals from reception conductors
where the spread code supplying manner of FIG. 65A is used;
FIG. 66A is a schematic view illustrating a supplying method of a spread code according to the modification 27, and
FIG. 66B is a graph illustrating signals from reception conductors where the supplying method of FIG. 66A is used;
FIGS. 67 and 68 are diagrammatic views illustrating a principle of determination of a pointing pressure of a pointer
according to a modification 28;
FIG. 69 is a graph illustrating a procedure of determination of the volume of a region defined by a level curved
surface using trapezoid approximation according to the modification 28;
FIG. 70 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a supply of spread codes to different transmission conductors, respectively,
where a number of spread codes equals to the number of transmission conductors according to a modification 29;
FIG. 71 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a correlation value calculation circuit according to the modi-
fication 29;
FIG. 72 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a pointer detection apparatus according to a modification 30;
FIG. 73 is a diagrammatic viewshowinga general configurationof a reception section according to themodification 30;
FIG. 74 is a diagrammatic view showing a general configuration of a reception section according to a modification
31; and
FIG. 75A is a schematic view showing a general configuration of a conventional pointer detection apparatus, and
FIG. 75B is a waveform diagram of an output signal of the pointer detection apparatus of FIG. 72A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0017] In the following, several embodiments of the present invention of a pointer detection apparatus and a pointer
detection method are described with reference to the accompanying drawings. The description is given in the order
given below. It is to be noted that, while the following description is given using a pointer detection apparatus as an
example, the present invention is not limited to the illustrated embodiments and can be applied in various other apparatus
as long as the apparatus detect a pointer positioned in the proximity of, or in contact with, the apparatus.

1. First Embodiment: examples of a basic configuration;
2. Second Embodiment: examples of a configuration which uses a PSK-modulated, spread code;
3. Third Embodiment: examples of a configuration which uses an FSK-modulated spread code;
4. Fourth Embodiment: different supplying methods of a spread code;
5. Fifth Embodiment: selection methods of a reception conductor;
6. Sixth Embodiment: different examples of a configuration of a sensor section;
7. Seventh Embodiment: different examples of a configuration of an amplification circuit; and
8. Eighth Embodiment: detection of hovering.

<1. First Embodiment: examples of a basic configuration>

[0018] An example of a basic configuration of a pointer detection apparatus and a pointer detection method according
to the present invention is described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 18. It is to be noted that, as a position detection method
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in the present invention, an electrostatic coupling method is used for detecting the position of a pointer based on the
variation of an electrostatic coupling state between a transmission conductor and a reception conductor of a sensor
section. Further, in the present embodiment, an example of a configuration is described where spread codes in the form
of code strings are supplied at the same time to all transmission conductors and signal detection is carried out at the
same time through all reception conductors.

[Configuration of the Pointer Detection Apparatus]

[0019] FIG. 1 shows a general configuration of the pointer detection apparatus according to the first embodiment of
the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 1, the pointer detection apparatus 1 includes, as principal components thereof, a sensor section 100,
a transmission section 200, a reception section 300, and a control circuit 40 for controlling operation of the transmission
section 200 and the reception section 300. In the following, the components are described individually.
[0020] First, the configuration of the sensor section 100 is described with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2.
Referring first to FIG. 2, the sensor section 100 includes a first substrate 15 in the form of a substantially flat plate, a
transmission conductor array 11 including a plurality of transmission conductors 12, a reception conductor array 13
including a plurality of reception conductors 14, a spacer 16, and a second substrate 17 in the form of a flat plate. In the
sensor section 100, the transmission conductors 12, spacer 16, reception conductors 14 and second substrate 17 are
arranged and formed in this order on the first substrate 15. Accordingly, the transmission conductors 12 and the reception
conductors 14 are disposed in an opposing relationship to each other with the spacer 16 interposed therebetween.
[0021] A pointer such as a finger or an electrostatic pen is used on the second substrate 17 side, that is, on the side
opposite to the face of the second substrate 17 opposing the first substrate 15. Accordingly, the reception conductors
14 are disposed nearer to the detection face of the pointer detection apparatus 1 than the transmission conductors 12.
In one example, a known glass substrate having transparency is used to form the first substrate 15 and the second
substrate 17, though a substrate in the form of a sheet or film made of a synthetic resin or the like may also be used in
place of the glass substrate.
[0022] Each of the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 is formed from a transparent electrode
film, for example, of an ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) film, a copper foil or the like. The electrode patterns of the transmission
conductors 12 can be formed, for example, in the following manner. First, an electrode film formed from any of the
materials described above is formed on the first substrate 15, for example, by sputtering, vapor deposition, or (painting)
application. Then, the formed electrode film is etched to form the predetermined electrode patterns. Electrode patterns
of the reception conductors 14 can be formed on the second substrate 17 in a similar manner. Where the transmission
conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 are formed from a copper foil, it is also possible to use an ink jet printer
to spray ink including copper particles to a glass plate or the like to form the predetermined electrode patterns. The
transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 can be formed, for example, as linear or line-shaped
conductors. Further, the transmission conductors 12 may be formed as a diamond shape, a linear pattern shape, or the
like.
[0023] The spacer 16 can be formed from a synthetic resin material such as, for example, PVB (PolyVinyl Butyral),
EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate Copolymer), an acrylic-based resin or the like. The spacer 16 may otherwise be formed
from a silicon resin having a high refractive index, that is, a high dielectric constant. Also, it is possible to form the spacer
16 from liquid such as oil having a high refractive index, that is, a high dielectric constant. Where a material of a high
refractive index is used to form the spacer 16 in this manner, the parallax by the spacer 16 can be suppressed and an
optical characteristic is improved.
[0024] Where the spacer 16 is formed from a synthetic resin, it can be formed, for example, in the following manner.
First, a plastic resin sheet is sandwiched between the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14.
Then, while evacuation between the conductors is carried out, pressurization and heating are carried out to form the
spacer 16. Or, for example, a synthetic resin in the form of liquid may be supplied into the space between the transmission
conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14, which is thereafter solidified to form the spacer 16.
[0025] Referring back to FIG. 1, the transmission conductor array 11 includes, for example, 64 transmission conductors
12 extending in a predetermined direction, in FIG. 1, in the direction indicated by an arrow mark X. The transmission
conductors 12 are disposed in parallel to each other and are spaced apart by a predetermined distance from each other.
The reception conductor array 13 includes, for example, 128 reception conductors 14 extending in a direction perpen-
dicular to the extension direction of the transmission conductors 12, that is, in the direction indicated by an arrow mark
Y in FIG. 1. The reception conductors 14 are disposed in parallel to each other and are spaced apart by a predetermined
relationship from each other. In the illustrated example, the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors
14 are each formed from a conductor of a linear or plate shape. Where the transmission conductor array 11 and the
reception conductor array 13 are disposed in an opposing relationship to each other with the spacer 16 interposed
therebetween as in the present example, a capacitor of 0.5 pF is formed at each of the cross points between the
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transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor array 13.
[0026] Although it is described in the following description that the transmission conductors 12 and the reception
conductors 14 each formed in a linear shape are disposed so as to extend perpendicularly to each other, the shape of
the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 may vary suitably in accordance with a specific appli-
cation of the invention. Further, in the transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor array 13, the trans-
mission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 may be configured so as to cross each other at an angle other
than the right angle, for example, in an obliquely crossing relationship with each other. Different embodiments are
hereinafter described. Further, for an improved electric characteristic, the reception conductors 14 should be formed
with a width smaller than that of the transmission conductors 12. This will reduce the floating capacitance, to thereby
suppress noise which may mix into the reception conductors 14.
[0027] The disposition distance, that is, the pitch, of both of the transmission conductors 12 and the reception con-
ductors 14 is 3.2 mm in one example. It is to be noted that the number and the pitch of the transmission conductors 12
and the reception conductors 14 are not limited to those specified above, and they may be set suitably in accordance
with the size of the sensor section 100, required detection accuracy, and so forth.
[0028] In the following description, the transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11
are represented by indexes n ranging from "1" to "64," in the order beginning with the transmission conductor 12 which
is positioned nearest to the reception section 300. A transmission conductor 12 corresponding to index "n" is referred
to as transmission conductor Yn. Similarly, in regard to the reception conductor array 13, the reception conductors 14
are represented by indexes m ranging from "1" to "128" in the order beginning with the reception conductors 14 which
is positioned farthest from the transmission section 200. A reception conductor 14 corresponding to index "m" is referred
to as reception conductor Xm.
[0029] In the present first embodiment, each of the transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor array
13 is divided into 16 groups or blocks. A group of the transmission conductor array 11 is hereinafter referred to as a
transmission block, and a group of the reception conductor array 13 is hereinafter referred to as a detection block.
Each transmission block includes four transmission conductors 12. In particular, each transmission block includes four
transmission conductors 12 which are positioned adjacent to each other and, therefore, have indexes "n" that are
consecutive. More particularly, in the present embodiment, the transmission conductor array 11 is divided into trans-
mission blocks {Y1 ∼ Y4}, {Y5 ∼ Y8}, ..., {Y57 ∼ Y60} and {Y61 ∼ Y64}.
[0030] Similarly, each detection block includes eight reception conductors 14. In particular, each detection block
includes eight reception conductors 14 which are positioned adjacent to each other and, therefore, have indexes "m"
that are consecutive. More particularly, in the present embodiment, the reception conductor array 13 is divided into
detection blocks {X1 ∼ X8}, {X9 ∼ X16}, ..., {X113 ∼ X120} and {X121 ∼ X128}. However, the present invention is not limited
to the configuration just described, and the number of conductors in one group, the number of groups, and the form or
arrangement of groups such as the positional relationship of the conductors belonging to the same group may be variably
set in accordance with the size of the sensor section 100, the required detection speed, and so forth. Details are
hereinafter described.
[0031] Next, the transmission section 200 is described. Referring to FIG. 1, the transmission section 200 includes a
spread code supplying circuit 21, a transmission conductor selection circuit 22, and a clock generation circuit 23. The
transmission conductor selection circuit 22, spread code supplying circuit 21 and clock generation circuit 23 are arranged
in this order from the sensor section 100 side. The spread code supplying circuit 21 is connected to the control circuit
40 and the clock generation circuit 23 hereinafter described, and receives a clock signal output from the clock generation
circuit 23. The clock signal output from the clock generation circuit 23 is input also to the control circuit 40 hereinafter
described.
[0032] Now, the spread code supplying circuit 21 is described with reference to FIG. 3. FIG. 3 shows an example of
a general configuration of the spread code supplying circuit 21.
The spread code supplying circuit 21 in the first embodiment is provided in order to supply a code having a predetermined
number of bits, such as a spread code, to the transmission conductors 12 so that the value obtained from a correlation
value calculation circuit 34 of the reception section 300 hereinafter described will be a predetermined value depending
upon whether or not a pointer exists. The spread code supplying circuit 21 includes, for example, a number of spread
code production circuits 24 that equals the number of the transmission blocks of the transmission conductor array 11,
that is, 16 spread code production circuits 24. The spread code production circuits 24 each produce a spread code Ck
(k: integer from 1 to 16) having a fixed code length of 2n bits (n: integer) under the control of the control circuit 40
hereinafter described. In particular, the spread codes Ck are produced by the spread code production circuits 24,
respectively, in synchronism with a clock signal output from the clock generation circuit 23, for example. The n-th chip
of each of the spread codes Ck produced in this manner is output at a timing of a rising edge of the clock signal. The
spread code supplying circuit 21 may be configured differently, for example, such that it stores data produced based on
spread codes in a ROM or the like and controls the read address of the ROM to output a suitable signal to be supplied
to each transmission conductor. In the following description, 16 spread codes produced by the 16 spread code production
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circuits 24 are respectively referred to as spread codes C1, C2, C3, ..., C16. As the 16 spread codes C1 to C16, for
example, Hadamard codes synchronized with each other can be used. The Hadamard codes are hereinafter described.
[0033] As hereinafter described, spread codes modulated by PSK modulation, FSK modulation, or some other mod-
ulation may be used. Further, since, in a radio communication technique which adopts CDMA, usage of the word "chip"
is common, in the following description, the communication speed is referred to as a chip rate (i.e., the number of pulses
in a code that are transmitted/received per second (chips per second).
[0034] Now, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is described with reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 shows an
internal configuration of the transmission conductor selection circuit 22.
The transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is provided in order to selectively supply spread codes C1 to C16 supplied
from the spread code supplying circuit 21 to the transmission conductors 12. The transmission conductors 12, which
form the transmission conductor array 11, are divided into 16 transmission blocks 25 each of which including four
transmission conductors 12. The transmission conductor selection circuit 22 includes a number of switches 22a equal
to the number of transmission blocks 25, that is, 16 switches 22a. Each of the switches 22a has four output terminals
22b which are respectively connected to corresponding ones of the transmission conductors 12. Each of the switches
22a further has one input terminal 22c which is connected to an output terminal of a corresponding one of the spread
code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21 shown in FIG. 3. Each of the switches 22a connects,
at a predetermined interval of time, particularly at an interval of time corresponding to 16 periods of the clock output
from the clock generation circuit 23 in one example, a selected one of the transmission conductors 12 to an output
terminal of a corresponding one of the spread code production circuits 24 which outputs a predetermined spread code
Ck. The switching operation of the switches 22a is controlled by the control circuit 40.
[0035] An example of the switching operation of the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is described with
reference to FIG. 5. It is assumed here that one of the transmission conductors 12 which has the highest index in each
of the transmission blocks 25, that is, the transmission conductor Y4, Y8, ..., Y60 and Y64, is connected to an output
terminal of a corresponding one of the spread code production circuits 24 through a switch 22a as illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0036] The spread codes C1 to C16 output from the spread code production circuits 24, which form the spread code
supplying circuit 21, are supplied at the same time to 16 transmission conductors 12 selected by the switches 22a of
the transmission blocks 25. In this state, position detection of a pointer is carried out for a predetermined period of time,
that is, for a period of time corresponding to 16 periods of the clock in one example. Then, after the predetermined period
of time passes, that is, after supply of the spread codes C1 to C16 to the transmission conductors 12 selected by the
switches 22a is completed, the switches 22a change-over (switch) the spread code production circuits 24 to be connected
to adjacent ones of the transmission conductors 12 positioned in the direction in which the index n decreases, that is,
to the transmission conductors Y3, Y7, ..., Y59 and Y63. Then, after the switching, the spread codes C1 to C16 output
from the spread code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21 are supplied at the same time to the
16 selected transmission conductors 12 to carry out position detection. These operations are repeated to carry out
supplying of spread codes.
[0037] After those transmission conductors 12 which have the lowest indexes in the respective transmission blocks
25, that is, the transmission conductors Y1, Y5, ..., Y57 and Y61, are selected by the switches 22a to carry out supply of
the spread codes C1 to C16, those transmission conductors 12 having the highest indexes in the respective transmission
blocks 25 are again selected by the switches 22a, and the operations described above are repeated in each group. It
is to be noted that the procedure of the switching operation of the transmission conductors 12 is not limited to the example
described above with reference to FIG. 5. For example, while the switching operation of the transmission conductors
12 in FIG. 5 is carried out after the spread codes Ck to be supplied to the individual transmission conductors 12 are
supplied, the switching of transmission conductors 12 may also be carried out every time one chip in each spread code
is supplied. Other modifications are hereinafter described in detail.
[0038] As described above, the plural transmission conductors 12 are divided into a plurality of groups each including
a predetermined number M (M is an integer equal to or greater than 2 (M ≥ 2); in the example of FIG. 5, M = 4) of
conductors.. Then, the spread codes C1 to C16 produced by the spread code supplying circuit 21 are supplied to
predetermined ones of the transmission conductors 12 which form the groups, and the transmission conductors 12 to
which the spread codes are to be supplied in the respective groups are successively switched. Since the transmission
section 200 is configured in such a manner as described above, spread codes for position detection can be supplied at
the same time to a plurality of transmission conductors 12. Since, in the example described, 16 different spread codes
are supplied at the same time, the time required for transmission of a signal for position detection can be reduced to
1/16 of what was required in the prior art.
[0039] Now, the reception section 300 is described. Referring back to FIG. 1, the reception section 300 includes a
reception conductor selection circuit 31, an amplification circuit 32, an A/D (Analog to Digital) conversion circuit section
33, a correlation value calculation circuit 34, and a position detection circuit 35. A correlation value obtained by the
correlation value calculation circuit 34 of the reception section 300 corresponds to a detection state of a pointer, based
on which the position of the pointer is calculated by the position detection circuit 35.
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[0040] Now, the reception conductor selection circuit 31 is described with reference to FIG. 6.
The reception conductors 14 which form the reception conductor array 13 are divided into 16 detection blocks 36, each
of which including eight reception conductors 14. The reception conductor selection circuit 31 includes a number of
switches 31a equal to the number of the detection blocks 36, that is, 16 switches 31a. The switches 31a are provided
in a one-to-one corresponding relationship with the detection blocks 36 to switch among those reception conductors 14
to be selected in each block, in accordance with a control signal of the control circuit 40 hereinafter described.
Each of the switches 31a has eight terminals 31b on the input side thereof, which are connected to corresponding ones
of the reception conductors 14. Each of the switches 31a further has a terminal 31c on the output side thereof, which
is connected to an input terminal of a corresponding one of I/V conversion circuits 32a hereinafter described. Further,
each of the switches 31a switches among the reception conductors 14 to be connected to a corresponding one of the
I/N conversion circuit 32a at a predetermined interval of time, that is, in a period equal to four times that of the switching
timing of the switches 22a of the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 in the illustrated example. Output signals
of the I/N conversion circuits 32a are output to the A/D conversion circuit 33 through a changeover switch 32d after it
is amplified to a predetermined signal level by an amplifier (32b).
[0041] Now, the switching operation of the reception conductor selection circuit 31 is described with reference to FIG.
7. It is assumed here that, in the detection blocks 36, those reception conductors 14 having the lowest indexes, that is,
the reception conductors X1, X9, ..., and X121, are connected to the amplification circuit 32 through the switches 31a as
seen in FIG. 6.
First, in the state illustrated in FIG. 6, the reception conductor selection circuit 31 selects a plurality of reception conductors
14 at the same time such that output signals S1, S2, ..., S16 of the detection blocks 36 (current signals) are obtained for
a predetermined period of time.
[0042] Then, after the predetermined period of time elapses, the switches 31a of the reception conductor selection
circuit 31 change (switch) to adjacent ones of the reception conductors 14 which are positioned in the direction in which
the index m increases, that is, to the reception conductors X2, X10, ..., and X122. Then, new output signals S1, S2, ...,
S16 output from the reception conductors X2, X10, ..., X114 and X112 connected to the switches 31a after the switching
are obtained. Thereafter, the switches 31a of the reception conductor selection circuit 31 repeat the switching operation
as described above.
Then, the switches 31a are connected to the reception conductors 14 having the highest indexes in the respective
detection blocks 36, that is, to the reception conductors X8, X16, ..., X120 and X128 such that new output signals output
from the selected reception conductors X8, X16, ..., X120 and X128 are obtained. Thereafter, the switches 31a are con-
nected to the reception conductors 14 having the lowest indexes in the individual detection blocks 36 again such that
new output signals output from the reception conductors 14 having the lowest indexes in the detection blocks 36 are
obtained. The operations described above are repeated in the respective detection blocks 36. It is to be noted that those
reception conductors 14 which are not selected by the switches 31a are preferably connected to an arbitrary reference
potential or the ground potential. Where the reception conductors 14 which are not selected by the switches 31a are
connected to an arbitrary reference potential or the ground potential in this manner, noise can be discharged into the
reception conductors 14 in a non-selected state. Consequently, the noise resisting property of the pointer detection
apparatus can be improved. Also this arrangement helps reduce the wraparound of a transmission signal. The procedure
of the switching operation of the reception conductors 14 is not limited to the example described above with reference
to FIG. 7. Various modifications are hereinafter described in detail.
[0043] As described above, in the reception conductor selection circuit, the reception conductors 14 are divided into
a plurality of groups each including a predetermined number of conductors, and at least one conductor in each group
is selected and the selected conductor is successively switched among the conductors which form each group. According
to the configuration described above, multiple output signals for position detection can be obtained at the same time
from the reception conductor array 13. In the present first embodiment, since the reception conductor array 13 is divided
into 16 groups, the time required for reception of signals for position detection can be reduced to 1/16 of what was
required in the prior art.
[0044] Now, the amplification circuit 32 is described with reference to FIG. 6. The amplification circuit 32 converts
current signals output from the reception conductors 14 into voltage signals, and amplifies the voltage signals. The
amplification circuit 32 includes a number of I/V conversion circuits 32a equal to the number of detection groups in the
reception conductor array 13, that is, 16 I/N conversion circuits 32a, and a changeover switch 32d. One I/N conversion
circuit 32a is connected to each of the detection blocks 36.
Each of the I/V conversion circuits 32a includes an amplifier 32b in the form of an operational amplifier having one input
and one output, and a capacitor 32c connected to the amplifier 32b. The I/N conversion circuits 32a convert the output
signals S1, S2,..., S16 of the detection blocks 36, which form the reception conductor selection circuit 31, into voltage
signals and output the voltage signals. It is to be noted that, a resistance element, a transistor, or the like (not shown)
may be connected in parallel to the capacitor 32c in order to adjust the dc bias.
[0045] The changeover switch 32d successively switches among the I/V conversion circuits 32a to be connected to
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the A/D conversion circuit 33 hereinafter described, after every predetermined interval of time, to output voltage signals
output from the I/N conversion circuits 32a time-divisionally to the A/D conversion circuit 33. Where the configuration
just described is adopted, the reception section 300 needs only one system of the A/D conversion circuit 33 and the
correlation value calculation circuit 34. Therefore, the circuit configuration of the reception section 300 can be simplified.
While the changeover switch 32d described above is provided in the amplification circuit 32, it may otherwise be provided
between the reception conductor selection circuit 31 and the amplification circuit 32. Where the changeover switch 32d
is provided between the reception conductor selection circuit 31 and the amplification circuit 32, it is not necessary to
provide a number of I/N conversion circuits 32a equal to the number of switches 31a in the reception conductor selection
circuit 31. Consequently, the circuit configuration of the reception section 300 can be simplified. It is to be noted that,
while in the first embodiment described the changeover switch 32d is provided so that only one system of the A/D
conversion circuit 33 and the correlation value calculation circuit 34 is provided, the present invention is not limited to
this configuration, and a number of A/D conversion circuits 33 and a number of correlation value calculation circuits 34
equal to the number of the I/N conversion circuits 32a, that is, 16 A/D conversion circuits 33 and 16 correlation value
calculation circuits 34, may be provided. Such a configuration as just described eliminates the need to carry out the
switching control by means of the changeover switch 32d, and therefore is suitable to form a pointer detection circuit
for which a higher speed signal processing is required.
[0046] The A/D conversion circuit section 33 is connected to an output terminal of the amplification circuit 32, and
converts an analog signal output from the amplification circuit 32 into a digital signal and outputs the digital signal. The
output signals S1, S2, .., S16 converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuits 32a are converted into and
output as digital signals by and from the A/D conversion circuit 33. It is to be noted that a known A/D converter can be
used for the A/D conversion circuit section 33.
[0047] Now, a configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit 34 is described in detail with reference to FIG.
8. The correlation value calculation circuit 34 calculates correlation values from the output signals S1, S2, ..., S16 suc-
cessively output from the A/D conversion circuit 33. The correlation value calculation circuit 34 is connected to the A/D
conversion circuit 33, control circuit 40, and position detection circuit 35, which is hereinafter described, as shown in FIG. 1.
[0048] The correlation value calculation circuit 34 includes a signal delay circuit 34a, a number of correlators 34b1,
34b2, 34b3, ..., 34b16 equal to the number of the spread codes Ck, that is, 16 correlators 34b1, 34b2, 34b3, ..., 34b16,
correlation value calculation code production circuits 34c1, 34c2, 34c3, ..., 34c15, 34c16 for supplying correlation value
calculation codes to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16, respectively, and a correlation value storage circuit 34d.
[0049] The signal delay circuit 34a temporarily retains digital signals successively output from the A/D conversion
circuit 33 and supplies the retained data simultaneously to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. The signal delay circuit 34a
includes a number of D-flip-flop circuits equal to the code length of the spread codes Ck, that is, 16 D-flip-flop circuits
34a1, 34a2, 34a3, ..., 34a15, 34a16. The D-flip-flop circuits 34a16, 34a15, 34a14, ..., 34a3, 34a2, 34a1 are connected in
series and in this order from the A/D conversion circuit 33 side. An output terminal of each of the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1
to 34a16 is connected to a neighboring next one of the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 (for example, the output terminal
of the D-flip-flop circuit 34a16 is connected to the D-flip-flop circuit 34a15) and also to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. As
illustrated, output signals of the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 are input to all of the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. Output
signals consisting of 16 chips from the 16 D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 are hereinafter referred to as output signals
PS1, PS2, PS3, ..., PS15, PS16, respectively.
[0050] The correlators 34b1 to 34b16 multiply the output signals PS1, PS2, ..., PS16 output from the D-flip-flop circuits
34a1 to 34a16 by correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’, respectively, which are input from the correlation value
calculation code production circuits 34c1 to 34c16, to produce and output the correlation value of each of the spread
codes Ck. Since the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 carry out correlation calculation for the spread codes C1 to C16, respectively,
total 16 correlators 34b1 to 34b16 are provided. In particular, the correlator 34b1 multiplies the output signals PS1, PS2, ...,
PS16 from the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 by the correlation value calculation code C1’ to calculate a correlation
value, and the correlator 34b2 calculates a correlation value between the output signals PS1, PS2, ..., PS16 and the
correlation value calculation code C2’. Similar calculation is carried out until correlation values regarding all of the 16
spread codes C1 to C16 are calculated. Then, the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 output the calculated correlation values to
the correlation value storage circuit 34d.
[0051] The correlation value calculation code production circuits 34c1, 34c2, 34c3, ..., 34c15, 34c16 supply correlation
value calculation codes Ck’ to be used for correlation calculation by the correlators 34b1 to 34b16, respectively. The
correlation value calculation code production circuits 34c1 to 34c16 are connected to corresponding ones of the correlators
34b1 to 34b16. The correlation calculation codes G1’ to C16’ to be supplied from the correlation value calculation code
production circuits 34c1 to 34c16 to the corresponding correlators 34b1 to 34b16 have a code length of 2n. For example,
since the correlator 34b1 carries out correlation calculation of the spread code C1, the correlation value calculation code
C1’ of 16 chips (PN1, PN2, PN3, ..., PN15, PN16) is supplied to the correlator 34b1. A correlation value calculation code
supplied from each of the correlation value calculation code production circuits 34c1 to 34c16 to a corresponding one of
the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 is hereinafter represented by Cx’ (PN1’, PN2’, PN3’, ..., PN15’, PN16’).
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Then, as the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 carry out correlation calculation between the reception signals PS1, PS2, ..., PS16
and the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’, if no pointer exists on the sensor section 100, then correlation
values of a fixed value are universally obtained. On the other hand, if a pointer 19 (see FIG. 12B) exists on the sensor
section 100, then a correlation value having a value different from the fixed value is obtained.
[0052] The correlation value storage circuit 34d is a storage section for temporarily storing correlation values obtained
by the correlation calculation by the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. The correlation value storage circuit 34d is formed from
a number of registers (not shown) equal to the number of the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. Since each of the transmission
blocks 25 of the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is formed from four transmission conductors 12, which are
switched between by a switch 22a as described hereinabove with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, if detection of a pointer
is carried out with one reception conductor 14, then four correlation values are obtained. Therefore, each of registers
from which the correlation value storage circuit34d is formed has four regions. Into the four regions, correlation values
obtained by the correlation calculation are stored respectively. Accordingly, the registers store data for the cross points
between an arbitrary one of the transmission conductors 12 and all of the reception conductors 14 which form the
reception conductor array 13, that is, 128 data. The correlation value storage circuit 34d thus maps the input correlation
values at the cross points over the entire surface of the sensor section 100 to thereby produce a spatial distribution or
mapping data of the correlation values.
[0053] Now, operation of the correlation value calculation circuit 34 is described. The output signals S1, S2, ..., S16 of
the I/V conversion circuits 32a are successively converted into digital signals by the A/D conversion circuit 33 and input
to the correlation value calculation circuit 34. The first one of the digital signals input from the A/D conversion circuit 33
to the correlation value calculation circuit 34 is first stored into the D-flip-flop circuit 34a16 of the signal delay circuit 34a.
Then, the D-flip-flop circuit 34a16 supplies the stored data to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. Then, a next digital signal
output from the A/D conversion circuit 33 is supplied to the D-flip-flop circuit 34a16, and thereupon, the D-flip-flop circuit
34a16 outputs the data stored therein to the adjacent D-flip-flop circuit 34a15, and stores the newly supplied digital signal
and outputs the newly stored data to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16. Thereafter, every time new data is input, the D-flip-
flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 repeat the process of outputting data stored therein to the adjacent D-flip-flop circuits and the
correlators 34b1 to 34b16 and storing the newly supplied digital signals.
[0054] The output signals PS1 to PS16 of the 16-chip length stored in the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 are supplied
to the 16 correlators 34b1 to 34b16, respectively. The correlators 34b1 to 34b16 carry out correlation calculation between
the output signals PS1 to PS16 supplied from the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 and the correlation value calculation
codes C1’ to C16’ supplied from the correlation value calculation code production circuits 34c1 to 34c16 to respectively
obtain correlation values.
[0055] Then, the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 output only the correlation values obtained as a result of the 16th calculation
to the correlation value storage circuit 34d under the control of the control circuit 40 hereinafter described. By repeating
this, only those results of the correlation calculation carried out for the output signals obtained when the spread codes
C1 to C16 are supplied to all of the transmission conductors 12 which cross an arbitrary one of the reception conductors
14, are output to the correlation value storage circuit 34d. The correlation values of the results of the correlation calculation
are stored into predetermined regions of the registers of the correlation value storage circuit 34d.
[0056] Similarly, the switches 31a which form the reception conductor selection circuit 31 and the changeover switch
32d of the amplification circuit 32 are suitably switched so that correlation calculation is carried out for all output signals
obtained from all of the reception conductors 14 which form the sensor section 100.
[0057] Although the correlation value calculation circuit 34 described above with reference to FIG. 8 uses a number
of correlators 34b1 to 34b16 equal to the number of the spread codes Ck to respectively carry out correlation calculation,
another configuration is possible where a plurality of correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ are successively
supplied to a single correlator such that correlation calculation is carried out by the single correlator.
[0058] The following describes an example of a correlation value calculation circuit wherein a plurality of correlation
value calculation codes are successively supplied to a single correlator such that the correlator time-divisionally carries
out correlation calculation. FIG. 9 shows an example of a configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit which
carries out correlation calculation of spread codes time-divisionally.
[0059] A configuration and components of the correlation value calculation circuit 134 shown in FIG. 9 are described.
Referring to FIG. 9, the correlation value calculation circuit 134 includes a signal delay circuit 34a, a correlator 34bx, a
correlation value calculation code production circuit 134cx, a correlation value storage circuit 34d, and a register 34e.
The register 34e is provided between output terminals of the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16, which form the signal
delay circuit 34a, and the correlator 34bx and temporarily stores output signals PS1’ to PS16’ of 16 chips output from the
D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16.
[0060] The correlator 34bx carries out correlation calculation between the data stored in the register 134e and corre-
lation calculation codes cx supplied from the correlation value calculation code production circuit 134cx to calculate
correlation values. An output terminal of the correlator 34bx is connected to the correlation value storage circuit 34d.
[0061] The correlation value calculation code production circuit 134cx supplies a correlation value calculation code
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Cx’ (PN1’, PN2’, PN3’, ..., PN15’, PN16’) to the correlator 34bx. The correlation value calculation code production circuit
134cx time-dependently changes (switches) the correlation value calculation code Cx’ to be supplied to the correlator 34bx.
[0062] The correlation value storage circuit 34d is a storage section for temporarily storing correlation values output
from the correlator 34bx. The correlation value storage circuit 34d is connected to the correlator 34bx and the position
detection circuit 35 shown in FIG. 1. The configuration of the other part of the correlation value storage circuit 34d is the
same as that of the correlation value calculation circuit 34 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 8, and overlapping
description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0063] In the following, operation of the correlation value calculation circuit 134 is described in detail. The output
signals S1 to S16 of the I/V conversion circuits 32a shown in FIG. 6 are converted into digital signals by the A/D conversion
circuit 33 and input to the signal delay circuit 34a. The digital signals input to the signal delay circuit 34a are successively
supplied to the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 connected in series at 16 stages. Then, the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to
34a16 temporarily store the data supplied thereto and output the stored data to the register 134e. Thereafter, every time
a new digital signal is supplied, the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16 supply data currently retained therein to the respective
adjacent D-flip-flop circuits 34ax, and store the data newly supplied thereto and output the newly supplied data as output
signals to the register 134e.
[0064] The correlator 34bx carries out, if data become complete in the register 134e, correlation calculation operation
between the data stored in the register 134e and the correlation value calculation code C1’ supplied from the correlation
value calculation code production circuit 134cx under the control of the control circuit 40 hereinafter described, to calculate
a correlation value. Then, the correlator 34bx outputs the correlation value as a result of the calculation operation to the
correlation value storage circuit 34d. Thereafter, the correlator 34bx carries out similar correlation calculation operation
also for the correlation value calculation codes C2’, C3’, ..., C16’, respectively, and outputs correlation values as the
results of the calculation operation to the correlation value storage circuit 34d. Thereafter, after the correlator 34bx carries
out the correlation calculation operation for all correlation value calculation codes C1’... C16’, the data stored in the
register 134e is discarded and the correlator 34bx waits until the next complete data is stored. Thereafter, the sequence
of processes described above is repeated to carry out the correlation calculation for reception signals obtained from all
of the reception conductors 14 which form the sensor section 100.
[0065] Although the correlation value calculation circuit configured in such a manner as described above with reference
to FIG. 9 includes a smaller number of correlators and correlation value calculation code production circuits than the
correlation value calculation circuit described above with reference to FIG. 8, correlation values of the respective spread
codes can be obtained similarly as in the case where the same number of correlators are provided as the number of
spread codes.
[0066] Now, the configuration of the correlator is described in detail with reference to FIG. 10. FIG. 10 shows an
example of the configuration of the correlators 34b1 to 34b16 and 34bx shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. The correlator 34b is
composed of 16 multipliers 34f1, 34f2, ..., 34f16 and an adder 34g. The reason why the number of multipliers 34f1 to
34f16 in the present first embodiment is 16 is that it is intended to determine a correlation of the spread codes Ck of 16
chips. Accordingly, the number of multipliers differs depending upon the number of chips included in each of the spread
codes Ck.
To the multipliers 34f1 to 34f16, the chips PS1 to PS16 of the output signal and the chips PN1’ to PN16’ of the correlation
value calculation code are supplied, and the signals at the same chip positions are multiplied to obtain multiplication
signals. The multiplication signals calculated by the multipliers 34f1 to 34f16 are supplied to the adder 34g. The adder
34g adds the signals at all chip positions supplied thereto from the multipliers 34f1 to 34f16 to obtain a correlation value.
This correlation value is stored into the correlation value storage circuit 34d. It is to be noted that, depending upon the
code to be used, the multipliers 34f1 to 34f16 may be formed with an adder or a subtracter.
[0067] The position detection circuit 35 determines a region of correlation values which are higher than a predetermined
threshold value, based on the mapping data stored in the correlation value storage circuit 34d, and calculates, for
example, the central point of the region as the position of a pointer. Referring to FIG. 1, the position detection circuit 35
is connected to the correlation value calculation circuit 34 and the control circuit 40. It is to be noted that the position
detection circuit 35 may include an interpolation circuit for calculating a coordinate at which a pointer exists, when the
pointer exists between two cross points, based on correlation values stored in the correlation value storage circuit 34d
so that mapping data of interpolation values of a higher resolution may be calculated.
[0068] The control circuit 40 controls the components of the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the present
embodiment. Referring to FIG. 1, the control circuit 40 is connected to the clock generation circuit 23, spread code
supplying circuit 21, transmission conductor selection circuit 22, correlation value calculation circuit 34, and position
detection circuit 35. The control circuit 40 suitably produces and outputs a transmission load signal Stload (FIG. 11B)
and a reception load signal Srload (FIG. 11C) based on the clock signal Sclk (FIG. 11A) output from the clock generation
circuit 23, in order to control the operation timings of the components.
[0069] In the following, operation of the control circuit 40 and the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the present
first embodiment is described with reference to FIGS. 1,9 and 11A to 11G. It is to be noted that, in the following description,
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it is assumed that the correlation value calculation circuit has the configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit
134 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 9 in order to facilitate understanding of the principle.
[0070] FIG. 11A illustrates a signal waveform of the clock signal Sclk supplied from the clock generation circuit 23 to
the control circuit 40 and the spread code supplying circuit 21. The clock signal Sclk has a period set to a one-chip length
of the spread codes Ck for example. FIG. 11B illustrates a signal wavefonn of the transmission load signal Stload supplied
from the control circuit 40 to the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 and the reception conductor selection circuit
31. The transmission load signal Stload is a pulse signal whose period is set, for example, to the code length of the
spread codes Ck, that is, to 16 periods of the clock signal. FIG. 11C illustrates a signal waveform of the reception load
signal Srload supplied from the control circuit 40 to the correlation value calculation circuit 34. The reception load signal
Srload is a pulse signal whose period is set, for example, to the code length of the spread codes Ck, that is, to 16 periods
of the clock signal. As illustrated, the reception load signal Srload is output one clock signal Sclk period later than the
transmission load signal Stload. FIG. 11D illustrates an output for transmitting codes from the spread code supplying
circuit 21 to the transmission conductor array 11 shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 11E illustrates an output signal of 16 chips set
(stored) in the register 134e through the D-flip-flop circuits 34a1 to 34a16, and FIG. 11F illustrates production of correlation
value calculation codes (C1’, C2’, C3’, ..., C16’) to be multiplied with the reception signal set in the register 134e.
[0071] When the clock signal Sclk (FIG. 11A) output from the clock generation circuit 23 is input to the control circuit
40 and the spread code supplying circuit 21, then the control circuit 40 inputs the transmission load signal Stload (FIG.
11B) to the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 and the reception conductor selection circuit 31 in synchronism
with the clock signal Sclk. After a one-clock period delay, the control circuit 40 inputs the reception load signal Srload to
the A/D conversion circuit 33.
[0072] The transmission conductor selection circuit 22 starts supply of spread codes Ck to the transmission conductors
12 at a rising edge timing to illustrated in FIG. 11A of the clock signal Sclk when the transmission load signal Stload has
the high level. Thereafter, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 successively switches the transmission con-
ductors 12 to which the spread codes Ck are to be supplied at every rising edge timing such as timings t2 and t4 in FIG.
11A of the clock signal Sclk when the transmission load signal Stload has the high level.
Similarly, the switches 31a of the reception conductor selection circuit 31 select the reception conductors 14 which are
to carry out reception first (see FIG. 6) at a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk when the transmission load signal
Stload has the high level. Thereafter, the reception conductor selection circuit 31 controls the switches 31a to switch the
reception conductors 14 to be selected every time a pulse of the transmission load signal Stload is input successively
four times. Here, the reason why the reception conductor selection circuit 31 is set so as to carry out the switching every
time a pulse of the transmission load signal Stload is input four times is that, since each transmission block 25 shown in
FIG. 4 consists of four transmission conductors 12, if the transmission conductors 12 to which a spread code Ck is to
be supplied are switched at this timing, then the spread code Ck is supplied to all of the transmission conductors 12
which form each transmission block 25. As a result, the spread codes Ck are supplied to all of the transmission conductors
12 which form the sensor section 100.
[0073] In such a manner as described above, to the transmission conductors 12 selected by the transmission conductor
selection circuit 22, the nth chip of each spread code Ck is supplied at a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk. In
particular, at timing t0, the first chips of the spread codes C1 to C16, respectively, are supplied, and thereafter, the chips
to be supplied to the transmission conductors 12 are switched for every one clock at a rising edge timing of the clock
for the second chip, third chip, and so forth, as seen in FIG. IID. Then, at a next rising edge timing of the transmission
load signal Stload, that is, at the 17th rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk, the supply of the spread codes Ck to the
transmission conductors 12 selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is completed, and consequently,
the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 switches to the next (adjacent) transmission conductors 12 at this timing.
Thereafter, the transmission conductors are successively switched at each rising edge timing of the transmission load
signal Stload. In the illustrated example, a one clock period is provided during which no chip of the spread codes Ck is
to be supplied prior to the next supplying starting timing of the spread codes Ck. This is to prevent generation of noise
due to a transition phenomenon caused by the switching operation of the transmission conductor selection circuit 22.
Then, after the fourth transmission load signal Stload is input to the transmission conductor selection circuit 22, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 22 returns to the initial state and then repeats the sequence of the switching
operation described above.
[0074] An output signal is output at a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk from each of the reception conductors
14 selected by the reception conductor selection circuit 31. The reception conductor selection circuit 31 successively
switches the reception conductors 14 to be selected at the timing of each rising edge of the clock signal Sclk when the
fifth pulse of the transmission load signal Stload has the high level. Then, the reception conductor selection circuit 31
returns to the initial state thereof at a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk when the 33rd pulse of the transmission
load signal Stload has the high level, and then repeats the sequence of the switching operation. Output signals obtained
through the reception conductor selection circuit 31 at a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk are amplified in signal
level by the amplification circuit 32, digitally converted by the A/D conversion circuit 33, and input to the correlation value
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calculation circuit 134 as seen in FIG. 9. The digital signals are successively input to the D-flip-flops 34a1 to 34a16 of
the signal delay circuit 34a connected to the output terminals of the A/D conversion circuit 33 beginning with the D-flip-
flop 34a16 as seen in FIG. 9. The D-flip-flops 34a1 to 34a16 store the digital signals input from the A/D conversion circuit
33 and supply the stored digital signals to the correlators 34b1 to 34b16, respectively (FIG. 8) or to the single correlator
34bx (FIG. 9) provided at the succeeding stage of the D-flip-flops 34a1 to 34a16.
In FIG. 9, the transmission signals PS1’ to PS16’ output from the signal delay circuit 34a are set in the register 134e at
a rising edge timing of the clock signal Sclk when the transmission load signal Stload has the high level. This operation
is carried out repetitively with reference to the rising edge timings t0, t2, t4, ... of the clock signal Sclk (FIG. 11A) when
the transmission load signal Stload has the high level.
[0075] The correlation value calculation circuit 134 causes the correlation value calculation code production circuit
134cx to successively produce 16 different correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ and supply the produced
correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ to the correlator 34bx at a timing of a rising edge, in FIG. 11A, at time t3,
of the clock signal Sclk when the pulse of the reception load signal Srload has the high level. At this timing of a rising
edge of the clock signal Sclk when the reception load signal Srload has the high level, the correlator 34bx starts correlation
calculation between the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ and the signal set in the register 134e (FIG. 11
(f)). The correlator 34bx successively outputs the calculation results to the correlation value storage circuit 34d as seen
in FIG. 11G. Thereafter, correlation calculation is carried out similarly for the spread codes C2 to C16 and results of the
calculation are output to the correlation value storage circuit 34d similarly as seen in FIGS. 11F and 11G. The correlation
values are obtained with respect to the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’, respectively, in a manner described
above.

[Principle of Position Detection]

[0076] Now, the principle of position detection of the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the present embodiment
is described with reference to FIGS. 12A to 16B. As described hereinabove, the pointer detection apparatus 1 of the
present embodiment is an apparatus of the cross point electrostatic coupling system and detects a pointer based on a
variation of the electrostatic coupling state of the transmission conductors and the reception conductors of the sensor
section.
[0077] First, the detection principle of a pointer is described with reference to FIGS. 12A and 12B. FIGS. 12A and
12B are sectional views illustrating electrostatic coupling states between a transmission conductor 12 and a reception
conductor 14 in a state wherein a pointer 19 such as a finger does not exist on the sensor section 100 (FIG. 12A) and
another state wherein a pointer 19 such as a finger exists on the sensor section 100 (FIG. 12B), respectively.
[0078] Where no pointer 19 exists on the sensor section 100, a transmission conductor 12 disposed on the first
substrate 15 and a reception conductor 14 disposed on the second substrate 17 are in an electrostatically coupled state
through the spacer 16 as seen in FIG. 12A, and an electric field emerging from the transmission conductor 12 converges
to the reception conductor 14. As a result, all current flows from the transmission conductor 12 to the reception conductor
14. On the other hand, where a pointer 19 exists on the sensor section 100, the transmission conductor 12 is coupled
not only to the reception conductor 14 but also to the ground through the pointer 19, as seen in FIG. 12B. In this state,
part of the electric field emerging from the transmission conductor 12 converges to the pointer 19, and part of the current
flowing from the transmission conductor 12 to the reception conductor 14 is shunted to the ground through the pointer
19. As a result, the current flowing to the reception conductor 14 decreases. This current variation is detected to detect
the position pointed to by the pointer 19.
[0079] Now, a calculation principle of a coordinate of a position pointed by a pointer is described with reference to
FIGS. 13A to 14B. It is to be noted that attention is paid to a cross point between a transmission conductor Y9, to which
the spread code C2 is supplied, and a reception conductor X124, Correlation values obtained depending upon presence
and absence of a pointer 19 at this cross point are described in comparison, so as to explain the coordinate calculation
principle. This cross point is indicated by a blank circle in FIGS. 13A, and this cross point is hereinafter referred to simply
as "the cross point." Further, it is assumed that other spread codes (C1 and C3 to C16) are supplied from the other
transmission conductors 12, which also cross the reception conductor X124, and that the pointer 19 does not exist on
or near any cross points other than the cross point (X124, Y9).
[0080] First, a correlation value obtained from the reception conductor 14 when the pointer 19 does not exist on the
sensor section 100 is described with reference to FIGS. 13A and 13B. When the pointer 19 does not exist on any cross
point such as the cross point (X124, Y9), the transmission conductor 12 is electrostatically coupled only to the reception
conductor 14 (refer to FIG. 12A). As a result, since all of the current which should flow to the reception conductor X124
flows to the reception conductor X124, the correlation value obtained by correlation calculation of the output signal from
the reception conductor X124 exhibits a fixed value in terms of the correlation characteristic between the output signal
of the correlator and the spread code number (C2) (see FIG. 13B).
[0081] On the other hand, where the pointer 19 exists on the cross point, the transmission conductor Y9 is electro-
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statically coupled to the ground through the pointer 19 as seen in FIG. 12B. Consequently, part of current which should
flow to the reception conductor X123 is shunted to the ground through the pointer 19 as seen in FIG. 14A. As a result,
if correlation calculation of the output signal from the reception conductor X124 is carried out, then in terms of the
correlation characteristic between the output signal of the correlator and the code number of the spread code, the
correlation value obtained with the spread code C2 is lower than the correlation value obtained by correlation calculation
with the other spread codes (see FIG. 14B).
[0082] Accordingly, the transmission conductor which forms the cross point at which the pointer 19 is placed can be
specified based on the spread code whose correlation value is depressed, as illustrated in FIG. 14B. For example, in
the example illustrated in FIGS. 14A and 14B, since a depression region in which the correlation value is relatively low
is produced at the spread code C2, it is specified that the transmission conductor Y9 to which the spread code C2 is
supplied is the transmission conductor on which the pointer 19 is placed. Then, the position, that is, the coordinate, of
the pointer 19 on the sensor section 100 can be detected by specifying the region within which the correlation value is
lower than a predetermined threshold value, in the spatial distribution of the correlation values stored in the correlation
value storage circuit 34d.
[0083] Now, the principle of position detection where one finger (the pointer 19) is placed on a plurality of cross points
of the sensor section 100 is described with reference to FIGS. 15 to 16B. In the following description, it is assumed that
the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied to the transmission conductors Y1 to Y64 (see FIG. 4) and one finger (the pointer
19) is placed on a plurality of cross points between the reception conductor X124 and the transmission conductors Y1
to Y4 as seen in FIG. 15. It is to be noted that the spread code C1 is supplied to the transmission conductors Y1 to Y4
on which the pointer 19 is placed.
[0084] In the state illustrated in FIG. 15, current flowing into the reception conductor X124 decreases at a plurality of
cross points formed between the reception conductor X124 and the transmission conductors Y1 to Y4. Accordingly, as
seen in FIG. 16A, the correlation characteristic 64 between the output signal of the correlator for the reception conductor
X124 and the code number of the spread code C1 is lower than the correlation values obtained by correlation calculation
with regard to the other spread codes. The characteristic is the same as illustrated in FIG. 16A when the spread code
C1 is supplied to the multiple transmission conductors Y2 to Y4.
On the other hand, the pointer 19 does not exist at a plurality of cross points formed between the reception conductor
X124 and the transmission conductors Y5 to Y64. Accordingly, as seen in FIG. 16B, the correlation characteristic 65 for
Y5 to Y64 becomes constant.
[0085] In this manner, with the pointer detection apparatus 1 of the present embodiment, even when a pointer is
placed at a plurality cross points, both the presence and position of the pointer can be detected. It is to be noted that,
if an interpolation processing circuit is provided in the position detection circuit 35 described hereinabove, then since
the presence or absence of the pointer 19 between cross points can be detected, it is also possible to estimate the
shape of the pointer 19 placed on the sensor section 100.

[Example of the Hadamard Code]

[0086] In the first embodiment described above, the spread codes Ck having a code length of 2n chips are supplied
as a signal to be supplied to the sensor section 100. As the spread codes Ck, Hadamard codes may be used. An example
wherein the Hadamard codes are used is described with reference to FIGS. 17A and 17B.
[0087] FIG. 17A illustrates an Hadamard matrix which includes code strings C1 to C16 having the length of 16 chips.
The value of each of the chips which form the code strings C1 to C16 is -1 or +1. The code strings C1 to C16 are hereinafter
referred to as Hadamard codes.
[0088] In the Hadamard matrix, since the 16 Hadamard codes C1 to C16 have a fully orthogonal relationship to each
other, the Hadamard codes C1 to C16 and the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ can be made the same
codes, respectively. Further, for the correlator for carrying out correlation calculation, an adder/subtracter can be used
in place of the multipliers 34f1 to 34f16 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 10. Further, where the Hadamard
matrix is used, and if it is detected by the correlator that there is a correlation, then the correlation value of an Hadamard
code Cx having such correlation drops as seen in FIG. 17C, resulting in detection of presence of a correlation at the
corresponding code. However, even where there is a correlation, the level of the correlation value is higher than the 0 level.
[0089] Where the Hadamard matrix of FIG. 17A is used in the pointer detection apparatus of the present invention,
since all of the Hadamard codes C1 to C16 which form the Hadamard matrix exhibit 1 at the first chip, if correlation
calculation at this chip position is carried out by the correlator, then the correlation value may become excessively high.
Therefore, in the example of FIG. 17B, the Hadamard codes are composed of 15 chips. The 16 different Hadamard
codes C1 to C16 formed from 15 chips are equivalent, as can be recognized from the comparison with FIG. 17A, to those
of FIG. 17A from which the first chip of each of the Hadamard codes of 16 chips is removed.
Where the 16 different Hadamard codes C1 to C16 formed from 15 chips illustrated in FIG. 17B are used, the output
signal of the correlator has a level lower than the 0 level when a correlation exists whereas, where there is no correlation,
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the output signal of the correlator exhibits a predetermined level higher than the 0 level as seen in FIG. 17D. Consequently,
beat can be reduced.

[Processing Procedure of Position Detection]

[0090] Now, operation of the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment is described with reference
to FIGS. 1 and 6 as well as a flow chart of FIG. 18.
[0091] First, the spread code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21 respectively produce the
spread codes C1 to C16 at step S1. Then, the reception conductor selection circuit 31 of the reception section 300
connects predetermined ones of the reception conductors 14 in the respective detection blocks 36 and the I/V conversion
circuits 32a by means of the switches 31a at step S2.
[0092] Then, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 selects predetermined ones of the transmission conductor
12 to which the spread codes C1 to C16 are to be supplied in the respective transmission blocks 25 at step S3. Then at
step S4, the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied to the predetermined transmission conductors 12 selected in the
transmission blocks 25.
[0093] Then at step S5, the reception section 300 simultaneously detects the output signals Si from the predetermined
reception conductors 14 in the detection blocks 36 selected at step S2. In particular, the amplification circuit 32 first
converts current signals output from the selected predetermined reception conductors 14 (i.e., total 16 reception con-
ductors 14 in the illustrated embodiment) into voltage signals and amplifies the voltage signals by means of the I/V
conversion circuits 32a, and then outputs the amplified signals to the A/D conversion circuit 33. Then, the A/D conversion
circuit 33 converts the voltage signals input thereto into digital signals and outputs the digital signals to the correlation
value calculation circuit 34.
[0094] Then, the correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation of the input digital signals
with regard to the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ and stores resulting values in the correlation value
storage circuit 34d at step S6.
[0095] Then, the control circuit 40 decides at step S7 whether or not the correlation calculation is completed with
regard to all of the transmission conductors 12 on the reception conductor 14 selected at step S4. If the position detection
with regard to all of the transmission conductors 12 on the selected reception conductor 14 is not completed, that is, if
the result of decision at step S7 is NO, then the processing returns to step S3. At step S3, the switches 22a of the
transmission blocks 25 in the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 are switched to select the transmission con-
ductors 12 different from those in the preceding operation cycle and, thereafter the processes at steps S3 through S6
are repeated. Thereafter, the processes at steps S3 through S6 are repeated until the position detection with regard to
all of the transmission conductors 12 on the selected reception conductor 14 is completed.
[0096] In particular, if it is assumed that the reception conductors X1, X9, ..., X121 are selected first as seen in FIG. 6,
then the spread codes C1 to C16 are first supplied to the transmission conductors Y4, Y8, ..., Y64, respectively. Then,
while the selected reception conductors remain selected, the transmission conductors to which the spread codes C1 to
C16 are to be supplied are switched to the transmission conductors Y3, Y7, ..., Y63 and the spread codes C1 to C15 are
supplied to the transmission conductors Y3, Y7, ..., Y63 so that correlation calculation is carried out. If this process is
repeated until the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied to the transmission conductors Y1, Y5, ..., Y61 to carry out
correlation calculation, then one cycle of the switching of the transmission conductors 12 in each of the transmission
blocks 25 is completed and the position detection of all of the transmission conductors 12 with regard to the reception
conductors X1, X9, ..., X121 is completed. This is decided as a state of YES at step S7. If the detection of all of the
transmission conductors 12 on the selected reception conductor(s) 14 is completed in this manner, then the processing
advances to step S8.
[0097] Where the correlation calculation with regard to all of the transmission conductors 12 on the reception conductor
14 selected at step S2 is completed, that is, where the result of decision at step S7 is YES, the control circuit 40 decides
whether or not the position detection on all of the reception conductors 14 is completed at step S8. If the correlation
calculation on all of the reception conductors 14 is not completed, that is, if the result of decision at step S8 is NO, then
the processing returns to step S2, at which the switches 31a in the reception conductor selection circuits 31 are switched
to select the reception conductors 14. At step s3, the switches 221 in the transmission conductor selection circuit 22
are controlled to select predetermined transmission conductors 12. Then, in step s4, the spread codes C1 to C16 are
supplied at the same time to the selected plural transmission conductors 12 from the spread code supplying circuit 21.
In this manner, the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 are selectively switched to continue
the correlation calculation. Thereafter, the processes at steps S2 to S7 are repeated until the correlation calculation with
regard to all of the transmission conductors 12 on all reception conductors 14 is completed. This is decided as a state
of YES at step S8.
[0098] In short, the transmission conductors 12 in the transmission blocks 25 are rotated in a state wherein, for
example, the reception conductors X1, X9, ..., X121 are selected as seen in FIG. 6 to carry out correlation calculation
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with regard to all of the transmission conductors 12 on the reception conductors X1, X9, ..., X121. Thereafter, the reception
conductors are switched to the reception conductors X2, X10, ..., X122 and the transmission conductors 12 in the trans-
mission blocks 25 are again rotated. This process is repeated to successively switch between the reception conductors
14. Then, if the correlation calculation is completed on the last set of the reception conductors X8, X16, ..., X128 at the
end of the rotation, then the processing advances to step S9, but otherwise, the processing returns to the step S2.
[0099] The position detection circuit 35 detects, based on signals at the cross points of the reception conductors 14
stored in the correlation value storage circuit 34d of the correlation value calculation circuit 34, from which reception
conductor(s) 14 a reduced-level signal is output and further detects the corresponding spread code. Then at step S9,
the position detection circuit 35 calculates the position of the pointer based on the index m (1 to 128) of the reception
conductor 14 specified from the signal level and the index n (1 to 64) of the transmission conductor 12 from which the
corresponding spread code is supplied. The position detection of the pointer disposed on the sensor section 100 is
carried out in this manner.
[0100] In the present first embodiment, different spread codes are supplied to predetermined ones of the transmission
conductors 12 in the respective groups at the same time, that is, multiplex-transmitted, to detect the position of the
pointer simultaneously by means of predetermined plural ones of the reception conductors 14. In other words, a simul-
taneous detection process is carried out at the same time for a plurality of cross points between the transmission
conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14. As a result, the time required for position detection of a plurality of cross
points can be reduced, and such position detection of the pointer can be carried out at a higher speed.
[0101] In particular, since, in the first embodiment, the transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor
array 13 are individually divided into 16 groups which are processed in parallel to each other, the detection time of the
transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor array 13 can be reduced to 1/(16 3 16) in comparison
with the detection time required for successively carrying out a detection process for all cross points as in the prior art.
It is to be noted that the number of groups is not limited to the specific number described above. Naturally, detection
time reduction can be achieved also where only one of the transmission conductor array 11 and the reception conductor
array 13 is divided into groups.
[0102] Since the pointer detection apparatus of the present invention makes it possible to detect a pointer at a plurality
of cross points simultaneously and at a high speed as described above, it is possible not only to detect a plurality of
pointed positions by different pointers of one user at a high speed, but also to detect a plurality of pointed positions by
different pointers of a plurality of users at the same time. Since a plurality of pointers can be detected at the same time
irrespective of the number of users, the pointer detection apparatus can contribute to development of various applications.
It is to be noted that, since it is possible to detect a plurality of pointers at the same time, naturally it is possible to detect
pointing by a single pointer.
[0103] While the first embodiment described above is configured such that, after detection with regard to all transmission
conductors on one reception conductor is completed, the reception conductor for such detection is switched to another
(e.g., adjacent) reception conductor to repeat the position detection, the present invention is not limited to this configu-
ration. For example, the reception conductor for detection may be switched to another reception conductor to continue
the position detection before the detection with regard to all transmission conductors on one reception conductor is
completed, as long as position detection at all cross points of the sensor section 100 is completed finally.
[0104] Further, while, in the first embodiment described above, the position of a pointer is detected, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, it is possible to use the pointer detection apparatus according
to the first embodiment as an apparatus for detecting only the presence or absence of a pointer from correlation values
obtained by the pointer detection apparatus. It is to be noted that, in this case, the position detection circuit 35 does not
have to be provided.

<2. Second Embodiment: examples of a configuration which uses a PSK-modulated spread code>

[0105] While, in the first embodiment described above, the spread codes Ck are supplied directly to the transmission
conductor array 11, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the spread codes Ck may be
supplied to the transmission conductor array 11 after predetermined modulation is applied thereto. The second embod-
iment is directed to an example of a configuration wherein the spread codes Ck to be supplied to the transmission
conductor array 11 are PSK (Phase Shift Keying) modulated.

[PSK Modulation]

[0106] FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate waveforms of spread codes before and after PSK modulation. In particular, FIG.
19A illustrates a waveform of a spread code before PSK modulation and FIG. 19B illustrates a waveform of the spread
code after the PSK modulation.
[0107] In the present second embodiment, the spread codes Ck are PSK modulated with a signal having a clock period
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equal to half the clock period of the spread codes Ck (i.e., chip period), for example. It is to be noted that the present
invention is not limited to this configuration, and the ratio between the clock period for modulation and the clock period
before modulation (i.e., chip period) may be changed suitably in accordance with each application. In the present PSK
modulation, for example, when the signal level of the spread codes before modulation illustrated in FIG. 19B is High,
the signal is reversed at a timing at which the signal level begins with the Low level, but when the signal level is Low,
the signal is reversed at another timing at which the signal level begins with the High level. As a result, the modulation
signal illustrated in FIG. 19B is obtained.

[Configuration of the Pointer Detection Apparatus]

[0108] A pointer detection apparatus 2 according to the second embodiment is described with reference to FIG. 20.
The pointer detection apparatus 2 of the second embodiment includes a sensor section 100, a transmission section
201, a reception section 301, and a control circuit 40. The pointer detection apparatus 2 according to the present second
embodiment is different from the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment described hereinabove
with reference to FIG. 1 in that the transmission section 201 includes a spread code supplying circuit 221, which in turn
includes a PSK modulation circuit for applying PSK modulation to the spread codes Ck, and that the reception section
301 includes a correlation value calculation circuit 304, which in turn includes a PSK demodulation circuit for demodulating
the PSK-modulated spread codes Ck. The pointer detection apparatus 2 according to the present second embodiment
is similar in configuration of the remaining part to the pointer detection apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment
described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1, and therefore, overlapping description of the remaining part of the
pointer detection apparatus 2 is omitted herein to avoid redundancy. It is to be noted that, in the present second em-
bodiment, the spread codes Ck have, for example, a 63-chip length and PSK modulation is applied using a clock signal
having half the period of the spread codes Ck (i.e., the chip period) to produce a modulated signal of a 126-clock length.
[0109] Now, a configuration of the transmission section 201 in the second embodiment is described with reference
to FIG. 21. A spread code supplying circuit 221 includes a plurality of spread code production circuits 24 and a plurality
of PSK modulation circuits 26. The PSK modulation circuits 26 are provided at output terminals of the spread code
production circuits 24 since they respectively PSK-modulate 16 different spread codes C1, C2, ..., C16 produced in
synchronism with each other based on the same clock supplied from the clock generation circuit 23. In particular, the
number of PSK modulation circuits 26 is equal to the number of spread code production circuits 24, that is, 16. The PSK
modulation circuits 26 PSK-modulate the spread codes C1, C2, ..., C16 to produce 16 different PSK modulation signals
C1P, C2P, ..., C16P. The PSK modulation signals C1P to C16P are supplied to the transmission conductors 12.
[0110] A configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit 304 in the present second embodiment is described
with reference to FIG. 22. FIG. 22 shows a circuit configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit 304 in the
second embodiment and a connection scheme of the correlation value calculation circuit 304, the I/V conversion circuit
32a, and the A/D conversion circuit 33.
The correlation value calculation circuit 304 includes a PSK demodulation circuit 126, a signal delay circuit 304a, 16
correlators 304b1, 304b2, 304b3, ..., 304b16, 16 correlation value calculation code production circuits 304c1 to 304c16,
and a correlation value storage circuit 304d.
[0111] The signal delay circuit 304a temporarily retains digital signals successively input thereto from the A/D con-
version circuit 33 and simultaneously supplies the retained data to the correlators 304b1 to 304b16 similarly to the signal
delay circuit 34a in the first embodiment described above. The signal delay circuit 304a includes a number of D-flip-flop
circuits 304a1, 304a2, 304a3, ..., 304a62, 304a63 equal to the number of the code length of the spread code, which is
63. The D-flip-flop circuits 304a63, 304a62, 304a61,..., 304a3, 304a2, 304a1 are connected in series in this order from
the A/D conversion circuit 33 side. An output terminal of each of the D-flip-flop circuits 304a1 to 304a63 is connected to
a neighboring one of the D-flip-flop circuits 304a63 to 304a2 (for example, the output terminal of the D-flip-flop circuit
304a63 is connected to the D-flip-flop circuit 304a62) and also to the correlators 304b1 to 304b16. Output signals from
the D-flip-flop circuits 304a1 to 304a63 are input to all of the correlators 304b1 to 304b16.
[0112] The PSK demodulation circuit 126 demodulates the spread codes that were PSK-modulated by the PSK
modulation circuit 26 of the transmission section 201 shown in FIG. 21 back into the original spread codes Ck. As seen
in FIG. 22, the PSK demodulation circuit 126 is interposed between the A/D conversion circuit 33 and the signal delay
circuit 304a, and PSK-demodulates the output signals digitally converted by the A/D conversion circuit 33 to output the
PSK demodulated signals to the signal delay circuit 304a at the following stage. In particular, the PSK demodulation
circuit 126 demodulates PSK modulation signals into signals prior to the modulation illustrated in FIG. 19A, that is, into
the original spread codes Ck. It is to be noted that, while, in the present second embodiment, the PSK demodulation
circuit 126 is provided in the correlation value calculation circuit 304, that is, the PSK demodulation circuit 126 demodulates
the output signals after being converted into digital signals, the present invention is not limited to this configuration.
Since PSK demodulation can be applied to any signals after conversion of current signals of the output signals into
voltage signals, the PSK demodulation circuit 126 may otherwise be provided between the amplification circuit 32 (I/V
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conversion circuits 32a) and the A/D conversion circuit 33.
[0113] The output signals demodulated by the PSK demodulation circuit 126 are supplied to the D-flip-flop circuits
304a1 to 304a63 connected in series at a plurality of stages. In the following description, the output signals of 63 chips
output from the 63 D-flip-flop circuits 304a1 to 304a63 are referred to as output signals PS1, PS2, PS3, ..., PS62, PS63.
[0114] The output signals PS1 to PS63 of 63 chips are supplied at the same time to the 16 correlators 304b1 to 304b16.
The correlators 304b1 to 309b16 carry out correlation calculation between the output signals PS1 to PS63 of 63 chips
and the correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C16’ supplied from the correlation value calculation code production
circuits 304c1 to 304c16, respectively, to calculate correlation values. In particular, for example, the correlator 304b1 is
supplied with the correlation value calculation code C1P’ (PN1’ to PN63’) of 63 chips from the correlation value calculation
code production circuit 304c1, carries out correlation calculation of the output signal and the correlation value calculation
code for each chip and supplies the correlation value between them to the correlation value storage circuit 304d to carry
out correlation detection of the spread code C1.
[0115] Similarly, the correlators 304b2 to 304b16 carry out correlation calculation between the output signals PS1 to
PS63 and the correlation value calculation codes C2P’ to C16P’ and supply correlation values that result from the calculation
to the correlation value storage circuit 304d to be stored therein. In this manner, the correlation calculation is carried out
respectively for all of the 16 spread codes and resulting correlation values are stored into the correlation value storage
circuit 304d. It is to be noted that, while the configuration shown in FIG. 22 uses a number of correlators corresponding
to the number of different spread codes, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, another
configuration may be applied wherein the configuration described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 9 is applied to the
correlation value calculation circuit 304 and the correlation value calculation circuit is formed from a single correlator
and a correlation value calculation code production circuit which can supply a plurality of correlation value calculation
codes such that a plurality of different correlation values are calculated time-divisionally.
[0116] As described above, in the present second embodiment, spread codes different from each other are PSK
modulated, and the PSK-modulated spread codes are supplied at the same time or multiplex-transmitted to the trans-
mission conductors which form the transmission conductor group such that the position of a pointer is determined at the
same time by a plurality of selected reception conductors. As a result, with the present second embodiment, similar
effects as of the first embodiment can be achieved.
[0117] Further, in the present second embodiment, when spread codes to be supplied to the transmission conductors
are to be PSK modulated, a clock signal of a period shorter than the chip period of the spread codes is used. In this
instance, when the spread codes are demodulated by the reception section, the frequency of signal transition at a rising
edge and a falling edge of the demodulated spread codes can be increased. Therefore, in the present second embod-
iment, the error in position detection of a pointer can be reduced. Further, by PSK-modulating spread codes, the noise
resisting property can be improved.
[0118] While, in the present second embodiment, PSK- modulated spread codes are supplied to the transmission
conductors, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. In a third embodiment described below, spread
codes are modulated in a different manner before they are supplied.

<3. Third Embodiment: examples of a configuration which uses an FSK-modulated spread code>

[0119] The third embodiment is configured such that the spread codes Ck to be supplied to the transmission conductor
array 11 are FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulated.

[FSK Modulation]

[0120] FIGS. 23A and 23B illustrate waveforms of spread codes before and after FSK modulation, respectively.
[0121] In the third embodiment described below, a signal of a clock frequency equal to, for example, twice or four
times the clock frequency of the spread codes Ck before modulation (i.e., the chip rate) is used for FSK modulation. It
is to be noted that the present invention is not limited to this configuration and the ratio between the clock frequency for
modulation and the chip rate can be changed suitably according to each application or the like. In the FSK modulation
in the present third embodiment, a signal of a High level state in the spread codes before modulation illustrated in FIG.
23A corresponds to a signal of a frequency that is four times that of the spread codes before modulation, while a signal
in a Low level state corresponds to a signal of a frequency that is twice that of the spread codes before modulation, to
obtain a modulation signal illustrated in FIG. 23B. Also in the present third embodiment, spread codes of a 63-chip length
are used similarly as in the second embodiment described above, and signals of clock frequencies of twice and four-
times are used to apply FSK modulation to the spread codes to produce an FSK modulation signal. It is to be noted
that, if the configuration of the pointer detection apparatus according to the present third embodiment is compared with
that of the pointer detection apparatus 2 of the second embodiment described hereinabove, then the former is the same
as the latter except that the spread code supplying circuit 221 and the correlation value calculation circuit 304 are
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replaced with the spread code supplying circuit 222 and the correlation value calculation circuit 314, respectively. There-
fore, like elements are denoted by like reference characters and overlapping description of them is omitted herein to
avoid redundancy.
[0122] First, a configuration of a spread code supplying circuit 222 in the present third embodiment is described with
reference to FIG. 24. The spread code supplying circuit 222 includes a plurality of spread code production circuits 24
and a plurality of FSK modulation circuits 27. In the present embodiment, in order to FSK-modulate 16 different spread
codes C1, C2, ..., C16 produced in synchronism with each other based on the same clock, 16 spread code production
circuits 24 and 16 FSK modulation circuits 27 are provided. The FSK modulation circuits 27 FSK-modulate the spread
codes C1 to C16 and supply FSK modulation signals C1F, C2F, ..., C16F to the transmission conductors 12, respectively.
[0123] A configuration of a correlation value calculation circuit 314 in the present third embodiment is described with
reference to FIG. 25. FIG. 25 shows a circuit configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit 314 in the third
embodiment and a connection scheme of the correlation value calculation circuit, the I/V conversion circuit 32a, and the
A/D conversion circuit 33.
[0124] The correlation value calculation circuit 314 includes an FSK demodulation circuit 127, a signal delay circuit
304a, 16 correlator 304b1, 304b2, ..., 304b16, a number of correlation value calculation code production circuits 304c1,
304C2, ..., 304c16 equal to the number of the correlators 304b1 to 304B16, that is, 16 correlation value calculation code
production circuits 304c1, 304C2, ..., 304c16, and a correlation value storage circuit 304d.
The FSK demodulation circuit 127 demodulates spread codes that were FSK-modulated by the FSK demodulation circuit
27 shown in FIG. 24 back into the original spread codes. The FSK demodulation circuit 127 is interposed between the
A/D conversion circuit 33 and the signal delay circuit 304a, and FSK-demodulates the output signals that are digitally
converted by the A/D conversion circuit 33. In particular, the FSK demodulation circuit 127 demodulates signals mod-
ulated, for example, in the state illustrated in FIG. 23B so that the demodulated signals have the same state as that of
the signals before modulation as illustrated in FIG. 23A. It is to be noted that, while, in the present third embodiment,
the FSK demodulation circuit 127 is provided in the correlation value calculation circuit 314, that is, the FSK demodulation
circuit 127 demodulates the output signals converted into digital signals, the present invention is not limited to this
configuration. Since signals obtained by converting current signals into voltage signals can be FSK-demodulated, the
FSK demodulation circuit 127 may otherwise be provided between the I/V conversion circuit 32a and the A/D conversion
circuit 33.
[0125] The output signals demodulated by the FSK demodulation circuit 127 are supplied to the D-flip-flop circuits
304a1 to 304a63 connected in series at a plurality of stages, and the output signals from the D-flip-flop circuits 304a1 to
304a63 are input to all correlators 304b1 to 304b16. It is to be noted that, since the configuration and the process of the
other part of the correlation value calculation circuit 314 are the same as those of the second embodiment described
hereinabove with reference to FIG. 22, overlapping description of them is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0126] In the present embodiment, a plurality of spread codes are FSK modulated, and the FSK-modulated spread
codes are supplied at the same time, that is, multiplex-modulated, to a plurality of transmission conductors 12 which
form the transmission conductor array 11 such that the position of a pointer is detected at the same time by a plurality
of selected reception conductors 14. As a result, in the present third embodiment also, similar effects as in the second
embodiment can be achieved.
[0127] Further, by FSK-modulating spread codes, the bandwidth of signals to be supplied to the transmission conductor
array 11 can be widened, and consequently, the noise resisting property can be improved.

<4. Fourth Embodiment: different supplying methods of a spread code>

[0128] The first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 4 is configured such that the transmission
conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11 are divided into a plurality of transmission blocks 25 each
composed of four transmission conductors Yn to Yn+3 positioned adjacent to each other, and the spread codes C1 to
C16 are supplied respectively to the plural transmission blocks 25 while each of the spread codes C1 to C16 is supplied
to one of the four transmission conductors Yn to Yn+3 forming each of the transmission blocks 25. However, according
to the present invention, the spread codes C1 to C16 need not be supplied to predetermined ones of the transmission
conductors 12 and may be suitably supplied to arbitrary ones of the transmission conductors 12.
[0129] In the following, modifications 1 to 3 to the supplying method of spread codes are described with reference to
FIGS. 26 to 29.

[Modification 1]

[0130] First, the supplying method of spread codes according to the modification 1 is described with reference to FIG.
26. In thepresentmodification 1, thoughnotparticularly shown, for example,a switch is provided between the transmission
conductor selection circuit 22 and the spread code supplying circuit 21 shown in FIG. 4. The switch is configured such
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that the spread codes C1 to C16 supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 are selectively supplied to the
transmission conductor selection circuit 22 through the switch (not shown). It is to be noted that the other part of the
modification 1 has the same configuration as that of the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG.
1, and therefore FIG. 1 is referred to where appropriate while description of the common configuration is omitted herein.
[0131] The transmission conductor selection circuit 22 selects 16 transmission conductors 12 at intervals of four
transmission conductors 12 from among the transmission conductors Y1 to Y63. In particular, the transmission conductor
selection circuit 22 first selects the transmission conductors Y1, Y5, ..., Y57, Y61 and supplies the spread codes C1 to
C16 to the selected transmission conductors 12. Then, in this state, supply of the spread codes can be carried out for a
predetermined period of time.
[0132] Thereafter, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 selects the transmission conductors 12 at positions
displaced by a one-conductor distance in a direction in which the index n of the transmission conductor 12 increases.
In particular, the 16 transmission conductors Y1, Y5, ..., Y57, Y61 selected in the preceding cycle are changed (switched)
to the transmission conductors Y2, Y6, ...,. Y58, Y62, respectively. Then, the spread codes C1 to C16 supplied from the
spread code supplying circuit 21 are supplied at the same time to the newly selected transmission conductors Y2, Y6, ...,
Y58, Y62, respectively. Thereafter, the switching operation of the transmission conductors 12 described above is suc-
cessively repeated to carry out supply of the spread codes.
[0133] Then, after the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied at the same time to the transmission conductors Y4, Y8, ...,
Y60, Y64 by the transmission conductor selection circuit 22, then those transmission blocks 25 shown in FIG. 4 to which
the spread codes are to be supplied are changed (switched) by the switch (not shown) and then the operation described
above is repeated. For example, if attention is paid to the transmission block 25 which consists of the transmission
conductors Y1 to Y4, then the spread code C1 is supplied first to the transmission block 25 and supply of the spread
code C1 is carried out to the transmission conductors 12 beginning with the transmission conductor Y1. Then, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 22 successively switches the transmission conductor 12 to which the spread
code C1 is to be supplied, as described above. Then, after the spread code C1 is supplied to the transmission conductor
Y4, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 switches the transmission conductor 12 to which the spread code is
to be supplied to the transmission conductor Y1, and the switch (not shown) changes the spread code to be supplied to
the transmission block 25 to the spread code C16 and then repeats the switching operation described above. After the
spread code is supplied to the transmission conductor Y4 again, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 again
switches the transmission conductor to which the spread code is to be supplied to the transmission conductor Y1 and
the switch (not shown) changes the spread code to the spread code C15 and, thereafter the operation described above
is repeated.
[0134] It is to be noted that, although, in the example described above as the modification 1, the transmission conductor
selection circuit 22 switches the transmission conductor 12 to be connected in a direction in which the index n of the
transmission conductor 12 increases after every predetermined interval of time, the present invention is not limited to
this configuration. For example, the transmission conductor 12 to be connected to the spread code supplying circuit 21
may be switched in a direction in which the index n thereof decreases. Further, the transmission conductor 12 may be
switched at random in accordance with a predetermined sequence. Further, while the foregoing description is directed
to switching of the transmission conductor 12, likewise, the reception conductors 14 may be switched at random in
accordance with a predetermined sequence.

[Modification 2]

[0135] In the modification 1, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 selects 16 transmission conductors 12 at
four conductor intervals from among the transmission conductors Y1 to Y64 after every predetermined interval of time,
and switches the selected transmission conductors 12 in a direction in which the index n of the transmission conductor
12 increases to supply the spread codes Ck thereto. However, the selection of the transmission conductors 12 to which
the spread codes Ck are to be supplied need not be carried out at intervals of a predetermined number of conductors.
[0136] The modification 2 is described with reference to FIGS. 27 and 28. First, a configuration of a transmission
conductor selection circuit 202 in the modification 2 is described with reference to FIG. 27. In the present modification
2, the transmission conductor array 11 is divided into a plurality of transmission blocks 125 each including 16 transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+15 which are positioned adjacent to each other. In particular, the transmission conductor array 11
including 64 transmission conductors Y1 to Y64 is divided into four transmission blocks, which respectively include the
transmission conductors Y1 to Y16, Y17 to Y32, Y33 to Y48, and Y49 to Y64.
[0137] The transmission conductor selection circuit 202 includes a switch 202a for supplying the spread codes C1 to
C16 output from the spread code supplying circuit 21 to the individual transmission blocks 125.
The switch 202a is formed as a switch group including 16 switches, and output terminals 202b of the 16 switches are
connected to corresponding transmission conductors Yn to Yn+15 while input terminals 202c of the 16 switches are
connected to the corresponding spread code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21 as shown in
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FIGS. 1 and 3. Then, the switch 202a time-dependently switches between the transmission blocks 125 to be connected
to the spread code production circuits 24 such that the spread codes C1 to C16 can be supplied to all transmission
conductors 12. It is to be noted that, in FIG. 27, the switch 202a is shown in a simplified form to avoid undue complexity.
Further, the configuration of the other part of the transmission conductor selection circuit is the same as that of the first
embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1 and overlapping description of the same is omitted herein
to avoid redundancy.
[0138] A supplying method of spread codes in the modification 2 is described with reference to FIG. 28. First, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 202 selects the transmission block 125 which includes the transmission con-
ductors Y1 to Y16 as seen in FIG. 28. Then, the spread code supplying circuit 21 supplies the spread codes C1 to C16
at the same time to the transmission conductors Y1 to Y16, respectively, which form the selected transmission block
125. In this state, supply of the spread codes C1 to C16 is carried out for a predetermined period of time. Then, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 202 switches over to the transmission block 125 which includes the transmission
conductors Y17 to Y32 to be connected to the spread code supplying circuit 21, and supplies the spread codes C1 to
C16 at the same time to the transmission conductors Y17 to Y32, respectively. Thereafter, the transmission conductor
selection circuit 202 repeats the operation of switching over to the next transmission block 125 and the operation of
supplying the spread codes C1 to C16 at the same time to the newly selected transmission block. Then, after the
transmission conductor selection circuit 202 selects the transmission block 125 which includes the transmission con-
ductors Y49 to Y64 and completes supplying the spread codes C1 to C16 from the spread code supplying circuit 21 to
the transmission conductors Y49 to Y64, the transmission conductor selection circuit 202 returns to the transmission
block 125 which includes the transmission conductors Y1 to Y16 and repeats the switching operation and the spread
code supplying operation.

[Modification 3]

[0139] In the modification 2 described above, the transmission blocks 125 are used each including 16 transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+15 that are positioned adjacent to each other, and the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied to the
selected transmission block 125 at the same time. Then, another transmission block 125 is selected such that the spread
codes C1 to C16 are supplied to the newly selected transmission block 125 at the same time, and this process is repeated
until all of the transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11 are supplied with the spread
codes C1 to C16. However, the switching of the transmission conductors 12 is not limited to that which uses multiple
(fixed) transmission blocks.
[0140] The modification 3 is described with reference to FIG. 29. In the present modification 3, the transmission
conductor selection circuit 202 supplies the spread codes C1 to C16 to the transmission conductors Yn to Yn+15 which
are positioned adjacent to each other from among the transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor
array 11. The transmission conductors Yn to Yn+15 to be selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit 202
are shifted (or switched) time-dependently in a direction in which the index n increases. In particular, the transmission
conductor selection circuit 202 first selects, for example, the transmission conductors Y1 to Y16 as seen in FIG. 29. The
spread code supplying circuit 21 then supplies the spread codes C1 to C1 to the transmission conductors Y1 to Y1 at
the same time, respectively.
[0141] In this state, the supply of the spread codes C1 to C16 is carried out for a predetermined period of time, and
then the transmission conductor selection circuit 202 shifts (switches) the transmission conductors 12 to be selected by
one conductor in the direction in which the index n of the transmission conductors 12 increases. In particular, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 202 switches from the 16 transmission conductors Y1 to Y16 selected in the
previous operation cycle to the newly selected 16 transmission conductors Y2 to Y17. Then, the spread code supplying
circuit 21 supplies the spread codes C1 to C16 to the newly selected transmission conductors Y2 to Y17 at the same
time, respectively. Thereafter the transmission conductor selection circuit 202 successively repeats the switching oper-
ation described above to carry out supply of the spread codes C1 to C16.
[0142] It is to be noted that, while, in the modifications 2 and 3, the transmission conductor selection circuit 202
changes (switches) the transmission conductors 12 to be connected to the spread code supplying circuit 21 in a direction
in which the index n of the transmission conductors 12 increases after every predetermined interval of time, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the transmission conductors 12 to be connected to the trans-
mission conductor selection circuit 202 may be switched (shifted) in the direction in which the index n thereof decreases
after a predetermined interval of time. Further, the transmission conductors 12 may be selected at random in accordance
with a predetermined sequence.

<5. Fifth Embodiment: selection methods of a reception conductor>

[0143] Although, in the first embodiment described hereinabove, the reception conductor array 13 is divided into a
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plurality of detection blocks 36, and the reception conductor selection circuit 22 selects one reception conductor 14 in
each of the detection blocks 36 after every predetermined interval of time (see FIG. 6), the present invention is not
limited to this configuration. For example, correlation calculation may be carried out collectively for one of the detection
blocks 36, and after a predetermined interval of time, another detection block is selected for which correlation calculation
is carried out collectively.

[Modification 4]

[0144] Details of a modification 4 are described with reference to FIGS. 30 and 31. FIG. 30 shows a circuit configuration
of the reception conductor selection circuit 131 and the amplification circuit 32 in the modification 4. Referring first to
FIG. 30, in the modification 4, the reception conductor array 13 is divided into a plurality of detection blocks 136 each
including 16 reception conductors Xm to Xm+15 which are positioned adjacent to each other. More particularly, the
reception conductor array 13 is divided into eight detection blocks 136 of the reception conductors X1 to X16, X17 to X32,
X33 to X48, ..., X113 to X128.
A reception conductor selection circuit 131 includes a switch 131a which in turn includes 16 logic switches as seen in
FIG. 30. Output terminals 131c of the 16 switches are connected to the I/V conversion circuits 32a which form the
amplification circuit 32. Further, the input terminals 131b of the switch 131a are connected to corresponding reception
conductors 14. It is to be noted that the configuration of the other part of the reception conductor selection circuit 131
and the amplification circuit 32 is same as that of the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIGS.
1 and 5 and overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0145] Operation of the reception conductor selection circuit 131 is described with reference to FIG. 31. The reception
conductor selection circuit 131 selects a predetermined detection block 136. In particular, the reception conductor
selection circuit 131 first selects, for example, the detection block 136 which includes the reception conductors X1 to
X16 as seen in FIG. 31. Then, the correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation for output
signals output from all of the reception conductors X1 to X16 which form the selected detection block 136, and stores a
correlation value which is a result of the correlation calculation in the correlation value storage circuit 34d described
hereinabove with reference to FIG. 8.
[0146] Then, after a predetermined interval of time, the reception conductor selection circuit 131 switches from the
currently selected detection block 136 to another detection block 136 which includes the reception conductors X17 to
X32. Then, the correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation for the output signals output from
all of the reception conductors X17 to X32 which form the newly selected detection block 136, and stores a resulting
correlation value in the correlation value storage circuit 34d. Thereafter, the switching operation described above is
repeated after every predetermined interval of time. Then, after the correlation calculation for the output signals from
the detection block 136 which includes the reception conductors X113 to X128 and the storage of a resulting correlation
value are completed, the reception conductor selection circuit 131 returns to the initially selected detection block 136
which includes the reception conductors X1 to X16. Thereafter, similar switching and correlation calculation are carried out.

<6. Sixth Embodiment: different examples of a configuration of a sensor section>

[0147] In the first embodiment described hereinabove, the sensor section 100 is configured such that the reception
conductors 14 and the transmission conductors 12 are provided in an opposing relationship to each other with the spacer
16 interposed therebetween on one of the surfaces of the first substrate 15 as seen in FIG. 2. However, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the reception conductors 14 and the transmission conductors
12 may individually be formed on the opposite surfaces of a single glass substrate. In the following, a different example
of a configuration of the sensor section is described with reference to FIG. 32.

[Modification 5]

[0148] FIG. 32 schematically shows a cross section of a sensor section 500 according to the modification 5. Referring
to FIG. 32, the sensor section 500 includes a substrate 501 formed, for example, substantially as a flat plate and made
of, for example, glass. A plurality of reception conductors 514 are formed on one of the surfaces of the substrate 501,
that is, on the surface of the substrate 501 to be pointed to by a pointer 19 such as a finger. A plurality of transmission
conductors 512 are formed on the other surface of the substrate 501, that is, on the lower side surface of the substrate
501 in FIG. 32.
The transmission conductors 512 are covered at the surface thereof with a first protective layer 513 formed so as to
cover the overall area of the one surface of the substrate 501. Similarly, the reception conductors 514 are covered with
a second protective layer 515 formed so as to cover the overall area of the other surface of the substrate 501. The
second protective layer 515 is further covered with a protective sheet 516 substantially in the form of a flat plate. The
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protective sheet 516 protects the reception conductors 514 so that the pointer 19 may not directly touch the reception
conductors 514.
[0149] It is to be noted that, in the present modification 5, the substrate 501, transmission conductors 512, and reception
conductors 514 can be made of materials similar to those used in the first embodiment described hereinabove. In
particular, in the present modification 5, a known glass substrate or a sheet-like or film-like substrate formed from a
synthetic resin may be used for the substrate 501 similarly as in the first embodiment. The first protective layer 513 and
the second protective layer 515 may be formed, for example, from a SiO2 film or a synthetic resin film, and the protective
sheet 516, for example, may be formed of a sheet material formed of a synthetic resin. Further, while, in the present
modification 5, the first protective layer 513, second protective layer 515 and protective sheet 516 are formed so as to
cover the overall area of the opposite surfaces of the substrate 501, the present invention is not limited to this configuration.
For example, since the intended function of the protective sheet 516 is achieved if the protective sheet 516 is formed
such that the pointer 19 does not touch directly with the reception conductors 514, the second protective layer 515 may
be formed in a shape that is substantially the same as that of the reception conductors 514.
[0150] Since the sensor section 500 according to the present modification 5 makes it possible to decrease the number
of substrates in comparison with the sensor section 100 of the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference
to FIG. 2, the thickness of the sensor section 500 can be further reduced. Further, since the sensor section 500 of the
modification 5 reduces the number of required substrates, it can be provided at a reduced cost.

[modification 6]

[0151] Another modification to the sensor section is described with reference to FIGS. 33A and 33B. In the present
modification 6, the sensor section is configured such that the transmission conductors and the reception conductors are
formed, for example, on one of the opposite surfaces of a substrate. FIG. 33A shows a cross section of the sensor
section of the modification 6 and FIG. 33B shows a perspective view of the sensor section of the modification 6. It is to
be noted that, in FIGS. 33A and 33B, a protective layer and a protective sheet are not shown for simplified illustration.
[0152] Referring first to FIG. 33A, the sensor section 600 of the present modification 6 includes a substrate 601, a
metal layer 602 formed in a predetermined pattern on one of the opposite surfaces of the substrate 601 and having
conductivity, an insulating layer 603 formed on the metal layer 602, and a plurality of transmission conductors 612 and
a plurality of reception conductors 614. In the modification 6, the sensor section 600 is structured such that the trans-
mission conductors 612 and the reception conductors 614 cross each other on one of the surfaces of the substrate 601,
and the insulating layer 603 is interposed between the transmission conductors 612 and the reception conductors 614
at locations at which the transmission conductors 612 and the reception conductors 614 cross each other, to electrically
isolate the transmission conductors 612 from the reception conductors 614.
Referring now to FIG. 33B, the metal layer 602 is a substantially linear (or elongated) metal member formed, for example,
so as to extend in a direction perpendicular to the direction in which the reception conductors 614 extend. The insulating
layer 603 is formed so as to cover part of the metal layer 602. A pair of transmission conductors 612 are provided at the
opposite ends of the metal layer 602 in the extending direction of the metal layer 602 such that they are electrically
connected to each other by the metal layer 602. The reception conductors 614 are formed on the insulating layer 603
and are electrically isolated from the metal layer 602 and the transmission conductors 612. It is to be noted that the
disposition of the transmission conductors 612 and the reception conductors 614 may be reversed. Further, while, in
the present modification 6, the transmission conductors 612, reception conductors 614 and so forth are disposed on
one of the opposite surfaces of the substrate 601 to be approached by the pointer 19 for position pointing, the transmission
conductors 612, reception conductors 614 and so forth may otherwise be disposed on the opposite surface of the
substrate 601.
[0153] In the present modification 6, the substrate 601, transmission conductors 612 and reception conductors 614
can be formed from materials similar to those used in the first embodiment described hereinabove. In particular, the
substrate 601 may be formed from a known transparent glass substrate similarly as in the first embodiment or from a
sheet-formed or film-formed substrate made of a synthetic resin.
[0154] The metal layer 602 may be formed from a metal material having a high electric conductivity such as, for
example, Mo (molybdenum). Since the contact area between the metal layer 602 and the transmission conductors 612
is small, in order to minimize the electric resistance of the metal layer 602 and the transmission conductors 612, preferably
a metal material having a high electric conductivity is used for the metal layer 602. The insulating layer 603 can be
formed using, for example, a resist or the like.
[0155] In the sensor section 600 of the present modification 6, since the number of glass substrates can be reduced
in comparison with the sensor section 100 of the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 2, the
thickness of the sensor section 600 can be further reduced. Further, since the sensor section 600 of the present mod-
ification 6 reduces the number of substrates, the transmission conductors 612 and the reception conductors 614 can
be formed substantially in one layer, and therefore, the sensor section 600 can be provided at a further reduced cost.
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[0156] Where the sensor section 600 of the present modification 6 is configured such that the transmission conductors
612, reception conductors 614 and so forth are disposed on the other surface of the substrate 601 opposite to the surface
to be approached by the pointer 19 for position pointing, the substrate 601 is interposed between the pointer and these
transmission and reception conductors. Therefore, the distance between the pointer and the conductors becomes greater
than that in the sensor section 500 of the modification 5, to thereby reduce the influence of noise from the pointer.

[Modification 7]

[0157] While, in the first to third embodiments and the modifications 1 to 6 described hereinabove, the transmission
conductors are formed from liner conductors extending in apredetermined direction, in themodification 7, the transmission
conductors have a different form.
[0158] The modification 7 is described with reference to FIGS. 34A and 34B. FIG. 34A schematically shows a con-
figuration of the transmission conductors and the reception conductors in the sensor section of the present modification
7, and FIG. 34B shows a land conductor portion of the transmission conductors.
Referring first to FIG. 34A, in the present modification 7, the reception conductors 714 are formed from a linear conductor
of a fixed width. Meanwhile, the transmission conductors 712 are formed from a linear conductor portion 722 formed so
as to extend in a direction perpendicular to the direction in which the reception conductors 714 extend and land conductor
portions 723 having a width greater than that of the linear conductor portion 722 and being electrically connected to the
linear conductor portion 722. The reception conductors 714 and the linear conductor portions 722 are electrically isolated
from each other at least at cross points therebetween by an insulating layer (not shown) interposed therebetween.
[0159] Referring to FIG. 34B, each land conductor portion 723 includes first and second land portions 723b and 723c
formed in a substantially same shape and a substantially linear connecting portion 723d for electrically connecting the
first and second land portions 723b and 723c to each other. The first and second land portions 723b and 723c are
formed in a substantially triangular shape having an apex 723a, at which the land conductor portion 723 is connected
to the linear conductor portion 722. The first land portion 723b and the second land portion 723c are electrically connected
to each other at bottom portions 723e thereof opposite to the apex 723a by the connecting portion 723d.
[0160] It is to be noted that, while, in FIGS. 34A and 34B, the extension direction of the reception conductors 714
and the extension direction of the transmission conductors 712 are orthogonal to each other, the present invention is
not limited to this configuration. The extension directions of both conductors need not be perpendicular to each other,
and it is only necessary for the extension direction of the transmission conductors 712 and the extension direction of
the reception conductors 714 to cross each other so as to form cross points therebetween for position detection purposes.
[0161] Where the land conductor portion 723 is configured in such a manner as described above, a pair of recessed
portions 723f are formed on the land conductor portion 723 so as to extend along the extension direction of the reception
conductors 714.
[0162] Where the transmission conductors 712 are formed in such a shape as described above, the area of the
transmission conductors 712 near (i.e., in the proximity of) a cross point can be increased. As a result, when a pointer
approaches the sensor section 700, an increased amount of electric field emerging from the transmission conductors
712 converges to the pointer, and consequently, the detection sensitivity can be improved.
[0163] Further, if a pointer detection apparatus to which the present invention is applied and another pointer detection
apparatus which adopts the electromagnetic resonance (EMR) system are both placed, one on the other, to form an
inputting apparatus having a common pointer detection region for both of the two pointer detection apparatus, then eddy
current may be generated in the land conductor portion 723 by an electric field generated from the position detection
apparatus of the electromagnetic resistance type. This may cause the so-called eddy current loss, which may negatively
impact the position detection by the electromagnetic resonance system. To solve this problem, in the pointer detection
apparatus to which the present invention is applied, the recessed portions 723f are formed on the land conductor portion
723 positioned in the proximity of a cross point as in the present modification 7. Where another pointer detection apparatus
which adopts the electromagnetic resonance system is additionally provided, one on the other, generation of eddy
current can be suppressed by the land conductor portion 723 having the recessed portions 723f. Consequently, the
problem as described above can be reduced.
[0164] It is to be noted that the application of the configuration of the present modification 7 is not limited to the sensor
section of a pointer detection apparatus of the cross point electrostatic coupling type. The configuration of the modification
7 may be applied also to the sensor section of a pointer detection apparatus of the projected capacitive type electrostatic
coupling type, which includes a conductor pattern similar to that of the cross point electrostatic coupling type. In particular,
the configuration of the modification 7 can be applied also to the sensor section of a pointer detection apparatus of the
projected capacitive type electrostatic coupling system or the like, which includes a conductor pattern formed from a
plurality of first conductors disposed in a first direction and a plurality of second conductors disposed in a direction
crossing the first direction and wherein, based on detection signals obtained from the conductors disposed in these
different directions, those conductors which correspond to a pointed position are specified and the position pointed to
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by the pointer is determined from the position at which the specified conductors cross each other.
[0165] The configuration of the transmission conductors 712 and the reception conductors 714 in the present modi-
fication 7 can be applied also to the sensor sections described hereinabove in connection with the first embodiment in
FIG. 2, the modification 5 in FIG. 32, and the modification 6 in FIGS. 33A and 33B. Further, where the pointer detection
apparatus and a display apparatus such as a liquid crystal panel are formed as a unitary member, in order to suppress
the influence of a signal arising from pixel scanning of the liquid crystal panel, the reception conductors 714 are preferably
disposed to extend in a direction that crosses the pixel scanning direction of the liquid crystal panel.

[Modification 8]

[0166] The shape of the land conductor portion of the transmission conductors is not limited to the example described
hereinabove with reference to FIGS. 34A and 34B. FIG. 35 shows another example of a configuration of the shape of
the land conductor portion as a modification 8. Referring to FIG. 35, a transmission conductor 812 of the sensor section
800 according to the modification 8 includes a linear conductor portion 822 and a land conductor portion 823 similarly
as in the modification 7. The modification 8 is different from the modification 7 in that, while the land conductor portion
723 in the modification 7 has the first and second land portions 723b and 723c of a substantially triangular shape, in
the present modification 8, the land conductor portion 823 has first and second land portions 823b and 823c having a
substantially trapezoidal shape. In the present modification 8, the transmission conductor 812 is electrically connected
at smaller parallel sides 823a thereof, which correspond to the apexes 723a of the first and second land portions 723b
and 723c in the modification 7, to the linear conductor portion 822. The remaining part of the sensor section 800 is
similar to that of the sensor section 700 described above with reference to FIGS. 34A and 34B, and overlapping description
of the common configuration is omitted herein to avoid redundancy. It is to be noted, however, that corresponding
elements in FIGS. 34A and 34B and 35 are denoted by reference numbers having different first digits. Particularly, the
first digit of the numbers used in the modification 7 of FIGS. 34A and 34B is "7" while the first digit of the numbers used
in the modification 8 of FIG. 35 is "8."
[0167] Comparing the present modification 8 with the modification 7, it is noted that the land conductor portion 823
of the transmission conductor 812 in the modification 8 is shaped such that it has no apex portion 723a, that is, no acute
angle portion. Consequently, the flow path of electric current is wider through the land conductor portion 832 than through
the linear conductor portion 822.
[0168] As a result, concentration of current at the connecting portion between the land conductor portion 823 and the
linear conductor portion 822 is less likely to occur, and the current readily disperses. In particular, since current flows
in a spread fashion between the smaller parallel sides 823 a, which define the opposite ends of the land conductor
portion 823, the resistance value between the smaller parallel sides 823a does not increase. Since such a structure as
just described is provided, with the present modification 8, a wide flow path for current can be assured between the land
conductor portion 823 and the linear conductor portion 822 in comparison with the modification 7. As a result, the electric
conduction characteristic can be further improved in comparison with that of the modification 7. It is to be noted that the
shape of the smaller parallel side 823a preferably has no acute angle portion and the smaller parallel side 823a may
have, for example, a curved shape different from the shape described above. Further, while the transmission conductor
812 of the sensor section 800 in the present modification 8 is configured such that the two recesses 823f are formed in
the land conductor portions 823, the number of such recesses is not limited to two and, for example, only one or three
or more recesses may be formed.
[0169] It is to be noted that the application of the configuration of the present modification 8 is not limited to the sensor
section of a pointer detection apparatus of the cross point electrostatic coupling type. The configuration of the modification
8 may be applied also to the sensor section of a pointer detection apparatus of the projected capacitive type electrostatic
coupling system. Further, while, in the present modification 8, only the transmission conductor is formed from a linear
conductor portion and a land conductor portion having a recessed portion provided at a central portion of the conductor
portion, likewise the reception conductor may have a configuration similar to that of the transmission conductor.
[0170] Further, the configuration of the transmission conductors 812 and the reception conductors 814 in the present
modification 8 can be applied also to the sensor sections described hereinabove in connection with the first embodiment
in FIG. 2, the modification 5 in FIG. 32, and the modification 6 in FIG. 33. Further, where the pointer detection apparatus
and a display apparatus such as a liquid crystal panel are formed as a unitary member, in order to suppress an influence
of a signal arising from pixel scanning of the liquid crystal panel, the reception conductors 814 are preferably disposed
to extend in a direction that crosses the pixel scanning direction of the liquid crystal panel.

[Modification 9]

[0171] In a pointer detection apparatus which adopts the cross point electrostatic coupling system, when the surface
thereof on which a pointer is to be operated, that is, the sensor section thereof, is viewed from above, it has a region in
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which a conductor pattern consisting of a plurality of reception conductors and a plurality of transmission conductors
exists and another region in which no such conductor pattern exists. Although each conductor is formed from a transparent
electrode film such as an ITO film, the transmission factor of the region in which a conductor pattern exists is lower than
that of the region in which no conductor pattern exists. As a result, non-uniformity in transmission factor appears on the
sensor section. Such non-uniformity in transmission factor sometimes irritates a user of the pointer detection apparatus.
Therefore, a modification 9 is configured so as to eliminate such non-unifonnity in transmission factor on the sensor
section.
[0172] FIG. 36 shows a general configuration of the sensor section of the modification 9. It is to be noted that the
configuration of the present modification 9 is applied to the sensor section 500 of the modification 5 described hereinabove
with reference to FIG. 32. Referring to FIG 36, in the sensor section 510 of the modification 9, in a region in which none
of transmission conductors 512 and reception conductors 514 exists, first transparent electrode films 517 and second
transparent electrode films 518 made of, for example, the same material as that of the conductors are provided. The
other part of the sensor section 510 has the same configuration as that of the sensor section 500 of the modification 5
described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 32, and overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid
redundancy.
[0173] FIG 37A shows a configuration of a transmission conductor 512 and a first transparent electrode film 517
formed on one surface, that is, on the lower surface, of a substrate of the sensor section 510. In the present modification
9, the first transparent electrode film 517 of a rectangular shape is disposed on the surface of the substrate on which
the transmission conductor 512 is provided. Each of the first transparent electrode film 517 is provided between two
transmission conductors 512 disposed adjacent to each other. The first transparent electrode film 517 has a dimension
a little smaller than the dimension of the distance between the transmission conductors 512 and is spaced from each
transmission conductor 512 with a small gap therebetween so that it does not contact any of the transmission conductors
512. The dimension of the first transparent electrode film 517 in the lengthwise dimension of the transmission conductors
512 is a little smaller than the dimension of the sum of the distance between the reception conductors 514 disposed
adjacent to each other and the conductor width of one reception conductor 514. The first transparent electrode film 517
is disposed between the two reception conductors 514 positioned adjacent to each other, such that lateral edges of the
first transparent electrode film 517 respectively extend to cover approximately 1/2 the conductor width of the reception
conductors 514, as illustrated in FIG 37A.
[0174] FIG. 37B shows a configuration of a reception conductor 514 and a second transparent electrode film 518
formed on the other surface, that is, on the upper surface, of the substrate of the sensor section 510. In the present
modification 9, the second transparent electrode film 518 is disposed on the surface of the substrate on which the
reception conductor 514 is disposed. Regarding the dimension of the second transparent electrode film 518, an approach
similar to that used with the dimension of the first transparent electrode film 517 is applied. In particular, the second
transparent electrode film 518 has a dimension a little smaller than the distance between the reception conductors 514
so that it does not contact the reception conductors 514, and is spaced apart from each of the reception conductors 514
with some gap left therebetween. Regarding the dimension of the second transparent electrode film 518 in the lengthwise
dimension of the reception conductor 514, it is set such that the second transparent electrode film 518 partly covers the
width of any adjacent transmission conductor 512. Regarding the dimension and disposition of the first transparent
electrode film 517 and the second transparent electrode film 518, they should be disposed such that, when the sensor
section 510 is viewed, for example, from the surface side of the sensor section 510 on which a pointer is to be operated,
that is, from the upper surface side, the overlapping relationship of the transmission conductor 512, reception conductor
514, first transparent electrode film 517, and second transparent electrode film 518 is made as uniform as possible while
the electric isolation from each other is maintained, so that non-uniformity of the transmission factor can be suppressed
across the overall sensor section 510 and a uniform optical characteristic can be maintained.
[0175] If the conductors and the transparent electrode films formed on the surfaces of the glass substrate of the sensor
section 510 are disposed as seen in FIGS. 37A and 37B, then when the sensor section 514 is viewed from above, the
first transparent electrode films 517 and the second transparent electrode films 518 made of the same material as that
of the conductors are formed in a region in which no conductor pattern exists as seen in FIG. 36. As a result, non-
uniformity of the transmission factor on the sensor section 514 is suppressed.
[0176] It is to be noted that the shape of the first transparent electrode film 517 and the second transparent electrode
film 518 for suppressing the non-uniformity of the transmission factor is not limited to a rectangular shape. It is only
necessary that the overlapping relationship between the conductor pattern formed from the transmission conductors
512 and the reception conductors 514 and the first transparent electrode films 517 and second transparent electrode
films 518, when the sensor section 510 is viewed from above, be optically uniform. As such, the shape of the first
transparent electrode films 517 and the second transparent electrode films 518 may be suitably set in relation to the
shape of the conductor pattern formed from the transmission conductors 512 and the reception conductors 514. For
example, while, in the present modification 9, a plurality of transparent electrode films of a rectangular shape are disposed
in a spaced-apart relationship from each other and extend along a direction in which the transmission conductors 512
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or the reception conductors 514 extend, the plural transparent electrode films may be alternatively formed as a single
electrode film.
[0177] The configuration of the present modification 9 can be applied also to the sensor sections described hereinabove
in connection with the first embodiment in FIG. 2 and the modifications 6 to 8 in FIGS. 33A to 35. Furthermore, a substrate
having a predetermined region in which, for example, a transparent electrode film for prevention of the non-uniformity
in transmission factor is formed may be prepared separately and additionally provided on the sensor section. Further,
a substrate in the form of a film may be used as described hereinabove.

[Modification 10]

[0178] While, in the first to third embodiments, both of the transmission conductors and the reception conductors are
formed linearly, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, at least the transmission conductors
or the reception conductors may be formed in a curved form or in a concentric relationship.
[0179] In the following, a configuration wherein a plurality of transmission conductors are formed in circular shapes
having different diameters from each other and disposed in a concentric relationship with each other is described with
reference to FIG. 38. FIG 38 shows an arrangement pattern of a transmission conductor array 411 and a reception
conductor array 413 of a sensor section 400 according to a modification 10. In the present modification 10, the transmission
conductor array 411 includes a plurality of transmission conductors 412 respectively having different diameters from
each other and disposed in a concentric relationship from each other. The concentrically disposed transmission con-
ductors 412 are disposed such that the distances between adjacent ones of the transmission conductors 412 in a radius
direction are equal to each other.
[0180] The reception conductor array 413 includes, for example, a plurality of linear reception conductors 414 formed
so as to extend radially from the center of the transmission conductor array 411. The reception conductors 414 are
disposed in an equidistantly spaced relationship from each other in a circumferential direction of the concentric circles
formed by the transmission conductor array 411. With such configuration described above, the circumferential directions
of the transmission conductors 412 and the extension directions of the reception conductors 414 cross each other to
form a plurality of cross points.
[0181] The sensor section 400 of the modification 10 shown in FIG. 38 is suitable where the position detection region
of the sensor section 400 has a circular shape. It is to be noted that, while, in the modification 10, the plural transmission
conductors 412 which form the transmission conductor array 411 are disposed in an equidistantly spaced relationship
from each other in a radial direction, the present invention is not limited to this configuration and the distances between
the transmission conductors 412 may be suitably set to desired distances. Similarly, while, in the present modification
10 described above, the plural reception conductors 414 which form the reception conductor array 413 are disposed in
an equidistantly spaced relationship from each other in a circumferential direction of the transmission conductors 412,
the distances between the reception conductors 414 may be suitably set to desired distances.
[0182] Further, while, in the modification 10 described above, the transmission conductors 412 are formed substantially
circularly and the reception conductors 414 are formed substantially linearly, the present invention is not limited to this
configuration. For example, at least the transmission conductors 412 or the reception conductors 414 may be formed
in a meandering (serpentine) shape with respect to the extension direction thereof.

<7. Seventh Embodiment: different examples of a configuration of an amplification circuit>

[0183] While, in the first to third embodiments described hereinabove, a one-input one-output amplifier is used for the
amplifier used in the amplification circuit 32 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1, the present invention is not
limited to this configuration. For example, a differential amplifier may be used for the amplifier. Specifically, a 2-input 1-
output differential amplifier or a 4-input 1-output differential amplifier may be used according to modifications 11 to 18,
as will be described with reference to FIGS. 39 to 55. In some of the following examples where a differential amplification
circuit is used, the reception conductor array 13 includes 129 reception conductors 14. It is to be noted that the config-
uration of the other part of the amplification circuit is the same as that of the first embodiment described hereinabove
with reference to FIG. 1 and overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.

[Modification 11]

[0184] The configuration of the modification 11 is described with reference to FIG. 39. FIG. 39 shows a general
configuration of the reception section 310 where a 2-input 1-output differential amplifier 250 is used for the amplification
circuit.
The reception conductor array 13 is divided into 16 detection blocks 236. Each of the detection blocks 236 is composed
of nine reception conductors Xm to Xm+8 which are positioned adjacent to each other, that is, whose indexes m are
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consecutive. From among the nine reception conductors Xm to Xm+8 which form each of the detection blocks 236, the
reception conductor Xm+8 which has the highest index m is used commonly by another detection block 236 which is
positioned adjacent to the detection block 236. In particular, in the present modification 11, the reception conductor
array 13 is divided into detection blocks {X1 to X9}, {X9 to X17}, ..., {X113 to X121} and {X121 to X129}.
[0185] The reception conductor selection circuit 231 includes a number of pairs of switches 231a and 231b equal to
the number of detection blocks 236. One pair of switches 231a and 231b include nine input terminals 231c which are
common to both of the switches 231a and 231b. The input terminals 231c are connected to corresponding reception
conductors Xm. Output terminals 231d and 231e of the paired switches 231a and 231b are connected to input terminals
of different I/V conversion circuits 232a hereinafter described. The paired switches 231a and 231b successively switch
the reception conductors 14 to be connected to the I/V conversion circuits 232a at predetermined intervals of time. In
particular, if it is assumed that the switch 231a is first connected to the reception conductor X1 and the switch 231b is
connected to the reception conductor X2 as seen in FIG. 39, then the switch 231a and the switch 231b are switched
such that the switch 231a is connected to the reception conductor X2 and the switch 231b is connected to the reception
conductor X3 after the predetermined interval of time. Thereafter, the reception conductor Xm to be connected to the I/V
conversion circuit 232a is successively switched at the predetermined intervals of time. Then, after the switch 231a is
connected to the reception conductor X8 and the switch 231b is connected to the reception conductor X9, the switch
231a and the switch 231b are switched such that the switch 231a is again connected to the reception conductor X1 and
the switch 231b is again connected to the reception conductor X2.
[0186] The reception section 310 includes the reception conductor selection circuit 231, an amplification circuit 232,
an A/D conversion circuit 33, a correlation value calculation circuit 34 and a position detection circuit 35, as seen in FIG. 39.
[0187] The amplification circuit 232 includes a plurality of I/V conversion circuits 232a, a plurality of differential amplifiers
250, and a changeover switch 232d. The number of I/V conversion circuits 232a is equal to the total number of the
switches 231a and 231b, that is, 32 (2x16), and the input terminals 231c of the paired switches 231a and 231b are
connected to corresponding reception conductors 14, while the output terminals 231d and 231e of the paired switches
231a and 231b are respectively connected to the corresponding I/V conversion circuits 232a. The I/V conversion circuit
232a connected to the switch 231a from between the paired switches 231a and 231b is connected to the negated input
terminal, which has the negative polarity (-), of the corresponding differential amplifier 250 while the output terminal of
the other I/V conversion circuit 232a connected to the switch 231b is connected to the non-negated input terminal, which
has the positive polarity (+), of the differential amplifier 250.
Each differential amplifier 250 is a 2-input 1-output differential amplifier. The differential amplifier 250 differentially
amplifies output signals from the I/V conversion circuits 232a connected to the two input terminals thereof and outputs
a resulting amplified signal. The output signal output from the differential amplifier 250 is amplified to a signal level by
an amplifier not shown and then received by the A/D conversion circuit 33 through the changeover switch 232d.
[0188] Since the modification 11 is configured in such a manner as described above, noise superposed in output
signals from the reception conductors 14 is removed by the differential amplification by the differential amplifiers 250 of
the amplification circuit 232. Consequently, the noise resisting property of the pointer detection apparatus can be im-
proved.

[Modification 12]

[0189] While, in the modification 11 described above, a single reception conductor 14 is connected to each input
terminal of the differential amplifiers 250 through an I/V conversion circuit 232a, the number of reception conductors 14
to be connected to each of the input terminals of a differential amplifier may be a plural number. An example of the form
just described is shown in FIG. 40.
[0190] FIG 40 shows a general configuration of the amplification circuit of the present modification 12. While the
reception conductor selection circuit 231 in the modification 11 is formed from a plurality of pairs of switches 231a and
231b for selecting two reception conductors 14 as seen in FIG. 39, in the present modification 12, though not particularly
shown in FIG. 40, five switches are provided in place of the paired switches 231a and 231b such that five reception
conductors Xm-2 to Xm+2 which are positioned adjacent to each other are connected to input terminals of a differential
amplifier 350 through the five switches.
[0191] The reception conductor selection circuit 231 shown in FIG. 39 connects, for example, four reception conductors
Xm-2, Xm-1 and Xm+1, Xm+2 of five arbitrary reception conductors Xm-2 to Xm+2 which are positioned on the opposite sides
to the input terminals of the differential amplifier 350. It is to be noted that, also in the present modification 12, output
signals of the reception conductors Xm-2 to Xm+2 selected by the reception conductor selection circuit 231 are first
converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuit 232a and supplied to the input terminals of the differential
amplifier 350. However, since the configuration of the modification 12 in this regard is the same as that of the modification
11 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 39, for ease of illustration, the reception conductor selection circuit 231
and the I/V conversion circuit 232a are omitted in FIG. 40.
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[0192] In the illustrated example, of the five reception conductors Xm-2 to Xm+2 selected by the reception conductor
selection circuit 231, the reception conductors Xm-2 and Xm-i are connected to the negated input terminals of the differential
amplifier 350 which have the negative or (-) polarity, and the reception conductors Xm+2 and Xm+1 are connected to the
non-negated input terminals of the differential amplifier 350 which have the positive or (+) polarity. The centrally positioned
reception conductor Xm is connected to the ground. It is to be noted that the centrally positioned reception conductor
Xm may be connected to the ground or to an input terminal of the differential amplifier 350 which is set to a predetermined
reference voltage level such as, for example, a reference level or a supply voltage level Vcc inside the differential amplifier
350.
[0193] Where such a configuration as just described is adopted, output signals from the plural reception conductors
Xm-2 to Xm+2 are input at the same time to the differential amplifier 350, As a result, since the level of the differential
signal output from the differential amplifier 350 increases, the detection sensitivity can be improved. Further, since the
number of reception conductors 14 connected to the differential amplifier 350 increases, the detection range for a pointer
can also be expanded. Further, in the present modification 12, since the differential amplifier 350 is used in the ampli-
fication circuit 232 shown in FIG. 39, the noise resisting property can be improved similarly as in the modification 11.
[0194] The reason why the centrally positioned reception conductor Xm is set to the ground or the predetermined
reference voltage level in the present modification 12 is as follows. As described hereinabove in connection with the
first embodiment, in the pointer detection apparatus of the cross point electrostatic coupling system, the variation of the
current at a cross point at which current is shunted to the ground through the pointer 19 is detected (see FIG. 12B).
However, if the pointer 19 is not grounded sufficiently, then the shunting of current at the cross point becomes insufficient.
In this instance, the current variation at the cross point becomes small, and the sensitivity in position detection deteriorates.
[0195] In contrast, if the voltage level of the reception conductor Xm which is positioned at the center from among the
plurality of reception conductors Xm-2 to Xm+2 connected to the differential amplifier 350 is set to the ground or a reference
voltage level such as, for example, a power supply voltage level or the ground voltage level as in the present modification
12, then even if the pointer 19 is not grounded sufficiently, as long as the pointer 19 touches the reception conductor
Xm, part of the current can be surely shunted through the pointer 19 and the reception conductor Xm. As a result,
deterioration of the sensitivity described above can be suppressed.
[0196] In the modifications 11 and 12, a differential amplifier is used in the amplification circuit to improve the detection
sensitivity. The detection sensitivity can be further improved by supplying the same spread code to a plurality of trans-
mission conductors, as will be described below.

[Modification 13]

[0197] A modification 13 is described with reference to FIG. 41. In the present modification 13, the same spread code
is supplied to two transmission conductors which are positioned adjacent to each other as seen in FIG. 41. It is to be
noted that the configuration of the other part is the same as that of the modification 11 described hereinabove with
reference to FIGS. 1, 39 and so forth, and therefore, overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid
redundancy.
[0198] As seen in FIG. 41, each of 16 different spread codes C1 to C16 produced by a plurality of spread code production
circuits 24 which form the spread code supplying circuit 21 is supplied to two transmission conductors 12 positioned
adjacent to each other. In particular, the spread code C1 is supplied to the transmission conductors Y1 and Y2, the
spread code C2 to the transmission conductors Y5 and Y6, ..., the spread code C15 to the transmission conductors Y57
and Y58, and the spread code C16 to the transmission conductors Y61 and Y62. Though not particularly shown, the
transmission conductor selection circuit 22 (FIG. 1) time-dependently switches the transmission conductors 12 to be
connected to the spread code production circuits 24 such that the spread codes C1 to C16 are supplied, eventually, to
all transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11.
For example, referring to an arbitrary one of the reception conductors 14 (not shown), if the same spread code is supplied
to two transmission conductors, then since twice the spread code is supplied to the reception conductor 14 as compared
to the reception conductor 14 in the first embodiment, the output signal from the arbitrary reception conductor 14 is also
doubled. Accordingly, the detection sensitivity can be improved. Further, if the same spread code is supplied at the
same time to three or more transmission conductors 12, then the detection sensitivity in regard to an arbitrary one of
the reception conductors 14 can be further improved by an amount corresponding to the number of transmission con-
ductors to which the same spread code is supplied at the same time.

[Modification 14]

[0199] Where the same spread code is supplied to a plurality of transmission conductors 12 positioned adjacent to
each other as in the case of the modification 13 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 41, preferably output
signals of a number of reception conductors 14 equal to the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same
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spread code is supplied are amplified.
[0200] A general configuration of the modification 14 is described with reference to FIG. 42. FIG 42 shows a general
configuration of an amplification circuit where the same spread code Ck is supplied to two transmission conductors Yn
and Yn+1 positioned adjacent to each other. It is to be noted that the configuration of the other part than that shown in
FIG 42 is the same as that of the modification 11, and illustration in the drawings and description in the specification of
the same are omitted for ease of illustration and description.
[0201] Where the same spread code Ck is supplied to the two transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 positioned adjacent
to each other as in the case of the modification 13 described hereinabove, an amplifier which has a number of input
terminals equal to the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is supplied is used.
Also, in the illustrated example, the input terminals have the same polarity and, for example, a 2-input 1-output amplifier
360 having two non-negated ("+") terminals is used as the amplification circuit 232 of the reception section 310. To the
two input terminals of the amplifier 360 of the reception section 310, two reception conductors Xm and Xm+1 which are
positioned adjacent to each other are connected.
[0202] Where the same spread code Ck is supplied to the two transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 positioned adjacent
to each other and the output signals from two reception conductors Xm and Xm+1 positioned adjacent to each other are
amplified as described above, not only the signal level of the output signal from the amplifier 360 is increased, but also
the detection range for a pointer can be expanded. As a result, since the time required for detection of the entire sensor
section 100 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1 can be reduced, the present modification 14 is suitably
applied to a sensor section which has a large position detection region. It is to be noted that, while, in the modification
14, the number of reception conductors 14 to be connected at the same time to the amplifier 360 is two, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, three or more reception conductors 14 may be connected. In
this instance, it is possible to further reduce the time required for detection of the entire sensor section 100 and increase
the signal level of the output signal to be output from the amplification circuit.
[0203] If the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is supplied is set equal to the
number of reception conductors 14 to be selected at the same time as described above, the following advantages are
achieved. In the following, such advantages are described with reference to FIGS. 42 and 43 for comparison. FIG. 43
illustrates a concept of a minimum detection area Smin’ where the same spread code Ck is supplied to two transmission
conductors Yn and Yn+1 and an output signal from an arbitrary one reception conductor Xm is amplified.
[0204] Where the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is to be supplied and the
number of reception conductors 14 to be selected at the same time by the reception conductor selection circuit, that is,
the number of reception conductors 14 to be connected to an amplifier 361, are different from each other, the minimum
detection area Smin’ on the sensor section has a rectangular shape as seen in FIG. 43, and anisotropy occurs with the
sensitivity distribution. In this instance, for example, if a pointer has a circular-shape surface that opposes the sensor
section (such surface is hereinafter referred to as an opposing surface), then the opposing surface of the pointer is
sometimes detected not as a circular shape but as a distorted shape such as an elliptic shape. In contrast, where the
number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is to be supplied and the number of reception
conductors 14 to be connected to the amplifier 361 are equal to each other as in the modification 14, the minimum
detection area Smin on the sensor section has a square shape as seen in FIG. 42 and an isotropic sensitivity distribution
is achieved. In this instance, even if a pointer having a circular opposing surface is placed on the sensor section, the
opposing surface of the pointer can be detected as a circular shape.
[0205] It is to be noted that, while, in the present modification 14, both of the number of transmission conductors 12
to which the same spread code Ck is supplied and the number of reception conductors 14 to be connected to the amplifier
360 are two, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. Both of the number of transmission conductors 12
to which the same spread code Ck is supplied and the number of reception conductors 14 to be connected to the amplifier
361 may alternatively be three or more.
[0206] Switching of two transmission conductors, to which the same spread code is to be supplied in the modification
14 described above, is described with reference to FIGS. 44A to 45C. It is to be noted that the following description is
given suitably with reference to FIG. 1.
[0207] FIGS. 44A and 44B illustrate an example of switching of two transmission conductors to which the spread code
Ck is supplied at the same time. It is assumed that, in the switching example illustrated in FIGS. 44A and 44B, the spread
code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 at a certain point of time as seen in FIG. 44A. Then,
after lapse of a predetermined interval of time, the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+2 and
Yn+3 as seen in FIG. 44B. Thereafter, though not shown, the transmission conductors 12 to which the spread code Ck
is supplied are switched to the transmission conductors Yn+4 and Yn+5, the transmission conductors Yn+6 and Yn+7, and
so forth. After the spread code Ck is supplied to the last pair of predetermined conductors, the two transmission conductors
to which the spread code Ck is to be supplied at the same time are switched back to the first transmission conductors
Yn and Yn+i. Thereafter, the switching sequence described above is repeated.
[0208] Another example wherein the transmission conductors 12 are successively switched (shifted) by one trans-
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mission conductor is described with reference to FIGS. 45A to 45C. In particular, the spread code Ck is supplied to the
transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 first at a certain point of time as seen in FIG. 45A. Then, after lapse of a prede-
termined interval of time, the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2 as seen in FIG.
45B. Further, after another lapse of a predetermined interval of time, the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn+2 and Yn+3 as seen in FIG. 45C. Thereafter, though not particularly shown, the transmission conductors
12 to which the spread code Ck is to be supplied are successively switched to the transmission conductors Yn+3 and
Yn+4, the transmission conductors Yn+4 and Yn+5, and so forth. Then, after the spread code Ck is supplied to the last
pair of predetermined conductors, the transmission conductors 12 to which the spread code Ck is to be supplied are
switched back to the first transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1, whereafter the switching sequence described above is
repeated. In particular, in the switching example illustrated in FIGS. 45A to 45C, the transmission conductors 12 to which
the same spread code Ck is supplied are selected in a unit of a predetermined number (two in the example described)
after every predetermined interval of time. Then, the switching operation is controlled such that some of the plural
transmission conductors 12 selected by a preceding selection operation (one in the example described) is or are again
selected as part of a plurality of transmission conductors 12 in the next selection operation.

[Modification 15]

[0209] While, in the modifications 13 and 14 described above, the same spread code is supplied to two transmission
conductors positioned adjacent to each other and output signals of two reception conductors positioned adjacent to
each other are amplified by a simple amplifier, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the
transmission section may supply the same spread code to a plurality of transmission conductors disposed at a prede-
termined number of intervals, and similarly the reception section may be configured such that output signals output from
a plurality of reception conductors disposed at a predetermined number of intervals are amplified by an amplifier. An
example thereof will be shown in FIG. 46 as modification 15.
In the present modification 15, in place of each of the differential amplifiers 250 provided in the amplification circuit 232
described hereinabove with reference to FIG 39, an amplifier 361 having a number of input terminals of the same polarity
equal to the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is supplied, for example, a 2-
input 1-output amplifier 361 having, for example, two non-negated ("+") terminals, may be used in the amplification
circuit 232 of the reception section 310. It is to be noted that, since the configuration of the part other than that described
above is the same as that of the modification 14, description of the same is described suitably with reference to FIGS.
1 and 39 and overlapping description of the same is omitted.
[0210] FIG. 46 schematically shows a configuration where a transmission conductor connected to the ground is
positioned between two transmission conductors to which the same spread code Ck is supplied and the reception section
amplifies output signals from two reception conductors by means of an amplifier while a reception conductor connected
to the ground is positioned between the two reception conductors. In particular, as seen in FIG. 46, the transmission
conductor selection circuit 22 (shown in FIG 1) selects two arbitrary transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+3. Then, the
spread code supplying circuit 21 of the transmission section 200 supplies the same spread code Ck to the two selected
transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+3. Simultaneously, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 connects the
transmission conductors 12 other than the two transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+3 to which the spread code Ck is
to be supplied, that is, the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+2 and any other remaining transmission conductors 12,
to the ground.
Simultaneously, the reception conductor selection circuit 231 of the reception section 310 shown in FIG. 39 connects
the two reception conductors Xm and Xm+2 to input terminals of one amplifier 361, and the amplifier 351 amplifies the
output signals from the reception conductors Xm and Xm+2 connected thereto. Simultaneously, the reception conductors
14 other than the reception conductors Xm and Xm+2 connected to the amplifier 361, in particular, the reception conductors
Xm+1 and Xm+3 and any other remaining reception conductors 14, are connected to the ground. It is to be noted that
switching of the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 by the transmission conductor selection
circuit 22 and the reception conductor selection circuit 231, respectively, is carried out similarly to the switching described
hereinabove, for example, in connection with the modification 14 with reference to FIGS. 44A to 45C.
[0211] In this manner, since, in the modification 15, the same spread code is supplied to a plurality of transmission
conductors 12 and output signals from the plurality of reception conductors 14 are added by an amplifier 361 similarly
as in the modification 13, the detection range can be expanded and the signal level to be detected can be increased,
while the detection sensitivity is also improved. The present modification 15 is particularly suitable where the position
detection range on the sensor section is large because the minimum detection area Smin can be expanded.
[0212] In the present modification 15, where the number of transmission conductors to which the same spread code
is to be supplied and the number of reception conductors to be selected simultaneously are set equal to each other
similarly as in the modification 13 described hereinabove, the minimum detection area Smin on the sensor section can
be set to a square shape. As a result, in the minimum detection area on the sensor section, an isotropic sensitivity
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distribution can be achieved similarly as in the modification 13. In this instance, even if, for example, a pointer having a
circular opposing surface is disposed on the sensor section, the opposing surface of the pointer can be detected as a
circular shape.

[Modification 16]

[0213] The current carrying the spread codes Ck to be supplied to the transmission conductor array 11 is much greater
than the variation amount of an output signal caused by current flowing to the ground through a pointer 19 when the
pointer 19 is placed at a cross point. Although raising the signal level of the output signal as in the modifications 11 to
15 improves the detection sensitivity, raising the output signal level may decrease the accuracy in detecting the variation
amount of the output signal. In order to maintain the detection accuracy, it may be necessary to enhance the resolution
of the A/D conversion circuit 33 of the reception section 300 (see FIG. 1).
However, if the resolution of the A/D conversion circuit 33 is enhanced, then this may cause another problem that the
scale of the A/D conversion circuit 33 increases and designing such A/D conversion circuit 33 may be difficult. This
problem may be exacerbated where the same spread code is supplied to a plurality of transmission conductors 12.
[0214] Thus, a modification 16 which solves this problem is described with reference to FIGS. 47A to 49. FIG. 47A
shows a general configuration of the modification 16 and FIG. 47B illustrates a waveform of an output signal of a
differential amplifier in the modification 16. Further, FIG. 48 illustrates an example of an internal configuration of a
transmission conductor selection circuit in the modification 16, and FIG. 49 illustrates a configuration of a reception
conductor selection circuit in the modification 16. It is to be noted that the modification 16 is described in connection
with a variation of an output signal where a pointer 19 is placed at a cross point between the transmission conductor
Yn+2 and the reception conductor Xm+1 as indicated by a solid line in FIG 47A.
[0215] First, a general configuration of the modification 16 is described with reference to FIG. 47A. The modification
16 is different from the modification 11 in that two inverters 381 are provided between the spread code supplying circuit
21 for supplying the spread code Ck and the transmission conductor selection circuit 382 for selectively supplying the
spread code Ck to the transmission conductor array 11, and that a 4-input 1-output differential amplifier 380 is used as
the amplification circuit to differentially amplifies outputs from four reception conductors 14. Since the configuration of
the other part of the modification 16 is the same as that of the modification 11 described hereinabove with reference to
FIGS. 1 and 39, overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
The two inverters 381 invert the spread code Ck supplied thereto from the spread code supplying circuit 21 and output
the inverted spread code. The spread code Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 and the reversed
code Ck output from the inverters 381 are supplied to four transmission conductors Yin to Yn+3 positioned adjacent to
each other by the transmission conductor selection circuit 382. In particular, the spread code Ck supplied from the spread
code supplying circuit 21 is supplied to the two transmission conductors Yn+2 and Yn+3 through the transmission conductor
selection circuit 382. Further, the spread code Ck is inverted into the reversed codes Ck by the inverters 381 and then
supplied to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 through the transmission conductor selection circuit 382. It is to
be noted that, in the following description of the supplying form (hereinafter referred to as a supply pattern) of the spread
codes illustrated in FIG. 47A, each transmission conductor to which the spread code Ck is supplied is represented by
"+" and each transmission conductor to which the reversed code Ck is supplied is represented by "-." In particular, such
signal supply pattern as illustrated in FIG. 47A is represented as "--++."
[0216] Next, details of the transmission conductor selection circuit 382 are described with reference to FIG. 48.
The transmission conductor array 11 is divided into 16 transmission blocks 383 each including seven transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+6 positioned adjacent to each other. The transmission conductor selection circuit 382 is, for example,
a known logic circuit and includes a number of switch groups 382a equal to the number of transmission blocks 383, that
is, 16 switch groups 382a. Each of the transmission blocks 383 uses those three transmission conductors 12 which
have the highest indexes n from among the seven transmission conductors Yn to Yn+6 commonly with an adjacent
transmission block. In particular, as seen in FIG 48, the first transmission block 383 uses the three transmission conductors
Yn+4 to Yn+6 having the highest indexes n from among the transmission conductors Yn to Yn+6 commonly with an adjacent,
second transmission block 383.
Each of the switch groups 382a includes four switches 382a1, 382a2, 382a3 and 382a4. Seven terminals 382b on the
output side of each of the switch groups 382a are connected to corresponding transmission conductors Yn to Yn+6,
respectively. Input terminals 382c of the switches 382a1 and 382a2 from among the four switches 382a1, 382a2, 382a3
and 382a4 are connected to the spread code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21 shown in
FIGS. 1 and 3 through inverters 381. The input terminals 382c of the switches 382a3 and 382a4 are connected to the
spread code production circuits 24 of the spread code supplying circuit 21.
As seen in FIG 48, for example, the switch group 382a, to which the spread code Ck and the reversed code Ck of the
spread code Ck are supplied, supplies the spread code Ck to the transmission conductors Yn+2 and Yn+3 and supplies
the reversed code Ck to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1. Then, after the spread code Ck and the reversed
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code Ck are supplied for a predetermined period of time, the switch group 382a switches the transmission conductors
12 to be connected to the spread code supplying circuit 21 such that the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn+3 and Yn+4 and the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2. Thereafter,
the switch 382a successively and time-dependently switches the transmission conductors to be connected to the spread
code supplying circuit 21. Then, after the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+5 and Yn+6 and
the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+3 and Yn+4, the spread code Ck is again supplied
to the transmission conductors Yn+2 and Yn+3 and the reversed code Ck is again supplied to the transmission conductors
Yn and Yn+1, and thereafter the sequence of operations described above is repeated. The spread code Ck and the
reversed code Ck of the spread code Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 are supplied to all of the
transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11 in the manner described above.
[0217] Next, details of a reception conductor selection circuit 384 in the modification 16 are described with reference
to FIGS. 47A and 49.
As seen in FIG. 49, the reception conductor selection circuit 384 includes a switch group 384a which includes four
switches. Input terminals 384b of the switch group 384a are respectively connected to corresponding reception conduc-
tors 14. Output terminals 384c of the switches of the switch group 384a are connected to input terminals of an I/V
conversion circuit 385a of an amplification circuit 385. The switch group 384a switches the reception conductors 14 to
be connected to the I/V conversion circuit 385a at predetermined intervals of time. Output signals from the reception
conductors 14 are converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuit 385a and input to a differential amplifier
386 hereinafter described. It is to be noted that, in FIG. 49, a plurality of I/V conversion circuits 385a and a plurality of
switch groups 384a are omitted for simplicity of illustration.
[0218] The amplification circuit 385 includes four I/V conversion circuits 385a and a differential amplifier 386. As seen
in FIG 49, the I/V conversion circuits 385a are connected at an input terminal thereof to output terminals 384c of the
switches which form the switch group 384a and are connected at output terminals thereof to input terminals of the
differential amplifier 386 hereinafter described.
The differential amplifier 386 is a 4-input 1-output differential amplifier. The differential amplifier 386 is provided between
the I/V conversion circuits 385a and the A/D conversion circuit 33 (shown in FIG. 1), and of the four input terminals
thereof, the two input terminals on the left side in FIG. 49 have the polarity of "+" while the two input terminals on the
right side in FIG 49 have the polarity of "-." In particular, the polarity of the input terminals of the differential amplifier
386, to which the two reception conductors Xm and Xm+1 having relatively low indexes m from among the four reception
conductors Xm to Xm+3 which are selected by the reception conductor selection circuit 384 are connected, is set to "+."
The polarity of the other two input terminals of the differential amplifier 386, to which the two reception conductors Xm+2
and Xm+3 having relatively high indexes m are connected, is set to "-." The differential amplifier 386 differentially amplifies
output signals converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuits 385a and outputs the resulting amplified signal.
[0219] The reception conductor selection circuit 384 carries out selection switching similar to that in the modification
4 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 31. In particular, the switch group 3 84a of the reception conductor
selection circuit 3 84 connects the reception conductors Xm to Xm+3 to the "+" terminals and the "-" terminals of the
differential amplifier 386 as seen in FIG. 49 in the order beginning with the reception conductor having the lowest index
(e.g., X1 to X4). In particular, the two "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 386 are connected to the reception
conductors X1 and X2 and the two "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 386 are connected to the reception conductors
X3 and X4. Then, after a predetermined interval of time elapses, the switch group 384a of the reception conductor
selection circuit 384 connects reception conductors positioned in the direction in which the index m increases, that is,
the reception conductors X2 and X3, to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 386, and connects the reception
conductors X4 and X5 to the "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 386. After the switching, new output signals are
obtained from the reception conductors X2 to X5 now connected to the switch group 384a. Thereafter, the switch group
384a of the reception conductor selection circuit 384 successively switches the reception conductors 14 to be connected
to the differential amplifier 386 at predetermined intervals of time. Then, after the last four reception conductors X128 to
X131 are connected to the differential amplifier 386, the initial state, that is, the state illustrated in FIG. 49, is restored,
and then the sequence of operations described above is repeated.
Then, every time such switching as described above is carried out, the differential amplifier 386 differentially amplifies
the output signals input thereto from the reception conductors 14 and outputs the resulting signal to the A/D conversion
circuit 33 at the succeeding stage shown in FIG. 1. Thereafter, the output signals digitally converted by the A/D conversion
circuit 33 are subjected to correlation calculation by the correlation value calculation circuit 34, and a correlation value
which is a result of the correlation calculation is stored in the correlation value storage circuit 34d as seen in FIG. 8: It
is to be noted that, in the following description of the reception form (hereinafter referred to as a detection pattern) of
the differential amplifier 386 illustrated in FIG. 49, each reception conductor connected to a "+" terminal of a differential
amplification circuit is represented by "+" and each reception conductor connected to a "-" terminal of a differential
amplification circuit is represented by "-." In particular, such signal detection pattern as illustrated in FIG 49 is represented
as "++--."
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[0220] Next, displacement of output signals when the reception conductors to be connected to the four input terminals
of the differential amplifier 386 are switched as described above is described with reference to FIG. 47B. A curve 380
indicated by a broken line in FIG. 47B represents a waveform of an output signal output from the differential amplifier
386 when the reception conductors to be connected to the four input terminals of the differential amplifier 386 are
successively switched beginning with the reception conductors having the lowest indexes m, and a curve 380X indicates
a waveform after the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 is integrated. It is to be noted that, for the convenience
of description, the four input terminals of the differential amplifier 386 are referred to as input terminals 386a to 386d in
the order beginning with the input terminal connected to the reception conductor having the highest index m.
[0221] If the reception conductor selection circuit 384 successively switches the reception conductors 14 to be con-
nected to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386 in such a manner as described above, then
when the reception conductors 14 connected to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386 are
positioned so as not to be influenced by the pointer 19 (i.e., the pointer 19 is not adjacent to any of the four reception
conductors 14), then the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 is zero (see 380a of FIG. 47B).
Then, when the reception conductors 14 are approached by the pointer 19, the first to approach the pointer 19 is the
right-most reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 386a of the differential amplifier 386. Thus, the signal
input to the "-" terminal of the differential amplifier 386 gradually decreases. As a result, the output signal from the
differential amplifier 386 is deflected to the positive side (see 380b of FIG. 47B). Thereafter, when the reception conductor
selection circuit 384 switches the reception conductors 14 to be connected to the differential amplifier 386 (to the right),
both of the reception conductors 14 connected to the input terminals 386a and 386b of the differential amplifier 386 now
approach the pointer 19. Consequently, the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 is further deflected to the
positive side. The signal level of the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 becomes highest when the position
at which the pointer 19 is placed is between the reception conductors 14 connected to the input terminals 386a and
386b of the differential amplifier 386 (see 380c of FIG. 47B).
[0222] As the reception conductor selection circuit 384 successively switches the reception conductors 14 to be
connected to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386, the reception conductors 14 previously
connected to the input terminals 386a and 386b of the differential amplifier 386 are gradually moved away from the
pointer 19, and the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 386c of the differential amplifier 386 now
closely approaches the pointer 19 instead. Consequently, the signal input to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier
386 gradually decreases while the signal input to the "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 386 gradually increases.
As a result, the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 is deflected to the negative side (see 380d of FIG. 47B).
[0223] Then, when the pointer 19 is positioned between the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal
386c and the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 386d, the signal input to the "+" terminal of the
differential amplifier 386 becomes the lowest. As a result, the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 decreases
most (see 380e of FIG. 47B).
[0224] Then, if the reception conductor selection circuit 384 further switches the reception conductors 14 connected
to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386, then since all of the reception conductors 14 connected
to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386 will be moved away from the pointer 19, the signals
input to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 386 gradually increase. Consequently, the output signal from the
differential amplifier 386 gradually increases also (see 380f of FIG. 47B). Thereafter, when the reception conductors 14
connected to the input terminals 386a to 386d of the differential amplifier 386 are switched to those reception conductors
14 which are so positioned as to be not influenced by the pointer 19, then the output signal from the differential amplifier
386 becomes zero again (see 380g of FIG. 47B).
[0225] The output signal from the differential amplifier 386 thus exhibits such a level variation as indicated by the
curve 380 of a broken line in FIG. 47B. If the output signal from the differential amplifier 386 is integrated, then the curve
380X indicated by a solid line in FIG. 47B is obtained. Then, the center of gravity of a convexed portion of the curve
380X is calculated to determine (detect) the position of the pointer 13.
The output signal from the differential amplifier 386 and the value obtained by integration of the output signal illustrated
in FIG. 47B represent an output characteristic where the pointer 19 is placed at the cross point between the transmission
conductor 12 to which the spread code Ck is supplied and the reception conductor 14. Where the pointer 19 is placed
at the cross point between the transmission conductor 12 to which the reversed code Ck is supplied and the reception
conductor 14 (for example, at the cross point between the transmission conductor Yn and the reception conductor Xm+1
at which the pointer 19 indicated by a broken line in FIG. 47A is placed), the output signal from the differential amplifier
386 exhibits a characteristic opposite to the output characteristic described above.
[0226] Where the configuration example described above in connection with the present modification 16 is used, the
detection accuracy can be maintained without increasing the circuit scale, and the differential signal to be output from
the differential amplifier 386 can be increased. Furthermore, the range within which simultaneous detection can be
carried out can be expanded. Consequently, the detection sensitivity can be improved. Still further, since the present
modification 16 is configured such that the spread codes Ck and the reversed codes Ck of the spread codes Ck are
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supplied to the transmission conductors 12, in a situation in which the pointer 19 does not exist, the spread codes Ck
and the reversed code Ck cancel each other. Consequently, the dynamic range of the output signal of the differential
amplifier 386 and the input signal to the A/D conversion circuit can be suppressed. Additionally, since noise is canceled
out, the noise withstanding property can be improved.
[0227] In the present modification 16, the total number of the transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread
code Ck is supplied and the transmission conductors 12 to which the reversed code Ck having the sign reversed from
the spread code Ck is supplied, is made equal to the number of reception conductors 14 to be connected to the differential
amplifier 386 similarly as in the modification 14. As a result, in the configuration of the present modification 16 also, the
minimum detection area Smin on the sensor section becomes a square shape. Consequently, in the minimum detection
area Smin on the sensor section, an isotropic sensitivity distribution can be achieved similarly as in the modification 14.
In this instance, for example, even if a pointer having a circular opposing surface is disposed on the sensor section, the
opposing surface of the pointer can be detected as a circular shape.
[0228] It is to be noted that, while, in the modification 16 described above, the number of reception conductors to be
connected to the differential amplifier 386 is four, which is an even number, the number of reception conductors to be
connected is not limited to four or any even number. For example, the unit number of reception conductors to be
connected may be three or five, which are odd numbers. In this instance, the centrally disposed reception conductor
from among the selected odd reception conductors is preferably connected to the ground or to a reference voltage
similarly as in the case of the modification 12 described hereinabove. This is because, as previously described, where
the pointer is not grounded sufficiently, part of current can be shunted through the centrally disposed reception conductor
to thereby prevent deterioration of the detection sensitivity
[0229] While, in the modification 16 described above, the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors
12 having low indexes n while the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors 12 having high indexes
n, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the spread code Ck may be supplied to the
transmission conductors 12 having low indexes n while the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors
12 having high indexes n. Similarly, while the reception conductors 14 having low indexes m are connected to the "+"
terminals of the differential amplifier 386 and the reception conductors 14 having high indexes m are connected to the
"-" terminals to carry out differential amplification, alternatively the reception conductors 14 having low indexes m may
be connected to the "-" terminals while the reception conductors 14 having high indexes m are connected to the "+"
terminals.

[Modification 17]

[0230] While, in the modification 16 described above, the spread codes Ck supplied from the spread code supplying
circuit 21 and the reversed codes Ck which are reversed codes of the spread codes Ck are supplied to four adjacent
transmission conductors such that the same signs are positioned adjacent to each other, the present invention is not
limited to this configuration. For example, the spread code Ck or the reversed code Ck may be supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn and Yn+3 which are positioned at the opposite ends of the four transmission conductors Yn to Yn+3
positioned adjacent to each other while the reversed code Ck or the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2 which are centrally positioned.
[0231] A configuration and operation of the modification 17 are described with reference to FIGS. 50A and 50B. FIG
50A shows a general configuration of the present modification 17 and FIG 50B illustrates a waveform of an output signal
output from a differential amplifier in the modification 17.
[0232] The modification 17 is different from the modification 16 described above in that the supply pattern of the spread
codes Ck and the reversed codes Ck is "-++-" and that the detection pattern of the reception conductors 14 of 4-input
1-output differential amplifier 396 is "-++-" disposed in the order from the smaller side of the index m of the reception
conductors 14. Of the four reception conductors Xm to Xm+3 positioned adjacent to each other, the reception conductors
Xm+1 to Xm+2 are connected to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 396 while the reception conductors Xm and
Xm+3 are connected to the "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 396. Since the configuration and operation of the
other part of the modification 17 are the same as those of the modification 16 described hereinabove with reference to
FIGS. 1 and 47A to 49, overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0233] In the present modification 17, the spread codes Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 shown
in FIG. 1 are supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2 positioned centrally among the four transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+3 selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit 382, while the reversed codes Ck obtained
by reversing the sign of the spread codes Ck are supplied to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+3 positioned on the
opposite ends.
[0234] Next, displacement of output signals where reception conductors to be connected to the four input terminals
of the differential amplifier 396 are switched is described with reference to FIG. 50B. It is to be noted that, for the
convenience of description, the four input terminals of the differential amplifier 396 are referred to as input terminals
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396a to 396d in the order beginning with the input terminal connected to the reception conductor having the highest
index m.
[0235] Where the reception conductor selection circuit 3 84 successively switches the reception conductors 14 to be
connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396 in such a manner as described above,
when the reception conductors connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396 are positioned
so as to be not influenced by the pointer at all, the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 is 0 (see 390a of FIG. 50B).
[0236] Then, since the reception conductors 14 connected to the differential amplifier 396 are approached by the
pointer 19 beginning with the right-most reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 396a of the differential
amplifier 396, the signal input to the "-" terminal of the differential amplifier 396 gradually decreases. As a result, the
output signal from the differential amplifier 396 is deflected to the positive side (see 390b of FIG. 50B). Thereafter, when
the reception conductor selection circuit 384 further switches the reception conductors 14 to be connected to the differ-
ential amplifier 396, the reception conductors 14 connected to both of the input terminals 396a ("-") and 396b ("+") of
the differential amplifier 396 are approached by the pointer 19. Consequently, the signal input to the "-" terminals gradually
increases while the signal input to the "+" terminals gradually decreases, and therefore, the output signal from the
differential amplifier 396 is deflected to the negative side (see 390c of FIG. 50B).
[0237] Then, as the reception conductor selection circuit 384 successively switches the reception conductors 14 to
be connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396, the reception conductors 14 connected
to the input terminals 396a and 396b of the differential amplifier 396 are gradually moved away from the pointer 19 and
the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 396c of the differential amplifier 396 is gradually approached
by the pointer 19 instead. As a result, the signal input to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 396 gradually
decreases while the signal input to the "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 396 gradually increases. Consequently,
the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 further decreases. Then, when the pointer 19 is positioned between
the reception conductors 14 connected to the input terminals 396b and 396c, the signal level of the signal output from
the differential amplifier 396 becomes the lowest (see 390d of FIG. 50B).
[0238] Then, when the reception conductor selection circuit 384 further switches the reception conductors 14 to be
connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396, the reception conductors 14 connected
to the input terminals 396a, 396b and 396c of the differential amplifier 396 are gradually moved away from the pointer
19 while the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 396d of the differential amplifier 396 is approached
by the pointer 19. Consequently, the signal input to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier gradually increases. As
a result, the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 is deflected to the positive side (see 390e of FIG 50B). Then,
when the reception conductor 14 connected to the input terminal 396d of the differential amplifier 396 comes closest to
the pointer 19, the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 exhibits the highest level (see 390f of FIG. 50B).
[0239] Thereafter, when the reception conductor selection circuit 384 further carries out switching of the reception
conductors to be connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396, since all of the reception
conductors connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396 are now moved away from
the pointer 19, the signal input to the input terminals of the differential amplifier 396 gradually increases. Then, when
the reception conductors connected to the input terminals 396a to 396d of the differential amplifier 396 are switched to
those reception conductors which are positioned so as not to be influenced by the pointer 19, the output signal from the
differential amplifier 396 decreases to zero (see 390g of FIG 50B).
[0240] The output signal from the differential amplifier 396 thus exhibits such a level variation as indicated by the
curve 390 illustrated in FIG. 50B. It is to be noted that the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 and the value
obtained by integration of the output signal illustrated in FIG 50B represent an output characteristic where the pointer
19 is placed at the cross point between the transmission conductor 12 to which the spread code Ck is supplied and the
reception conductor 14. Where the pointer 19 is placed at the cross point between the transmission conductor 12 to
which the reversed code Ck is supplied and the reception conductor 14 (for example, at the cross point between the
transmission conductor Yn and the reception conductor Xm+1), the output signal from the differential amplifier 396 exhibits
a characteristic opposite to the output characteristic described above.
[0241] In the illustrated example, the spread code Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit is supplied to
the transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2 positioned centrally among the four transmission conductors Yn to Yn+3
selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit 382, while the reversed code Ck obtained by reversing the sign
of the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+3 positioned at the opposite ends. The
reception conductors Xm+1 and Xm+2 centrally positioned among the four reception conductors positioned adjacent to
each other are connected to the "+" terminals of the 4-input 1-output differential amplifier 396, while the reception
conductors Xm and Xm+3 are connected to the "-" terminals of the differential amplifier 396. Thus, an output signal similar
to that obtained by carrying out an integration process is obtained as an output signal from the differential amplifier 396.
Therefore, if the detection pattern of the present modification 17 is adopted, then there is no necessity to carry out an
integration process, and consequently, accumulation of noise which may possibly occur when an integration process is
carried out is eliminated. Further, since the differential amplification process is carried out, the noise resisting property
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can be further improved.
[0242] Since the present modification 17 is configured such that the number of output signals from a number of
reception conductors 14 equals the total number of the transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code or
the reversed code having the sign reversed from the spread code is supplied, similarly to the modification 14, the minimum
detection area Smin on the sensor section becomes a square shape. As a result, an isotropic sensitivity distribution can
be achieved in the minimum detection area on the sensor section. In this instance, for example, even if a pointer having
a circular opposing surface is disposed on the sensor section, the opposing surface of the pointer can be detected as
a circular shape.
[0243] While, in the foregoing description, the number of reception conductors to be connected to the differential
amplifier is four, which is an even number, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the
number of reception conductors 14 to be connected to the differential amplifier may be set to three or five, which are
odd numbers.

[Modification 18]

[0244] While, in the modification 17 described above, the supply pattern of the spread codes and the reversed codes
of the spread codes and the detection pattern of signals from the reception conductors are set to "-++-," the supply
pattern of the spread codes and the reversed codes of the spread codes and the detection pattern of signals from the
reception conductors may be set alternatively to "+--+." In the following, the modification 18 is described in reference to
FIG. 51, wherein the spread codes and the reversed codes of the spread codes are set to and supplied in the "+--+"
supply pattern, and the detection pattern is also set to "+--+" such that the reception signals are differentially amplified
by a differential amplifier.
[0245] If the present modification 18 is compared with the modification 17, then it is different in that the inverter 381
which reverses the sign of the spread code Ck to be supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 to the transmission
conductors is disposed such that the reversed signal is supplied to the two centrally located transmission conductors
Yn+1 and Yn+2 among the four transmission conductors Yn to Yn+3 to be selected by the transmission conductor selection
circuit 382. Another difference is that the polarities of the four input terminals of a differential amplifier 397 are set to "+--
+" beginning with the reception conductor 14 having the highest index m. The other part of the modification 18 is the
same as that of the modification 17 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 50.
[0246] With the configuration of the modification 18, similar effects to those of the modification 17 are achieved. In
particular, since there is no necessity to provide an integration process, accumulation of noise which is likely to occur
when an integration process is carried out is eliminated. Also, since a differential amplification process is carried out,
the noise resisting property can be further improved. Furthermore, since the total number of transmission conductors
12 to which the same spread code or the reversed code obtained by reversing the sign of the spread code is supplied
equals the number of output signals from a number of reception conductors, the minimum detection area Smin on the
sensor section becomes a square shape. As a result, an isotropic sensitivity distribution can be achieved in the minimum
detection area on the sensor section. In this instance, for example, even if a pointer having a circular opposing surface
is disposed on the sensor section, the opposing surface of the pointer can be detected as a circular shape.
[0247] In the modifications 16 to 18 described hereinabove with reference to FIGS. 47A to 51, the number of trans-
mission conductors and the number of reception conductors to be selected by the transmission conductor selection
circuit and the reception conductor selection circuit, respectively, are set to an even number. In a modification 19
described below, the number of transmission conductors and reception conductors to be selected is set to an odd number
as shown in FIGS. 52 to 54. It is to be noted that, in the modifications 19 and 20 described below, the reception conductor
array 13 includes 130 reception conductors 14.

[Modification 19]

[0248] First, a configuration of a modification 19 is described with reference to FIG. 52. FIG. 52 schematically shows
a general configuration of a pointer detection apparatus wherein a 3-input 1-output differential amplifier is used for the
amplification circuit 32 (shown in FIG. 1).
[0249] First, a general configuration of the modification 19 is described with reference to FIGS. 1 and 52. The trans-
mission section 200 shown in FIG. 1 includes a spread code supplying circuit 21 for supplying spread codes Ck, a
transmission conductor selection circuit 402 for selectively supplying the spread codes Ck supplied from the spread
code supplying circuit 21 to the transmission conductors 12, and an inverter 401 provided between the spread code
supplying circuit 21 and the transmission conductor selection circuit 402 for inverting the spread code Ck supplied from
the spread code supplying circuit 21 to produce and output a reversed code Ck. The spread code Ck and the reversed
code Ck are supplied to three transmission conductors Yn to Yn+2 positioned adjacent to each other by the transmission
conductor selection circuit 402. In particular, a spread code Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 is
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supplied to the two transmission conductors Yn and Yn+2 through the transmission conductor selection circuit 402.
Further, the spread code Ck is inverted into the reversed code Ck by the inverter 401 and then supplied to the transmission
conductor Yn+1 through the transmission conductor selection circuit 402. In particular, in FIG. 52, the spread code supply
pattern is "+-+." It is to be noted that the configuration of the other part of the transmission section 200 in the present
modification 19 is the same as that in the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1, and overlapping
description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0250] Next, details of the transmission conductor selection circuit 402 are described with reference to FIG. 53.
The transmission conductor array 11 is divided into 16 transmission blocks 403 each including six transmission conductors
positioned adjacent to each other, and includes a number of switch groups 402a equal to the number of transmission
blocks 403, that is, 16 switch groups 402a. In each of the transmission blocks 403, those two transmission conductors
12 which have relatively high indexes n among the six transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission block
403 are used commonly by another adjacent transmission block 403. In particular, as seen in FIG. 53, from among the
transmission conductors Yn to Yn+5 which form the transmission block 403, those two transmission conductors Yn+4 and
Yn+5 having relatively high indexes are used commonly by an adjacent transmission block.
Each of the switch groups 402a includes three switches 402a1, 402a2 and 402a3. Six terminals 402b of each of the
switch groups 402a on the output side are connected respectively to the corresponding transmission conductors Yn to
Yn+5. Further, input terminals 402c of the switches 402a1 and 402a3 among the three switches 402a1, 402a2 and 402a3
are connected to the spread code production circuit 24 shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, which provide spread codes C1 to C16.
The input terminal 402c of the switch 402a2 is connected to the spread code production circuit 24, which provides the
spread codes C1 to C16, through the inverter 401.
[0251] As seen in FIG 53, for example, the switch group 402a, to which the spread code Ck and the reversed code
Ck of the spread code Ck are supplied, supplies the spread code Ck to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+2 and
supplies the reversed code Ck to the transmission conductor Yn+1. Then, after the spread code Ck and the reversed
code Ck are supplied for a predetermined period of time, the switch group 402a switches the transmission conductors
12 to be connected to the spread code production circuit 24 so that the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn+1 and Yn+3 and the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductor Yn+2. Thereafter, the
switch group 402a successively and time-dependently switches the transmission conductors to be connected to the
spread code production circuit 24. Then, after the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductors Yn+5 and
Yn+3 and the reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductor Yn+4, the switch group 402a supplies the spread
code Ck again to the transmission conductors Yn and Yn+1 and supplies the reversed code Ck again to the transmission
conductor Yn+1. Thereafter, the sequence of operations described above is repeated. In this manner, the spread code
Ck supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 and the reversed code Ck of the spread code Ck are supplied to
all of the transmission conductors 12 which form the transmission conductor array 11.
[0252] Next, details of a reception conductor selection circuit 813 in the modification 19 are described with reference
to FIGS. 1, 52 and 54. As seen in FIG. 54, the reception section 320 in the present modification 19 includes a reception
conductor selection circuit 813, an amplification circuit 32, an A/D conversion circuit 33, a correlation value calculation
circuit 34 and a position detection circuit 35.
[0253] The reception conductor array 13 is divided into 43 detection blocks 336. Each of the detection blocks 336
includes three reception conductors Xm to Xm+2 positioned adjacent to each other, that is, having consecutive indexes
m. The reception conductors Xm to Xm+2 which form each of the detection blocks 336 are used commonly by another
adjacent detection block 336. In particular, in the present modification 19, the reception conductor array 13 is divided
into detection blocks {X1 to X3}, {X2 to X4}, ..., {X127 to X129} and {X128 to X130}.
[0254] The reception conductor selection circuit 813 includes a switch group 815 including three switches. The switch
group 815 has input terminals 815a respectively connected to corresponding reception conductors 14. The switch group
815 has output terminals 815b connected to input terminals of I/V conversion circuits 32a. The switch group 815 suc-
cessively switches the detection block 336 to be connected to the I/V conversion circuits 32a at predetermined intervals
of time. In particular, if it is assumed that the detection block {X1 to X3} are first connected to the I/V conversion circuits
32a at the succeeding stage, then the detection block {X2 to X4} are next connected to the I/V conversion circuits 32a
at a next interval of time. Thereafter, the reception conductor selection circuit 813 successively switches the detection
block 336 at predetermined intervals of time, and then, after the last detection block {X128 to X130} is connected to the
I/V conversion circuits 32a, the reception conductor selection circuit 813 again connects the first detection block {X1 to
X3} to the I/V conversion circuits 32a. Thereafter, the sequence of operation described above is repeated. Then, output
signals from the reception conductors 14 are converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuits 32a and input
to a differential amplifier 405.
The amplification circuit 32 is formed of three I/V conversion circuits 32a and a differential amplifier 405. Output terminals
of the I/V conversion circuits 32a are respectively connected to different input terminals of the differential amplifier 405.
Here, the I/V conversion circuits 32a are connected in the following manner. In particular, the I/V conversion circuit 32a
connected to the reception conductor Xm having the lowest index m and the I/V conversion circuit 32a connected to the
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reception conductor Xm+2 having the highest index m are connected to non-negated (+) input terminals of the differential
amplifier 405, while the remaining I/V conversion circuit 32a is connected to a negated (-) input terminal of the differential
amplifier 405.
[0255] The differential amplifier 405 is a 3-input 1-outputs differential amplifier. The three input terminals of the differ-
ential amplifier 405 are set such that the polarity of those input terminals, to which the reception conductor Xm having
the lowest index m and the reception conductor Xm+2 having the highest index m among the three reception conductors
Xm to Xm+2 selected by the reception conductor selection circuit 813 are connected, is "+." The polarity of the remaining
input terminal, to which the remaining reception conductor Xm+1 is connected, is "-." The differential amplifier 405 is
configured such that the amount of amplification it applies to a signal input from the "-" input terminal is twice as much
as the amount of amplification it applies to a signal input to the "+" input terminal. This way, since a single reception
conductor 14 is connected to the "-" terminal of the differential amplifier 405 in the present modification 19 while two
reception conductors 14 are connected to the "+" terminals of the differential amplifier 405, the levels of the differentially-
amplified signals become equal to each other, or in other words, the output signal of the differential amplifier becomes
zero (canceled out). The differential amplifier 405 differentially amplifies output signals from the reception conductors
14 and outputs a resulting signal to the A/D conversion circuit 33 at the succeeding stage. It is to be noted that, in FIG:
54, a plurality of I/V conversion circuits 32a and a plurality of switch groups 815 are omitted in order to simplify the
illustration. Further, since the configuration of the other part of the reception section 320 is the same as that of the first
embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1, overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to
avoid redundancy.
[0256] The reception conductor selection circuit 813 carries out selective switching similar to those in the modification
4 illustrated in FIG. 31 and the modification 16 illustrated in FIG. 49. In particular, the switch group 815 of the reception
conductor selection circuit 813 connects the reception conductors Xm and Xm+2 to the "+" terminals of the differential
amplifier 405, and connects the reception conductor Xm+1 to the "-" terminal of the differential amplifier 405 in the order
beginning with the reception conductors X1 to X3 having the lowest indexes as seen in FIG. 54. In short, the two "+"
terminals of the differential amplifier 405 are connected to the reception conductors X1 and X3 and the "-" terminal of
the differential amplifier 405 is connected to the reception conductor X2. Then, after a predetermined interval of time
elapses, the switch group 815 of the reception conductor selection circuit 813 switches to the reception conductors
positioned in the direction in which the index m increases, from the reception conductors 14 previously connected to
the differential amplifier 405, that is, the reception conductors X2 and X4 are newly connected to the "+" terminals of the
differential amplifier 405 and the reception conductor X3 is newly connected to the "-" terminal of the differential amplifier
405. Then, after the switching, new output signals are obtained from the reception conductors X2 to X4 connected to
the switch group 815. Thereafter, the switch group 815 of the reception conductor selection circuit 813 successively
switches the reception conductors 14 to be connected to the differential amplifier 405 at predetermined intervals of time.
Then, after the last group of reception conductors X128 to X130 to be connected to the differential amplifier 405 are so
connected, the switch group 815 of the reception conductor selection circuit 813 returns to the initial state, that is, the
state illustrated in FIG. 54. Thereafter, the sequence of operations described above is repeated.
Then, upon such switching as described above, the differential amplifier 405 differentially amplifies an output signal
input thereto from the reception conductors Xm and outputs a resulting signal to the A/D conversion circuit 33 at the
succeeding stage (see FIG. 1). Thereafter, the output signal digitally converted by the A/D conversion circuit 33 is
subjected to correlation calculation by the correlation value calculation circuit 34, and a correlation value which results
from the correlation calculation is stored in the correlation value storage circuit 34d (see FIG. 8).
[0257] Where the detection pattern of output signals is set to "+-+" as in the present modification 19, the polarity of
the three input terminals of the differential amplifier 405 is leftwardly and rightwardly symmetrical with respect to the
polarity of the central input terminal. Therefore, similarly as in the modification 17, a result similar to the result obtained
by carrying out an integration process upon position detection can be obtained, as illustrated in FIG. 50B. Accordingly,
in the present modification 19, similar effects to those achieved by the modification 17 can be achieved. In particular,
since there is no necessity to provide an integration circuit at the succeeding stage, accumulation of noise which is likely
to occur where an integration process is carried out is eliminated. Additionally, since a differential signal process is
involved, the noise resisting property can be further improved.
[0258] In the present modification 19, the number of signals from a number of reception conductors 14 equals the
total number of the transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck or the reversed code Ck having the
sign reversed from the spread code Ck is supplied, similarly as in the modifications 14 and 17. Thus, an isotropic sensitivity
distribution can be obtained in the minimum detection area on the sensor section 100. In this instance, for example,
even if a pointer having a circular opposing surface is disposed on the sensor section, the opposing surface of the pointer
can be detected as a circular shape.
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[Modification 20]

[0259] While, in the modification 19, the supply pattern and the detection pattern of spread codes are "+-+," they may
alternatively be "-+-." In the following, a modification 20 wherein the detection pattern is set to "-+-" is described.
[0260] A general configuration of the present modification 20 is described with reference to FIG. 55. If the present
modification 20 is compared with the modification 19 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 52, then it has the
following differences. In particular, two inverters 406 for inverting the spread code Ck supplied from the spread code
supplying circuit 21 and outputting a resulting reversed code Ck are interposed between the spread code supplying
circuit 21 and the transmission conductor selection circuit 402. The reversed code Ck is supplied to the transmission
conductors Yn and Yn+2 positioned on the opposite ends among the three transmission conductors Yn to Yn+2 selected
by the transmission conductor selection circuit 402. The polarity of the three input terminals of a 3-input 1-output differential
amplifier 407 is set such that the polarity of those input terminals connected to the reception conductor Xm having the
lowest index m and the reception conductor Xm+2 having the highest index m among the three reception conductors Xm
to Xm+2 selected by a reception conductor selection circuit 813 is "-," and the polarity of the input terminal to which the
remaining one reception conductor Xm+1 is connected is "+." Since the configuration of the other part of the present
modification 20 is the same as that of the modification 19 described hereinabove, overlapping description of the same
configuration is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0261] In the modification 20, the polarity of the three input terminals of the differential amplifier 407 is leftwardly and
rightwardly symmetrical with respect to the polarity of the central input terminal. Accordingly, in the present modification
20 also, a result similar to the result obtained by carrying out an integration process upon position detection as illustrated
in FIG. 50B can be obtained. Accordingly, in the present modification 20 also, similar effects to those achieved by the
modifications 17 and 19 can be achieved. In particular, since there is no necessity to provide an integration process,
accumulation of noise which is likely to occur where an integration process is carried out is eliminated. Additionally,
since a differential signal process is involved, the noise resisting property can be further improved.

<8. Eighth Embodiment: detection of hovering>

[0262] The pointer detection apparatus to which the present invention is applied not only may be incorporated in a
liquid crystal display apparatus, but also may be formed as a stand-alone pointer detection apparatus separate from a
liquid crystal display apparatus. The stand-alone application is similar to an existing position detection apparatus that
incorporates an electromagnetic induction system, for example.
A liquid crystal display apparatus which incorporates an existing pointer detection apparatus is usually formed such that
the detection area of the pointer detection apparatus and the display area of the liquid crystal display apparatus overlap
with each other. Therefore, a user can point to a desired position by pointing, by means of a pointer such as a finger,
to a position at which an object such as an icon or a tool bar which the user wants to point to or select is displayed.
[0263] On the other hand, a pointer detection apparatus and a liquid crystal display apparatus may also be formed
as two separate devices, for example, in the case of a touch pad or a digitizer of the electromagnetic induction type,
which is incorporated into an existing personal computer as the computer’s input device. In such cases, it is difficult for
the user to intuitively grasp a relation between the position pointed to on the input device and the position on the liquid
crystal display apparatus. Therefore, to allow a user to visually recognize the correspondence between the position on
the input device that the user is pointing to and the position on the liquid crystal display apparatus, some of these existing
input devices allow detection of a pointer that is positioned merely in the proximity of the input device, that is, the pointer
that is not in direct contact with the detection section of the input device but is "hovering" over the detection section (this
state is hereinafter referred to as a "hovering state").
[0264] However, where the pointer is in a hovering state, that is, where the pointer is positioned a little above the
surface of the sensor section 100 (e.g., the second substrate 17 in FIG. 12A or 12B), the detection sensitivity is rather
low and, also, the influence of noise becomes more significant. Therefore, it is difficult to carry out an accurate position
detection of a pointer in a hovering state.

[Modification 21]

[0265] A modification 21 is directed to a discrimination technique suitable for discriminating (determining) with a higher
degree of accuracy whether or not a pointer is in a hovering state, and is described with reference to FIGS. 56A to 58.
FIGS. 56A and 56B illustrate a state wherein a finger 19 as a pointer touches the sensor section 100 as illustrated in
FIG. 12B and a level curve of a detection signal (correlation value) obtained in this state, respectively. FIGS. 57A and
57B illustrate another state wherein the finger 19 is spaced above the sensor section 100, that is, in a hovering state,
and a level curve of a detection signal (correlation value) obtained in this state, respectively. FIG. 58 illustrates a map
showing a distribution of level values of the detection signals (correlation values) obtained, at a certain point of time,
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over a region in the proximity of a cross point that is in the state illustrated in FIG. 57A. In the following, a state wherein
the finger 19 touches is compared with another state wherein the finger 19 does not touch, that is, wherein the finger
19 is in a hovering state.
[0266] First, in the state wherein the finger 19 touches the surface of the sensor section 100 as seen in FIG. 56A, part
of an electric field emerging from a transmission conductor 12 converges to the finger 19 and part of the current flowing
from the transmission conductor 12 to a reception conductor 14 is shunted to the ground through the finger 19, as
described hereinabove in the description of the first embodiment with reference to FIGS. 12A and 12B. As a result, since
the current flowing into the reception conductor 14 decreases, the signal level indicated by a level curve 420 increases
steeply in the region contacted by the finger 19, in comparison to the other region that is not contacted by the finger 19,
and the signal level exhibits a peak 420a in the region contacted by the finger 19 as seen in FIG. 56B.
[0267] In contrast, in the state wherein the finger 19 does not touch the surface of the sensor section 100 (in a hovering
state) as seen in FIG. 57A, very small part of an electric field emerging from the transmission conductor 12 converges
to the finger 19, so that only a portion of the current flowing from the transmission conductor 12 to the reception conductor
14 is shunted to the ground through the finger 19. As a result, the current flowing into the reception conductor 14
decreases by a small amount. Therefore, a level curve 421 still exhibits the highest signal level in a region where the
finger 19 is positioned most closely to the surface of the sensor section 100, shown as a peak 421a in FIG. 57B, but
the value of the peak 421a is lower than that of the peak 420a exhibited when the finger 19 is touching the sensor section
100 (FIG. 56B). Consequently, the level curve 421 indicates a broadened (flattened) form as seen in FIG. 57B.
[0268] In the hovering state discrimination technique in the present modification 21, a ratio between a gradient of an
edge and a peak value of the level curve is determined and is compared with a predetermined threshold value to
determine whether or not the finger 19 is in a hovering state.
FIG. 58 is a distribution map of level values of the detection signal (correlation values) obtained at a certain point of time
in a region in the proximity of a cross point over which the finger 19 is positioned. It is to be noted that FIG. 58 illustrates
level values obtained at 3 3 3 cross points and the values are in a normalized form. The ratio between the peak value
and the gradient of the edge is calculated, and the resulting ratio is compared with a predetermined threshold value, for
example, 0.7.
[0269] In the example illustrated in FIG. 58, a maximum value "100" of the level is obtained at the central cross point,
and another level value "50" is obtained at cross points at the positions leftwardly, rightwardly, upwardly and downwardly
of the central cross point. The gradient of the edge of the level curve 421 of the detection signal (correlation value) can
be obtained by determining the difference between the peak value, which is indicated by the length of a double-sided
arrow mark in FIG. 57B (i.e., the level value "100" in the central grid of FIG. 58), and the level value at a cross point
adjacent to the cross point at which the peak value is obtained (e.g., the level value "50" adjacent to the central grid of
"100" in FIG. 57B). For example, in the case of FIGS. 57A and 57B, since the peak value of the level curve is "100" at
the central grid of FIG. 58, the gradient of the edge can be calculated as 100 - 50 = 50. Accordingly, the ratio between
the gradient of the edge and the peak value of the level curve is (gradient of the edge/peak value) = 50/100 = 0.5. Thus,
in this example based on the level values illustrated in FIG. 58, it is determined that the pointer 19 is in a hovering state.
On the other hand, if the ratio between the gradient of the edge and the peak value of the level curve 421 is higher than
a predetermined threshold value (for example, 0.9), it is determined that the pointer 19 is in a state wherein it is touching
the surface of the sensor section 100.
[0270] While, in the description of the example illustrated in FIG. 58, one predetermined threshold value is used for
determining the presence or absence of a hovering state, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For
example, it is possible to provide a second threshold value lower than the predetermined threshold value such that the
ratio between the gradient of the edge and the peak value of the level curve is compared additionally with the second
threshold value to more precisely determine the degree of the hovering state, such as the distance between the sensor
section and the pointer.
[0271] It is to be noted that, in the discrimination technique described above, though not shown in the figure, the
calculation may be carried out, for example, by the position detection circuit 35 provided in the reception section 300
shown in FIG. 1 or by an external computer.
[0272] While, in the modification 21 described hereinabove, the discrimination of a hovering state is carried out directly
based on the level curve of the detection signal, that is, based on the mapping data of the level values, the present
invention is not limited to this configuration. The level curve of the detection signal may be subjected to a suitable
nonlinear process such that a hovering state can be determined based on the characteristic obtained by the nonlinear
process.
[0273] For example, logarithmic conversion may be carried out as a nonlinear process for the level curve of the
detection signal (correlation value). Where nonlinear process is not carried out, the level of the detection signal obtained
when the pointer 19 is touching the surface of the sensor section 100 can be extremely high at a location at which the
pointer 19 touches the sensor section 100, while the level of the detection signal can be extremely low at another portion
at which the pointer 19 is spaced away from the surface of the sensor section 100. Therefore, since the level of the
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detection signal exhibits an extreme difference between the two cases described above (and is extremely low where
the pointer 19 is spaced away from the sensor section), it is difficult to accurately recognize a state wherein the pointer
19 is spaced only slightly from the surface of the sensor section 100.
[0274] If a predetermined signal conversion such as, for example, a logarithmic conversion is carried out for the level
curve of the detection signals (correlation values), then it is possible to make a signal portion of a relatively low level in
the detection signal more conspicuous while suppressing a signal portion having a relatively high level. In other words,
the shape of the peak portion of the level curve after the logarithmic conversion is broadened (flattened) and the maximum
value thereof is suppressed. This way, the transition of the level value near the boundary between the touched state
and the non-touched (hovering) state of the pointer becomes continuous, and a hovering state can be readily recognized
even if the hovering state is such that the pointer 19 is spaced only slightly from the sensor section 100. Consequently,
the recognition characteristic of the pointer detection apparatus can be improved.

[Modification 22]

[0275] Next, an example of a configuration wherein position detection of a pointer can be carried out with certainty
even where the pointer is in a hovering state is described with reference to FIGS. 59 and 60.
[0276] FIG. 59 illustrates a concept of a relationship between a supply pattern of a spread code Ck and a detection
pattern of an output signal in a minimum detection area S1 where a pointer 19 is positioned in the proximity of the sensor
section 100 (see FIG. 1). FIG. 60 illustrates a concept of another relationship between a supply pattern of a spread code
Ck and a detection pattern of an output signal in a minimum detection area S2 where the pointer 19 is positioned relatively
farther away from the sensor section 100.
[0277] First, a switching operation regarding how many conductors are to be selected, i.e., a switching operation of
the "selection number" of transmission conductors 12 and reception conductors 14 is described. The switching of the
selection number is carried out based on a decision regarding whether or not the pointer 19 is in a hovering state, as
described, for example, in the foregoing description of the modification 21. In particular, the ratio between the gradient
of the edge and the peak value of a level curve is determined, and the determined ratio is compared to a predetermined
threshold value to determine whether or not the pointer 19 is in a hovering state. If it is determined that the pointer 19
is in a hovering state, then the transmission conductor selection circuit and the reception conductor selection circuit
shown in FIG. 1 are controlled so that a plurality of transmission conductors 12 and a plurality of reception conductors
14 are selected. The determination of a hovering state is carried out, for example, by the position detection circuit 35
described hereinabove with reference to FIGS 1, 39 and so forth, and when it is determined that the pointer 19 is in a
hovering state, the position detection circuit 35 outputs a predetermined signal to the control circuit 40 described here-
inabove with reference to FIG. 1 and so forth. Then, when a predetermined signal is input from the position detection
circuit 35, the control circuit 40 controls the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 and the reception conductor
selection circuit 31 so that a predetermined spread code Ck is supplied to a plurality of transmission conductors 12 and
a correlation value is calculated based on output signals from a plurality of reception conductors 14.
[0278] Next, details of the switching operation described above are described. In the following description, it is assumed
that a spread code Ck can be supplied to a plurality of transmission conductors Yn and an amplifier (432/532) having a
plurality of input terminals whose polarity is "+" is used for the amplification circuit 32 of the reception section 300, such
that an output signal of an arbitrary reception conductor Xm is detected by the amplifier 432/532.
First, as seen in FIG. 59, when the pointer 19 touches the surface of the sensor section 100, the spread code Ck is
supplied to two transmission conductors Yn+1 and Yn+2, and the amplifier 432 provided in the amplification circuit 32 of
the reception section 300 amplifies and outputs output signals from two reception conductors Xm+1 and Xm+2.
[0279] Then, if the pointer 19 such as a finger is spaced from the surface of the sensor section 100, then since the
ratio between the gradient of the edge and the peak value of the level curve becomes lower than a predetermined
threshold value, it is determined that the pointer 19 is in a hovering state. Consequently, the control circuit 40 controls
the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 and the reception conductor selection circuit 231 (see FIG. 39) based
on a predetermined signal received from the position detection circuit 35, to connect the spread code supplying circuit
21 and the transmission conductor array 11 so that the spread code Ck is supplied to the four transmission conductors
Yn to Yn+3. Similarly, the control circuit 40 controls the reception conductor selection circuit 231 to connect the four
reception conductors Xm to Xm+3 to the input terminals of the amplifier 532 provided in the amplification circuit 32.
Consequently, the detection area changes from a detection area S1 in the state wherein the pointer 19 touches the
surface of the sensor section 100 as seen in FIG. 59, to another detection area S2 having a broader range for detection
as seen in FIG. 60.
[0280] In this instance, the supply pattern of the spread code Ck in the transmission section 200 and the detection
pattern of a signal in the reception section 300 may be, for example, "++" or "+-. "
[0281] As described hereinabove, in the present modification 22, where it is determined that the pointer 19 is in a
hovering state, control is carried out so as to increase the number of transmission conductors 12 and reception conductors
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14 so that the number of transmission conductors 12 to which the same spread code Ck is to be supplied and the number
of reception conductors 14 to be connected to the amplifier at the same time are increased, thereby enhancing the
detection sensitivity. This makes it possible to carry out position detection of the pointer 19 in a hovering state with a
higher degree of certainty.
[0282] While, in the present modification 22 described above, the number of transmission conductors and reception
conductors to be selected is adjusted to two or four in response to a determined state of a pointer, the present invention
is not limited to this configuration. For example, the number of transmission conductors and reception conductors to be
selected can be set arbitrarily. As a specific example, a plurality of threshold values for a peak value of the detection
signal may be set in advance such that a peak value is compared with the plurality of threshold values and the number
of transmission conductors and reception conductors to be selected can be gradually increased as the peak value
decreases successively below the threshold values. Further, the number of transmission conductors to be selected and
the number of reception conductors to be selected need not be equal to each other. Sill further, the adjustment of the
numbers of transmission conductors 12 and reception conductors 14 to be selected need not be carried out for both of
the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14, but may be carried out only for the transmission
conductors 12 or for the reception conductors 14.
[0283] The pointer detection apparatus periodically carries out a detection process, that is, scanning, of a variation
of current over all cross points on the sensor section in order to detect a pointer even when no pointer is touching the
pointer detection apparatus, for example, in order to immediately detect a pointer such as a finger (see FIG. 18). It is to
be noted that, in the following description, to carry out a detection operation using all of the transmission conductors
and the reception conductors is referred to as "all scanning." For all scanning, a high detection sensitivity and a high
speed are demanded so that a pointer can be detected immediately and with certainty.
However, if all scanning is carried out for the transmission conductors and the reception conductors per (in the unit of)
one conductor or a small number of conductors at a time, a large number of points need to be scanned and a longer
period of time is required to complete the all scanning.

[Modification 23]

[0284] In the following, a method of carrying out the all scanning with a high sensitivity and at a higher speed is
described. Further, if an output signal is not detected from the sensor section, the number of transmission conductors
and reception conductors to be used in a single cycle of a detection process (that is, the size of a minimum detection
area) is increased so as to enlarge the detection area.
[0285] It is to be noted that the number of conductors to be selected can be set arbitrarily in response to the size of
the sensor section, a required sensitivity, a desired detection speed, and so forth.
[0286] Those conductors whose number is to be increased or decreased may be both of the transmission conductors
and the reception conductors or either the transmission conductors alone or the reception conductors alone. It is to be
noted that, where the numbers of both of the transmission conductors and the reception conductors are to be increased
or decreased, the numbers may be different from each other. Further, according to the present invention, various methods
can be applied as long as the methods increase or decrease the effective area of the detection area for which signal
detection is carried out.
[0287] It is to be noted that the number of transmission conductors and reception conductors to be used may be varied
based not only on the presence or absence of a detection signal but also on the level of the detection signal. For example,
when the level of the detection signal is higher than a predetermined threshold value set in advance, the number of
conductors may be decreased, but when the level of the detection signal is lower than the predetermined threshold
value, the number of conductors may be increased. Not one but two or more threshold values may be set. As the method
of detecting the level of the detection signal, the technique described hereinabove in connection with the modification
21 with reference to FIGS. 56A to 58 may be used.
[0288] With the present modification 23, when a detection signal cannot be obtained from the sensor section, the all
scanning can still be implemented with a high sensitivity and at a high speed by increasing the number of transmission
conductors and reception conductors to be used for detection of a pointer to thereby expand the detection area.

[Modification 24]

[0289] In the first embodiment described hereinabove, the sensor section 100 includes the reception conductors 14
provided in the proximity of the detection surface, that is, adjacent to the second substrate 17 as described hereinabove
with reference to FIG. 2. Since, in the sensor section 100 according to the first embodiment, the transmission conductors
12 are disposed at a position farther than the reception conductors 14 from the pointer 19, an electric field emerging
from the transmission conductors 12 converges to the pointer 19 in a wider (expanded) path than an electric field which
converges to the reception conductors 14, as seen in FIG. 12B. Therefore, even an electric field from a transmission
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conductor 12 on the outer side in the extension direction of the reception conductors 14 with respect to the position at
which the pointer 19 is actually positioned may converge to the pointer 19.
[0290] In the following, this phenomenon is described with reference to FIG. 61. In the following, it is assumed that
the transmission conductor selection circuit and the reception conductor selection circuit select five transmission con-
ductors Yn to Yn+4 and five reception conductors Xm to Xm+4 at the same time to detect the pointer 19.
As seen in FIG. 61, the transmission conductor selection circuit supplies a spread code Ck supplied from the spread
code supplying circuit 21 to the transmission conductors Yn to Yn+1 having relatively low indexes n among the selected
five transmission conductors Yn to Yn+4. Meanwhile, to the transmission conductors Yn+3 and Yn+4 having relatively high
indexes n, the reversed code Ck produced by inversion of the spread code Ck by means of an inverter 431 is supplied.
Further, the centrally located transmission conductor Yn+2 is grounded.
[0291] Similarly, the reception conductor selection circuit connects the reception conductors Xm+3 and Xm+4 having
relatively high indexes m among the selected reception conductors Xm to Xm+4 to the input terminals of the differential
amplifier 430 whose polarity is "+," and connects the reception conductors Xm and Xm+1 having relatively low indexes
m to the input terminals of the differential amplifier 430 whose polarity is "-," and further connects the centrally positioned
reception conductor Xm+2 to the ground. It is to be noted that, since the configuration of the other part of the present
modification 24 is the same as that of the modification 12 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 40, overlapping
description of the same configuration is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0292] When, for example, a pointer 19 of a substantially circular shape (a solid line in FIG 61) is placed, then electric
fields emerging from the transmission conductors Yn-1 and Yn+5, which are positioned adjacent to the transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+4 on which the pointer 19 is placed and thus are positioned on the outer sides of the transmission
conductors Yn to Yn+4 in the direction in which the reception conductors 14 extend, are absorbed by the pointer 19 and
thus detected as indicated by a broken line in FIG. 61. This occurs more conspicuously where the distance between
the transmission conductors 12 and the pointer 19 is relatively large, for example, where the spacer 16 interposed
between the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 is thick or where the pointer 19 to be detected
is in a hovering state.
[0293] Therefore, in the present modification 24, in order to solve the problem described above, the detection width
of the transmission conductor array 11, which is disposed relatively farther from the detection surface of the sensor
section 100, is set relatively narrow while the detection width of the reception conductor array 13, which is disposed
relatively nearer to the detection surface, is set relatively wide so that, on the detection surface, no difference will appear
between the extent to which the level curve of the transmission signal supplied from the transmission section expands
(i.e., the detection width) and the extent to which the level curve of the reception signal input to the reception section
expands.

[Modification 25]

[0294] FIG. 62 illustrates a relationship between a supply pattern of a spread code used by the transmission section
and a detection pattern of a signal used by the reception section according to the modification 25. In the following, the
modification 25 is described with reference to FIGS. 39 and 62. FIG. 62 illustrates the case where the number of
transmission conductors 12 to be selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit is reduced from five to three
while the configuration of the other part is the same as that described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 61.
In the present modification 25, the reception conductor selection circuit 31 connects, for example, the reception con-
ductors Xm and Cm+1 and the reception conductors Xm+3 and Xm+4 positioned on the opposite ends among five arbitrary
reception conductors Xm to Xm+4 positioned adjacent to each other to input terminals of a differential amplifier. Also in
the present modification 25, output signals from the reception conductors Xm and Xm+1 selected by the reception con-
ductor selection circuit 31 are converted into voltage signals by the I/V conversion circuit 32a (not shown) and supplied
to input terminals of the differential amplifier 430. However, this is the same configuration as that of the modification 10
described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 39, and therefore, the reception conductor selection circuit 231 and the
I/V conversion circuit 232a are not shown.
[0295] The transmission conductor selection circuit 22 selects three arbitrary transmission conductors Yn+1 to Yn+3
positioned adjacent to each other, and supplies a spread code to the transmission conductor Yn+1 having the lowest
index m among the selected three transmission conductors, and supplies a reversed code to the transmission conductor
Yn+3 having the highest index m, while it connects the centrally located transmission conductor Yn+2 to the ground.
Where the number of transmission conductors Yn to be selected by the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 is
smaller than the number of reception conductors Xm to be selected by the reception conductor selection circuit 231 as
in this example, the spread of the level curve of the transmission signals by the transmission section 200 on the detection
surface becomes substantially the same as the spread of the level curve of the reception signals input to the reception
section 310. In other words, the aperture ratio (aspect ratio) of the spread of the level curve by the transmission section
200 and the reception section 310 can be made close to 1. As a result, even if a pointer having a circular opposing
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surface is disposed on the sensor section 100, the opposing surface of the pointer can be detected not as an elliptic
shape as indicated by a broken line in FIG. 61 but as a circular shape.
[0296] While, in the present modification 25 described above, the numbers of transmission conductors and reception
conductors to be selected are different from each other so that the aperture ratio may become one, the present invention
is not limited to this configuration. For example, the aperture ratio may be adjusted by making the shapes such as the
widths of the transmission conductors and the reception conductors different from each other, or by making the arrange-
ment patterns such as circular patterns or conjoined hexagonal patterns of the conductors or the pitches between the
conductors different from each other between the transmission conductors and the reception conductors. Further, while
FIG. 61 shows an example wherein a differential amplifier is used for the amplification circuit of the reception section,
a single-input amplifier may be used instead.

[Modification 26]

[0297] In the pointer detection apparatus 1 of the first embodiment described hereinabove, an output signal output
from an I/V conversion circuit 32a is amplified by an amplifier (not shown) so that it has a predetermined signal level
and then converted into a digital signal by the A/D conversion circuit 33. The digital signal is then input to the correlation
value calculation circuit 34 as seen in FIG. 1 so that correlation calculation can be carried out.
In this instance, there is a problem that, where the noise is higher than the reception signal, if the signal level of the
output signal is always amplified, then the noise is amplified together with the reception signal. Then, the A/D converter,
to which the amplified noise is input, clips the reception signal, resulting in failure of appropriate detection of the reception
signal.
[0298] On the other hand, if the signal level of an output signal is always amplified, then when a pointer in a hovering
state is to be detected, for example, as in the case of the modification 23, the change level (variation) of the reception
signal becomes very low, making it difficult to detect a pointer.
[0299] In the following, the modification 26 is described with reference to FIGS. 63 and 64. FIG. 63 shows a general
block configuration of a reception section 330 in the modification 26 and FIG. 64 shows a circuit configuration of an
absolute value detection circuit which forms a gain value setting circuit hereinafter described. If the reception section
330 in the present modification 26 is compared with the reception section 300 in the first embodiment described here-
inabove with reference to FIGS. 1, 6 and 8, then it is different in that a gain adjustment circuit 481 is provided in place
of the amplifier (not shown) between an I/V conversion circuit 32a of the amplification circuit 32 and the A/D conversion
circuit 33, and that a gain value setting circuit 482 is provided. Since the configuration of the other part of the reception
section 320 in the present modification 24 is the same as the reception section 300 in the first embodiment described
hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1, overlapping description of the same configuration is omitted herein to avoid
redundancy.
The gain adjustment circuit 481 is provided in order to increase or decrease the signal level of a signal input thereto
according to a predetermined signal level. The gain adjustment circuit 481 is provided between the I/V conversion circuit
32a of the amplification circuit 32 and the A/D conversion circuit 33 and carries out predetermined signal level variation
based on a control signal from the gain value setting circuit 482 hereinafter described. Since the signal intensity of an
energy component of the gain adjustment circuit 481 includes not only a signal component (spread code component)
to be detected but also noise and so forth, the gain value setting circuit 482 sets a reception gain value based on the
signal intensity of the energy component of the entire signal to be detected by the reception conductor selection circuit 31.
[0300] The gain value setting circuit 482 is provided in order to control the gain adjustment circuit 481 based on an
output signal converted into a digital signal by the A/D conversion circuit 33. The gain value setting circuit 482 includes
a gain value detection circuit 483 and an automatic gain control circuit 484.
[0301] The absolute value detection circuit 483 detects the signal intensity of the energy component of an output
signal output from the A/D conversion circuit 33. Since the signal output from the A/D conversion circuit 33 includes not
only the signal component (spread code component) to be detected but also an unnecessary signal component such
as noise, the gain adjustment circuit 481 detects the signal intensity of the energy component of the entire detection
signal which includes an unnecessary signal component such as noise.
The automatic gain control circuit 484 controls the gain of the gain adjustment circuit 481 based on the signal intensity
detected by the absolute value detection circuit 483. The automatic gain control circuit 484 is connected to the absolute
value detection circuit 483 and the gain adjustment circuit 481, and outputs a control signal to the gain adjustment circuit
481.
[0302] Next, a configuration of the absolute value detection circuit 483 is described with reference to FIG. 64. The
absolute value detection circuit 483 includes an accumulator 483a, and another integrator 483b connected to an output
terminal of the accumulator 483a.
[0303] The accumulator 483a performs squaring calculation of an output signal of the A/D conversion circuit 33 and
outputs an output signal obtained by the calculation to the integrator 483b. It is to be noted that an output signal of the
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A/D conversion circuit 33 shown in FIG. 63 is branched and input to two input terminals of the accumulator 483a so that
the branched signals are multiplied by the accumulator 483a. The integrator 483b temporally integrates an output signal
of the accumulator 483a and outputs a resulting integration signal as a control signal to the automatic gain control circuit
484 and then to the gain adjustment circuit 48 shown in FIG. 63.
[0304] As described above, in setting the reception gain value in the present modification 26, the signal intensity of
an energy component of a signal, which includes not only the signal component (spread code component) to be detected
but also noise and so forth, is detected and the reception gain value is set based on the signal intensity. Thus, even if
noise and so forth are superposed on the output signal input to the gain adjustment circuit 481, the reception gain value
can be set optimally.
[0305] It is to be noted that, for the absolute value detection, any other suitable method can be used as long as the
method can detect the level of a signal including both a signal component to be detected and noise. For example, in
addition to the technique described above, a technique such as integrating the absolute value of the level of the output
signal can be used. Further, as the absolute value detection process, either a digital signal process after A/D conversion
or an analog signal process before A/D conversion may be used.

[Modification 27]

[0306] The pointer detection apparatus of the present invention makes it possible to detect a plurality of pointers such
as fingers at the same time. Therefore, for example, the pointer detection apparatus of the present invention may be
used by a plurality of users at the same time or may be operated by both hands of one user. As a result, the scale of
the sensor section may become large in order to allow use of the sensor section with a plurality of pointers.
The embodiments and the modifications described hereinabove are configured such that the spread codes Ck are
supplied to one ends of the transmission conductors 12. However, if the scale of the sensor section increases, then the
length of the transmission conductors 12 which serve as transmission lines for the spread codes Ck as well as the length
of the reception conductors 14 which serve as transmission lines for output signals increases correspondingly to the
increase in the scale of the sensor section. Then, floating capacitance of the transmission lines for the spread codes Ck
may cause a drop of the level of the output signals or a delay in the phase of the detection signals. This problem is
described particularly with reference to FIGS. 65A and 65B.
[0307] FIG. 65A illustrates a case where a spread code Ck is supplied to an arbitrary transmission conductor Yk, and
FIG. 65B illustrates a variation of the signal level and the phase of a detection signal obtained with each reception
conductor 14 when the spread code Ck is supplied to the transmission conductor Yk. It is to be noted that, in FIG. 65B,
the axis of abscissa indicates the positions of reception conductors 14 and the axis of ordinate indicates the level of the
detection signal and the phase. Further, FIG. 65B indicates the variation of detection signals from five reception con-
ductors 14, that is, the reception conductors Xm, Xm+2, Xm+4, Xm+6 and Xm+8, for simplified illustration and description.
[0308] As seen in FIG. 65A, if the spread code Ck of a supply signal is supplied to one end of the transmission conductor
Yk, that is, in the example of FIG. 65A, to the right end of the transmission conductor 12, then the signal level of the
output signal of the reception conductors 14 drops by an increasing amount as the distance from the supply side of the
spread code Ck increases, that is, from the reception conductor Xm+8 positioned closest to the supply side toward the
reception conductor Xm positioned farther away from the supply side, due to the influence of the floating capacitance of
the transmission conductor Yk serving as a transmission line. Similarly, the phase delay of the output signal increases
as the distance from the supply side of the spread code Ck increases.
As a result, both the signal level and the phase of the output signal decrease, starting from the reception conductor Xm+8
to the reception conductor Xm, as seen in FIG. 65B. Thus, the signal level difference and the phase difference of the
output signals which appear between the reception conductor Xm+8 and the reception conductor Xm make it difficult to
calculate an accurate correlation value for position detection purposes, resulting in a drop in the detection sensitivity.
Particularly, in the sensor section where an ITO film is used for the transmission conductors 12 and the reception
conductors 14, the resistance value of the conductors is high, and the problem such as a drop in the signal level or a
delay of the phase of the output signal becomes exacerbated.
[0309] Therefore, the present modification 27 is directed to a supplying method of a spread code which can eliminate
the problem described above and is described with reference to FIGS. 66A and 66B. FIGS. 66A and 66B illustrate a
supply pattern of a spread code Ck in the present modification 27 and a variation characteristic of the level and the
phase of the output signal.
[0310] The present modification 27 is different from the embodiments and the modifications described hereinabove
in that the same spread code Ck is supplied at the same time to the opposite ends of one transmission conductor Yk,
as seen in FIG. 66A. In order to implement this supply pattern, for example, in the configuration of the first embodiment,
each output terminal of the spread code supplying circuit 21 shown in FIG. 1 is connected to the opposite ends of the
transmission conductor Yk.
[0311] Where the same spread code Ck is supplied at the same time to the opposite ends of the transmission conductor
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Yk in this manner, the distance from the supply side of the spread code Ck, that is, from the opposite ends of the
transmission conductor 12, to the reception conductor 14 positioned farthest, which is the centrally-located reception
conductor Xm+4 in FIG. 66A, becomes one half of that in an alternative case where the spread code Ck is supplied only
to one end of the transmission conductor Yk. As a result, although the level of the output signal is lowest at the reception
conductor Xm+4 positioned farthest from the supply side of the spread code Ck, that is, from the opposite ends of the
transmission conductor 12, the decreasing amount of the signal level and the phase delay of the output signal can be
reduced in comparison with an alternative case wherein the spread code Ck is supplied only to one end of the reception
conductor 14. Consequently, the level difference and the phase difference among the reception conductors 14 are
minimized, and the detection sensitivity can be maintained.

[Modification 28]

[0312] The modification 28 is directed to a method suitable to detect pressing force (hereinafter referred to as "pointing
pressure") when a pointer such as a finger touches the detection surface of the sensor section of the pointer detection
apparatus of the present invention.
[0313] According to a conventional technique, the pointing pressure is calculated based on the contact area between
the pointer and the detection surface of the sensor section. However, the conventional technique is disadvantageous
in that, for example, when a user having a thin finger strongly touches (with force) the detection surface of the sensor
section, since the contact area remains relatively small, the touch is detected as a light touch.
[0314] Therefore, in the present modification 28, in order to eliminate such a problem as described above, the pointing
pressure is detected using a spatial distribution or mapping data of the level of a detection signal (correlation value) at
each cross point obtained upon position detection of a pointer. In the following, this technique is described particularly
with reference to FIGS. 1, 67 and 68. It is to be noted that the detection of the pointing pressure is carried out by the
position detection circuit 35 of the reception section 300 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1.
[0315] FIG. 67 illustrates a spatial variation of the level of the signal (correlation value) stored in the correlation value
storage circuit 34d shown in FIG. 8 when a pointer touches the detection surface of the sensor section 100 shown in
FIG. 2. In FIG. 67, the axis of abscissa represents the positions of the reception conductors 14 and the axis extending
into the surface of the figure represents the positions of the transmission conductors 12, while the axis of ordinate
represents the level of the detection signal (correlation value). It is to be noted that the level on the axis of ordinate is
represented in a normalized value. Further, in the example illustrated in FIG. 67, a spatial distribution of the level of the
detection signal is shown, where a pointer touches a cross point between the transmission conductor Yn and the reception
conductor Xm, and a spatial distribution of the level only in an area defined by the transmission conductors Yn-4 to Yn+4
and the reception conductors Xm-4 to Xm+4 is shown for simplified illustration and description.
[0316] First, the position detection circuit 35 reads out the mapping data of the signal stored in the correlation value
storage circuit 34d and applies an interpolation process or the like to the signal levels of the output signals at the cross
points, thereby interpolating the signal levels between the cross points. Then, the position detection circuit 35 calculates
a mountain-shaped level curved surface 490 which exhibits an apex or peak at the cross point [Xm, Yn] at which the
pointer touches. While, in the example illustrated in FIG. 67, the level curved surface 490 is produced by applying an
interpolation process or the like to the signal level of the output signal at each cross point, alternatively, the correlation
values determined for the respective cross points may be first interpolated and the resulting interpolated data may be
stored as mapping data in the correlation value storage circuit 34d, which may thereafter be used to produce the level
curved surface 490.
[0317] Thereafter, a signal process of cutting the level curved surface 490 along a predetermined level plane 490a
represented as a region indicated by slanting lines in FIG 67 is carried out. Furthermore, another signal process of
determining the volume of a region surrounded by the level curved surface 490 is carried out. It is to be noted here that
the area of the level plane 490a is the contact area of the pointer.
[0318] Here, a method of simply determining the volume of the region surrounded by the level curved surface 490 is
described with reference to FIG. 68. First, the level curved surface 490 is divided into planes extending along the
extension direction of the transmission conductors 12, as seen in FIG. 67. Consequently, divisional planes 491 to 499
are produced, for example, along the extension direction of the transmission conductors Yn-4 to Yn+4 as seen in FIG. 68.
[0319] Then, the areas Sa1 to Sa9 of the divisional planes 491 to 499 are determined. The calculated areas Sa1 to
Sa9 are added, and a resulting sum value is used as an approximate value of the volume of the region surrounded by
the level curved surface 490. The volume of the region surrounded by the level curved surface 490 has a value corre-
sponding to the pointing pressure, and if the pointing pressure increases, then the volume correspondingly increases.
Therefore, the pointing pressure can be determined based on the volume of the region surrounded by the level curved
surface 490. In the present modification 28, the pointing pressure of the pointer is determined by carrying out the signal
processing as just described.
[0320] It is to be noted that the volume of the region surrounded by the level curved surface 490, determined in the
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manner described above, may further be divided by the contact area. In this instance, a value corresponding to the
pointing pressure per unit area of the contact area is calculated.
[0321] As described above, in the present modification 28, when a pointer touches the detection surface of the sensor
section 100, the position detection circuit calculates a three-dimensional level curved surface of the detection signal
(correlation value), and the volume of a region surrounded by the level curved surface is calculated to determine the
pointing pressure. Therefore, the problem associated with the conventional pointing pressure detection method described
hereinabove can be eliminated, and a pointing pressure that corresponds to the user’s actual touch (a light touch, a
strong touch, etc.) can be detected.
[0322] In the detection method of the pointing pressure described above, the level curved surface 490 is divided into
a plurality of planes and the sum of the areas of the plural divisional planes, that is, an integration value of the areas, is
determined and used as the volume of the level curved surface 490. The present invention, however, is not limited to
this configuration. In order to calculate the volume of the level curved surface 490 with a higher degree of accuracy, the
level values may be weighted-added as in a numerical analysis method. Further, the calculation method of the volume
is not limited to the summing of divisional planes, and multi-dimensional curved surface approximation methods such
as trapezoid approximation or square approximation methods may be used to calculate the volume.
[0323] Next, a procedure of determining the region surrounded by the level curved surface 490 using trapezoid ap-
proximation is described with reference to FIG. 69, wherein the areas of the divisional planes are weighted-added.
[0324] FIG. 69 illustrates a relationship between the positions of transmission conductors 12 and the areas Sa1 to
Sa9 of the divisional planes 491 to 499 of the level curved surface 490 determined by the technique described hereinabove
with reference to FIG. 69. In FIG 69, the axis of abscissa indicates the positions of the transmission conductors 12, and
the axis of ordinate indicates the areas of the divisional planes. A curve 495 in FIG. 69 is formed by joining data points
of the areas Sa1 to Sa9.
[0325] The volume of the region surrounded by the level curved surface 495 corresponds to the area of a region
surrounded by the axis of abscissa and the curve 495 in FIG. 69. Further, if adjacent data points of the areas Sa1 to
Sa9 in FIG. 69 are interconnected by straight lines, then four trapezoidal regions are formed in the area between the
transmission conductors Yn-2 to Yn+2. In the trapezoid approximation, the area of the portion surrounded by the axis of
abscissa and a curve 495 in FIG. 69 is approximated as a sum value of the areas of the four trapezoidal regions formed
between the transmission conductors Yn-2 to Yn+2 in FIG. 69. More particularly, the volume is determined in the following
manner.
[0326] First, a weight value is applied to each of the data points Sa3 to Sa7 which define the region indicated by slanting
lines in FIG. 69 in accordance with the trapezoidal approximation. For example, the weight 1 is applied to the data point
Sa3; the weight 2 to the data point Sa4; the weight 2 to the data point Sa5; the weight 2 to the data point Sa6; and the
weight 1 to the data point Sa7. Then, the volume V1 of the level curved surface 490 is determined by dividing the "sum
value of the areas of the weighted divisional planes" by the "average value of the weight values included in the trapezoidal
shapes." In particular, the volume V1 of the level curved surface 490 is given by:

Here, the "average value of the weight values," which is the denominator of the expression above, is determined by
dividing the "sum total of the weight values at the data points" by the "number of the trapezoids." In the example above,
(1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1)/4 = 2.
[0327] If the method of the trapezoid approximation described above is used, then since the error (offset) between
the hypotenuses which form the four trapezoids in FIG. 69 and the curve 495 is small, the error between a result of
calculation obtained using the trapezoid approximation, that is, the area of the slanting line portion, and the actual volume
of the level curved surface 490 is also small. Therefore, by using the technique described above, the volume of the level
curved surface 490 can be determined relatively accurately. Further, by determining the volume of the level curved
surface 490 using such approximation calculation, the calculation load to be applied to the position detection circuit 35
can be reduced.
[0328] Further, in the method described above of weighted- adding the divisional planes, the square approximation
may be used in place of the trapezoid approximation. In this instance, to the data points Sa3 to Sa7 which form the region
indicated by slanting lies in FIG. 69, weighted values are applied in accordance with square approximation. For example,
the weight 1 is applied to the data point Sa3; the weight 4 to the data point Sa4; the weight 2 to the data point Sa5; the
weight 4 to the data point Sa6; and the weight 1 to the data point Sa7. In this instance, the volume V2 of the level curved
surface 490 is given by:
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Here, the "average value of the weight values," which is the denominator of the expression above, is determined by
dividing the "sum total of the weight values at the data points" by the "number of the trapezoids" and is (1 + 4 + 2 + 4 +
1)/4 = 3.

[Modification 29]

[0329] In the embodiments and the modifications described above, a number of spread codes Ck smaller than the
number of transmission conductors 12 are used and selectively supplied to the transmission conductors 12. However,
for example, a number of different spread codes Ck equal to the number of the transmission conductors 12 may be used
such that the spread codes Ck and the transmission conductors 12 correspond in a one-to-one corresponding relationship
to each other without the necessity for switching the transmission conductors 12 to which the spread codes Ck are to
be supplied.
[0330] FIG. 70 illustrates an example wherein a number of spread codes equal to the number of transmission con-
ductors are used and supplied to the respective different transmission conductors. Accordingly, in the present modification
29, the transmission conductor selection circuit 22 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1 is not required,
similarly as in the second embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 20.
In the present modification 29, in order to supply a number of spread codes Ck equal to the number of the transmission
conductors 12, that is, 64 different spread codes Ck, the number of chips forming each spread code Ck must be set to
greater than 16 chips, which are used in the first embodiment described above, for example, to 64 chips or greater.
[0331] FIG. 71 shows a configuration of the correlation value calculation circuit 334 in the present modification 29.
The correlation value calculation circuit 334 in the present modification 29 is different from the correlation value calculation
circuit 34 in the first embodiment in that a signal delay circuit 334a provided in the correlation value calculation circuit
334 is composed of 64 D-flip-flop circuits 334a1 to 334a64 and that the number of correlators 334b for calculating
correlation values and the number of correlation value calculation code production circuits 334c for supplying correlation
value calculation codes to the correlators 334b are equal to the number of the spread codes Ck, that is, 64. It is to be
noted that the configuration of the other part of the correlation value calculation circuit 334 in the present modification
29 is the same as that of the correlation value calculation circuit 34 in the first embodiment described hereinabove with
reference to FIG. 8, and overlapping description of the same is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
In the correlation value calculation circuit 334, the 64 correlators 334b1, 334b2, 334b3, ..., 334b64 respectively multiply
the 64 spread codes C1 to C64 illustrated in FIG. 71 by correlation value calculation codes C1’ to C64’, which respectively
correspond to the spread codes C1 to C64, to calculate correlation values of the spread codes. In particular, the correlator
334b1 calculates a correlation value by multiplication of the spread code C1 by the correlation value calculation code
C1A’, and the correlator 334b2 calculates a correlation value by multiplication of the spread code C2 and the correlation
value calculation code C2A’ Similar multiplication is carried out until a correlation value is calculated with regard to all of
the 64 spread codes C1 to C64. The calculated correlation values are stored in the correlation value storage circuit 334d.
[0332] Where the correlation values are calculated by the correlation value calculation circuit 334 shown in FIG. 71,
since there is no necessity to switch between the transmission conductors 12 to which the spread codes Ck are to be
supplied, the configuration of the transmission section 200 can be further simplified.
[0333] While, in the present modification 29, a number of spread codes Ck equal to the number of the transmission
conductors 12 are used, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, the same spread code
Ck may be supplied, for example, to two transmission conductors 12 positioned adjacent to each other as in the case
of the modification 13 described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 41. In this instance, a number of spread codes Ck
need not equal the number of the transmission conductors 12, and a number of spread codes Ck need equal only one
half of the number of transmission conductors 12. In other words, 32 spread codes Ck can be used while similar effects
can be achieved.

[Modification 30]

[0334] When a pointer touches a cross point between a transmission conductor and a reception conductor, the variation
of the capacitance value which appears at the cross point is very small. For example, while the capacitance value at a
cross point when the pointer 19 does not touch the sensor section 100 is 0.5 pF, the variation amount of the capacitance
value at the cross point when the pointer 19 touches the sensor section 100 is approximately 0.05 pF.
[0335] For example, an output signal obtained from an arbitrary one of the reception conductors 14 where a code
string of a 2n-chip length is supplied exhibits the highest signal level when the mth chip (m is a natural number equal
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to or higher than 1 but equal to or lower than n) of each of all code strings supplied to the transmission conductors 12
is "1." This is because the signal level of the output signal increases in proportion to the sum of values obtained by
multiplying the capacitance values at the cross points with the chips supplied to the cross points. Accordingly, for example,
if Hadamard codes of a 16-chip length shown in FIG. 17A are supplied, then the output signal obtained from the reception
conductor 14 exhibits the highest signal level when the 1 st chips (all "1") of the Hadamard codes of the 16-chip length
are supplied to the reception conductor 14.
[0336] On the other hand, the signal level of the output signal obtained when the pointer 19 touches a cross point is
equal to the output signal in the form of a current signal obtained when the pointer 19 does not touch the cross point
minus a current signal shunted through the pointer 19 at the cross point. Since the variation amount of the capacitance
value at the cross point when the pointer 19 touches the cross point is very small, the variation amount of the current
signal is very small. In order to detect the very small variation of the current signal, it is necessary to use an amplifier
having a high amplification factor in the amplification circuit.
[0337] However, if an amplifier having an amplification factor suitable for the output signal obtained when the pointer
19 is touching is used, then a new problem arises whereby the output signal obtained when the 1 st chip of the Hadamard
code of the 16-chip length is supplied to the reception conductor 14 gets clipped. Conversely, if an amplifier having an
amplification factor suitable for the output signal obtained when the 1st chip of the Hadamard code of the 16-chip length
is supplied to the reception conductor 14 is used, then another problem arises whereby a very small variation of the
output signal cannot be detected.
[0338] When code strings of the 2n-chip length which are different from each other are supplied to different transmission
conductors 12, since the problem described above appears when all of the mth chips of the code strings are "1," if the
mth chips (all "1") are prevented from being supplied to the transmission conductors 12, then the maximum value of the
signal level of the output signal can be suppressed low. In particular, if the Hadamard codes of the 15-chip length
illustrated in FIG. 17B are supplied, then the maximum value of the output signal can be suppressed lower by a value
equal to the number of the Hadamard codes supplied to the transmission conductors 12. Thus, in the case of the
Hadamard codes illustrated in FIG. 17B (16 Hadamard codes), the maximum value of the output signal can be suppressed
by "16." In this instance, the level of the correlation value obtained when the Hadamard codes of the 15-chip length are
supplied to the transmission conductors 12 is also suppressed to a fixed low level when the pointer 19 is not placed at
any cross point of the reception conductor 14. The fixed level of the correlation value described above is hereinafter
referred to as a "reference level."
[0339] However, where the Hadamard codes of the 15-chip length are supplied to the transmission conductors 12, a
new problem arises that, if the pointer 19 touches a cross point, then the reference level varies. This is because, since
the Hadamard codes of the 15-chip length are shorter in code length by one chip than the Hadamard codes of the 16-
chip length, if the pointer 19 touches a cross point, then the reference level increases by an amount corresponding to
the amount of current shunted at the cross point to the ground. Accordingly, if the pointer 19 touches a plurality of cross
points at the same time, then the reference level varies by an amount corresponding to the number of the cross points
touched by the pointer 19.
[0340] The decision of whether or not the pointer 19 touches a cross point is carried out, for example, by comparing
the signal level of the output signal with a predetermined threshold value (see FIGS. 16A and 16B). Since the pointer
detection apparatus according to the present invention can detect a plurality of pointers at the same time, for example,
the palm of the hand may possibly be placed on the sensor section 100, or a plurality of pointers such as, for example,
a plurality of fingers, may possibly touch a plurality of cross points on the same reception conductor array 13 at the same
time. In those cases, the reference level of the output signal of the reception conductor 14 varies by a great amount. As
a result, the level of the correlation value at the cross point which the pointer 19 touches may vary by a great amount
such that the signal level of the output signal will not exceed the threshold value, resulting in wrong decision.
[0341] In the following, a modification 30 which solves the problem described above is described with reference to
FIGS. 72 and 73. The pointer detection apparatus 3 according to the present modification 30 is similar to the pointer
detection apparatus 1 according to the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 1 except that the
spread code supplying circuit 21 and an amplification circuit 332 are connected to each other in order to supply one of
the spread codes Ck, which are supplied from the spread code supplying circuit 21 to the sensor section 100, directly
to the amplification circuit 332. It is to be noted that the reception conductor selection circuit 31 is omitted in FIG. 73 in
order to avoid complicated illustration. Further, for ease of understanding, only a region of the sensor section 100 where
the transmission conductors Y1 to Y6 cross the reception conductors X123 to X128 is shown in FIG. 73, and the following
description is given in regard to a case in which the spread codes Ck are respectively supplied to the transmission
conductors Y1 to Y6 and output signals from the reception conductors X123 to X128 are detected. It is to be noted that
like components to those of the pointer detection apparatus 1 of the first embodiment are denoted by like reference
characters and overlapping description of the like components is omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0342] Referring first to FIG. 72, the spread code supplying circuit 21 is connected to an amplification circuit 332 in
addition to a transmission conductor selection circuit 22, a clock generation circuit 23, a correlation value calculation
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circuit 34, and a control circuit 40. From among a plurality of spread code production circuits 24 which form the spread
code supplying circuit 21, for example, an arbitrary spread code production circuit 24 is connected to the amplification
circuit 332. A spread code, for example, the spread code C1, output from the spread code production circuit 24 connected
directly to the amplification circuit 332 is supplied directly to the amplification circuit 332 of a reception section 340 without
passing through any transmission conductor 12 so that the spread code C1 is used as a calibration signal or a reference
signal having a reference level for correlation characteristic.
[0343] The reception section 340 in the modification 30 is described with reference to FIG. 73. The amplification circuit
332 includes the number of I/V conversion circuits 332a equal to the number of reception conductors 14, and the number
of capacitors 332b equal to the number of I/V conversion circuits 332a. The capacitors 332b are provided between the
spread code production circuit 24 (not shown) for generating the spread code C1 and the I/V conversion circuits 332a.
Accordingly, the spread code C1 is supplied to the I/V conversion circuits 332a through the capacitors 332b. It is to be
noted that spread code production circuits 24 which generate the other spread codes C2 to C7 are connected to the
transmission conductors Y1 to Y6, respectively.
[0344] Since the spread code C1 is supplied to the capacitors 332b, output signals output from the reception conductors
14 are combined with current signals (calibration signals) generated when the spread code C1 is supplied to the capacitors
332b and are input to the I/V conversion circuits 332a. The output signals combined with the calibration signal are
converted into voltage signals, amplified, and output by the I/V conversion circuits 332a.
An A/D conversion circuit 333 includes the number of A/D converters 333a equal to the number of I/V conversion circuits
332a which form the amplification circuit 332. Each of the A/D converters 333a is connected to a corresponding one of
the I/V conversion circuits 332a. A voltage signal output from each of the I/V conversion circuits 332a is input to the A/D
conversion circuit 333, by which it is converted into a digital signal. The digital signal is output to a position detection
circuit 35 shown in FIG. 72.
The correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation with correlation value calculation codes
corresponding to the spread codes. Here, since the spread code C1 is directly input to the amplification circuit 332 which
forms the reception section 340 without passing through any of the transmission conductors 12 and the reception
conductors 14, signal components of the spread code C1 do not include a variation factor introduced by the transmission
conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14. As a result, a result of the correlation calculation based on a correlation
value calculation code C1’ corresponding to the spread code C1, that is, a correlation value, is a value which is fixed
and always stable.
[0345] In the present modification 30, this fixed correlation value is used as a reference level. In particular, the correlation
value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation with the correlation value calculation code C1’ of the spread
code C1 for the digital signals input from the A/D conversion circuit 333. Then, a correlation value obtained by the
correlation calculation is stored as a reference level of correlation characteristics, for example, in the correlation value
storage circuit 34d shown in FIG. 8. Thereafter, the correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calcu-
lation regarding the correlation value calculation codes C2’ to C7’ corresponding to the spread codes C2 to C7, respectively,
similarly as in the first embodiment described hereinabove, and stores correlation values which are the results of the
calculation in the correlation value storage circuit 34d.
Then, the position detection circuit 35 (see FIG. 1) determines whether or not a pointer 19 is touching the sensor section
100 based on the correlation values, which are calculated in regard to the spread codes C2 to C7 and stored in the
correlation value storage circuit 34d, the correlation value corresponding to the reference level for correlation charac-
teristics, and a predetermined threshold value. In particular, the position detection circuit 35 subtracts the value of the
reference level for correlation characteristics from the correlation values calculated with regard to the spread codes C2
to C7. Then, the position detection circuit 35 compares the resulting difference values with the predetermined threshold
value to determine whether or not one or more pointers 19 exist on the sensor section 100.
[0346] By supplying a predetermined one of a plurality of spread codes to the reception section directly without going
through any of the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14 and using the spread code as a calibration
signal or a reference signal for the reference level for correlation characteristics in this manner, even if variation occurs
with the reference level, a touched position of the pointer 19 can be detected accurately.

[Modification 31]

[0347] In the modification 30 described above, output signals from the reception conductors and the calibration signal
are combined while they remain in the form of an analog signal before they are input to the A/D conversion circuit. Where
the calibration signal and the output signals are combined in the form of an analog signal, since this can be implemented
with only the capacitors 332b, the circuit configuration can be simplified.
However, it is necessary for the capacitors 332b to have a capacitance value set so as to be substantially equal to that
of the capacitors formed between the transmission conductors 12 and the reception conductors 14. Since the capacitance
of a capacitor formed at a cross point between a transmission conductor 12 and a reception conductor 14 is approximately
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0.5 pF and very low, it is difficult to mount such capacitors on an actual circuit board. Further, in the modification 30,
since the calibration signal and the reception signals are combined while they remain in the form of an analog signal,
an error may be introduced.
Therefore, in the present modification 31, the calibration signal is combined with output signals of the A/D conversion
circuit, that is, with reception signals after being converted into digital signals.
[0348] An example of a configuration for combining a calibration signal and reception signals having been converted
into digital signals is described with reference to FIG. 74. The present modification 31 includes, between the A/D con-
version circuit 433 and the correlation value calculation circuit 34 (see FIG. 72), an adder array 434 that combines digital
signals output from the A/D conversion circuit 433 with a calibration signal converted into a digital signal. The present
modification 31 also includes a capacitor 435, an I/V conversion circuit 436, and an A/D converter 437. The capacitor
435 supplies a spread code to be used as a calibration signal directly to the reception section. The I/V conversion circuit
436 converts a current signal into a voltage signal. The A/D converter 437 converts the calibration signal into a digital
signal. The other components are similar to those of the modification 30 described hereinabove with reference to FIG.
72, and like elements are denoted by like reference characters, and overlapping description of the same is omitted
herein to avoid redundancy.
When the spread code C1 is supplied to the capacitor 435, a current signal is supplied to the I/V conversion circuit 436.
The I/V conversion circuit 436 converts the current signal input thereto into a voltage signal and amplifies and outputs
the voltage signal. The voltage signal output from the I/V conversion circuit 436 is converted into a digital signal by the
A/D converter 437 and then input to the adder array 434.
The adder array 434 is formed of a number of adders 434a equal to the number of A/D converters 433a which form the
A/D conversion circuit 433. Each of the adders 434a is interposed between an A/D converter 433a connected to the
reception conductors 14 and an input terminal of the correlation value calculation circuit 34 such that the adders 434a
receive a digital signal output from each of the A/D converters 433a and the calibration signal also converted into a
digital signal by the A/D converter 437. Then, the adders 434a combine (add) the output signals and the calibration
signal, respectively, and output the combined digital signals.
The digital output signals combined with the calibration signal by the adders 434a are then input to the correlation value
calculation circuit 34. The correlation value calculation circuit 34 carries out correlation calculation.
[0349] In the configuration example described above with reference to FIG. 74, adjustment of the reference level can
be carried out similarly as in the example shown in FIG. 73. In the present modification 31, since the calibration signal
and the reception signals are combined as digital signals, by using a capacitor of, for example, 8 pF, as the capacitor
435 provided for supplying the calibration signal (8 pF being 16 times the capacitance of 0.5 pF at each cross point
between a transmission conductor 12 and a reception conductor 14) and by dropping 4-bits worth of data in the A/D
converter 437, signal combination can be achieved with a higher degree of accuracy than where such combination is
carried out in analog signals.
a capacitor of 0.5 pF is formed at each of the cross points between the transmission conductor array 11 and the reception
conductor array 13.
[0350] It is to be noted that, while, in the present embodiment 31, one spread code is used as a calibration signal for
adjusting the reference level, the present invention is not limited to this configuration. For example, two or more spread
codes may be supplied as calibration signals.
While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described using specific terms, such description is for
illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood that changes and variations may be made without departing from
the spirit or scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A pointer detection apparatus for detecting a pointer positioned on a conductor pattern, the conductor pattern
including a plurality of first conductors disposed in a first direction and a plurality of second conductors disposed in
a second direction which crosses the first direction, the pointer detection apparatus comprising:

a code supplying circuit having a plurality of code strings of different codes from each other, the code supplying
circuit being configured to supply predetermined ones of the code strings to the first conductors disposed in
the first direction;
a correlation calculation code supplying circuit configured to supply correlation calculation codes respectively
corresponding to the code strings; and
a correlation calculation circuit for carrying out correlation calculation between signals produced in the second
conductors disposed in the second direction and the correlation calculation codes;
wherein the pointer positioned on said conductor pattern is detected based on results of the correlation calculation
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carried out by said correlation calculation circuit.

2. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:

a first conductor selection circuit configured to selectively supply the code strings supplied from said code
supplying circuit to the first conductors disposed in the first direction.

3. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said first conductor selection circuit is configured to:

divide the first conductors disposed in the first direction into a plurality of groups each including M conductors,
M being an integer equal to or greater than 2,
selectively supply a code string from said code supplying circuit to a predetermined conductor included in each
of the groups, and
successively switch the predetermined conductor in each of the groups, to which the code string is to be supplied,
in a predetermined sequence.

4. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 2 or 3, wherein said first conductor selection circuit is configured
to supply a code string from said code supplying circuit to plural predetermined ones of the first conductors disposed
in the first direction, which are separated by P number of conductors interposed therebetween, P being equal to or
greater than 0, and said first conductor selection circuit is further configured to successively switch the plural pre-
determined conductors to which the code string is to be supplied.

5. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said first conductor selection circuit is configured to:

divide the first conductors disposed in the first direction into a plurality of groups each including Q conductors,
Q being an integer equal to or greater than 2,
supply a code string from said code supplying circuit to the conductors which form each group, and
successively switch the group, to which the code string is to be supplied, in a predetermined sequence.

6. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the claims 2 to 5, wherein said first conductor selection circuit
is configured to set a predetermined one of the conductors, which is disposed in the proximity of a conductor selected
to receive a code string from said code supplying circuit, to a predetermined potential.

7. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the claims 2 to 6, wherein said first conductor election circuit
is configured to supply a code string from said code supplying circuit to at least two of the first conductors which
are disposed adjacent to each other.

8. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the preceding claims, wherein said code supplying circuit is
further configured to:

supply a reversed code string of a code string,
select a plurality of conductors greater than three to which a code string from said code supplying circuit is to
be supplied, and
supply the reversed code string to at least one of the selected conductors.

9. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the preceding claims, wherein said code supplying circuit is
further configured to:

supply a reversed code string of a code string,
select an even number of first conductors equal to or greater than four, which are disposed adjacent to each
other and to which a code string from said code supplying circuit is supplied, and
supply the reversed code string to one half of the selected conductors.

10. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

a second conductor selection circuit configured to selectively connect the second conductors disposed in the
second direction to said correlation calculation circuit.
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11. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 10, wherein said second conductor selection circuit is further
configured to:

divide the second conductors disposed in the second direction into a plurality of groups each including a pre-
determined number of second conductors,
select at least one conductor within each of the groups, and
switch the conductors to be selected within the plurality of groups, respectively, in a predetermined sequence.

12. The pointer detection apparatus according to claim 10 or 11, wherein said second conductor selection circuit is
further configured to:

select predetermined ones of the second conductors disposed in the second direction, which are separated by
a predetermined number of second conductors interposed therebetween, and
switch the second conductors to be selected in a predetermined sequence.

13. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the claims 10 to 12, wherein said second conductor selection
circuit is further configured to:

divide the second conductors disposed in the second direction into a plurality of groups each including S
conductors, S being an integer equal to or greater than 2,
select the second conductors which form a predetermined group among the plurality of groups, and
switch the predetermined group in a predetermined sequence.

14. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the claims 10 to 13, wherein said second conductor selection
circuit is further configured to select predetermined ones of the second conductors, which are separated by a
predetermined number of second conductors interposed therebetween.

15. The pointer detection apparatus according to one of the claims 10 to 14, wherein said second conductor selection
circuit is further configured to:

select a plurality of second conductors equal to or greater than three from the second conductors disposed in
the second direction, and
set a conductor or conductors, which are interposed between those selected conductors that are positioned at
opposite ends of the selected conductors, to a predetermined potential.
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